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Abstract

Evidence-based medicine seeks to base clinical decisions on the best currently available

scientific evidence and is becoming accepted practice. A key role is played by systematic

reviews, which synthesize the biomedical literature and rely on different information re-

trieval methods to identify a comprehensive set of relevant studies. With Boolean retrieval,

the primary retrieval method in this application domain, relevant documents are often ex-

cluded from consideration. Ranked retrieval methods are able to mitigate this problem, but

current approaches are either not applicable, or they do not perform as well as the Boolean

method.

In this thesis, a ranked retrieval model is identified that is applicable to systematic review

search and also effective. The p-norm approach to extended Boolean retrieval, which gen-

eralizes the Boolean model but, to some extent, also introduces ranking, is found to have a

particularly promising prospect: identifying a greater fraction of relevant studies when typi-

cal numbers of documents are reviewed, but also possessing properties important during the

query formulation phase and for the overall retrieval process. Moreover, efficient methods

available for ranked keyword retrieval models are adapted to extended Boolean models. The

query processing methods presented in this thesis result in significant speed ups of a factor

of 2 to 9, making this retrieval model an attractive choice in practice. Finally, in support of

the retrieval process during the subsequent update of systematic reviews, a query optimiza-

tion method is devised that makes use of the knowledge about the properties of relevant and

irrelevant studies to boost the effectiveness of the search process.
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Preface

Publications arising from this thesis

The measurement methodology for timings, proposed as part of Chapter 3, was presented

at the 31st European Conference on Information Retrieval (ECIR 2009) [Pohl and Moffat,

2009].

Chapter 4 was presented in condensed form at the 33rd Australasian Computer Science

Conference (ACSC 2010) [Pohl et al., 2010].

Chapter 5 is accepted for publication in IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engi-

neering [Pohl et al., 2011].

The retrieval system developed for this thesis found further application as part of retrieval

experiments not central to the topic of this thesis and were published in BMC Medical In-

formatics and Decision Making [Karimi et al., 2010]. These results were also presented in

preliminary form at the 3rd International Workshop on Data and Text Mining in Bioinfor-

matics (DTMBIO 2009) [Karimi et al., 2009].

Document Preparation, Tools and Data

This document was prepared using LATEX and BIBTEX; and employs the packages: book,

times, setspace, fncychap, fancyhdr, booktabs, multirow, graphicx, subfigure, caption, ams-

math, amssymb, amsthm, array, algorithm2e, url, hyperref and natbib. The figures have

been prepared with the built-in graphic routines of R, the excellent ggplot2 package, and

TikZ.
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The implementations are based on the indexing and inverted list access routines pro-

vided by the Lucene IR system. Moreover, the Medline citation parser of the LingPipe

project has been employed to parse the used document collection. The query parser has

been generated using the ANTLR parser generator.

The Medline collection of biomedical citations as of 2008 has been used throughout the

thesis. The AHRQ query sets are due to Aaron M. Cohen and Sarvnaz Karimi. The TRC

queries for both of these query sets are also due to Sarvnaz Karimi. Further query sets have

been derived from logs of PubMed and from the information in the Cochrane Database of

Systematic Reviews.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

New research results are published at an astonishing pace. In the biomedical field alone,

more than a thousand studies are added daily to major databases. Consequently, it becomes

increasingly difficult, if not impossible, for clinical practitioners to keep up with the latest

available evidence about the effects of health care interventions. As a result, decisions risk

being based on common belief and experience of individual practitioners, which both can

be biased and outdated. For instance, it is accepted practice to intubate critically injured

patients suspected having suffered from traumatic brain injury to ensure an open airway

and hence reduce the risk of secondary brain injuries. However, tracheal intubation can also

lead to apnea, the opposite of what is aimed for, if it is performed by unskilled personnel or

in unfortunate settings. It is hence controversial whether intubation should be performed in

the pre-hospital environment [von Elm et al., 2009].

Evidence-based medicine aims to answer such questions on the basis of all available,

high-quality scientific evidence and to guide decision making in clinical practice. To free

practitioners of the laborious and time-consuming task of identifying and examining rele-

vant research studies, dedicated organizations prepare systematic reviews of specific clinical

questions of general interest. Today, these reviews are considered the primary tool to inform

clinical practice guidelines and the health care decisions made by practitioners. To increase

the credibility of a review, the retrieval process employed has to be transparent and scrutable,
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

and must follow an accepted systematic approach that can be repeated if necessary. More-

over, it is essential that a comprehensive set of relevant publications is found, otherwise the

review might be biased and, in the worst case, provide wrong advice. Hence, the prepa-

ration of systematic reviews critically depends on the retrieval method used to locate the

documents that determine its recommendation.

Information Retrieval

Humankind has long been collecting, organizing, preserving and disseminating knowledge

in libraries. In the past, it has been possible to inspect and evaluate all documents for a par-

ticular informational need, but for most collections that is now impractical. In 1945, Van-

nevar Bush recognized the need for effective search mechanisms and he wrote [Bush, 1945]:

Consider a future device for individual use, which is a sort of mechanized private
file and library. It needs a name, and, to coin one at random, “memex” will do.
A memex is a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and com-
munications, and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding
speed and flexibility . . .

Later, when computers had been realized as a means to store and process large amounts

of information, pioneers like Gerard Salton began to develop methods for retrieving infor-

mation from digital collections [Salton and Lesk, 1965], shaping what is now considered a

distinct research discipline.

Information Retrieval (IR) deals with the search process for information entities of in-

terest, such as documents, images, music, videos, web pages, or parts thereof. Despite the

recent prevalence of digital media, retrieval from (textual) document collections is still of

primary interest to the research field. Indeed, retrieval from non-text collections is often

informed by text retrieval over meta-data, such as labels, titles, artist names, and so on.

Typically, retrieval processes involve a query, by way of which the user formally expresses

their information need, and processing of this query, according to the implementation of a

retrieval model. Retrieval technologies are used for several important tasks within differ-

ent application domains, each with its own set of properties and requirements, and, hence,

preferred techniques.

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Today, web search engines are the most visible applications of search technology. The

web contains billions of documents,1 being mainly HTML and XML pages, but also in-

cluding complex full-text documents in various formats. They are identified by uniform re-

source locators (URLs), interconnected via links and contain a rich structure that describes

and formats their content. In this domain, users daily submit millions of queries worldwide,

and they provide implicit feedback about document relevance by means of their subsequent

actions on the result pages of major search engines. In contrast, enterprise search is char-

acterized by a lack of link structure, the presence of multiple data sources that have to be

integrated, and the requirement to restrict the access of users to particular documents. In

the medical and legal application domains, of which the former is considered in this thesis,

specialized vocabularies are used to facilitate the quality of retrieval results. Here, it is not

enough to find any relevant document that answers a particular information need. Instead,

since the results of the search can have significant monetary and societal consequences,

users are willing to spend (much) more time on the search process in order to increase

retrieval comprehensiveness.

Two general aspects in information retrieval research are the effectiveness and efficiency

of methods. For an IR system, effectiveness refers to its ability to produce useful, quality

output for a given input; or, to provide equivalent outputs with less input effort on the part of

the user. In contrast, efficiency deals with the minimization of resource usage to perform a

task. The most obvious resource is time, being primarily a function of the implementation’s

CPU and disk usage patterns, and the load on the interconnects between system components,

such as system buses or networks. A more efficient retrieval system reduces the time users

wait for the results of queries, or reduces the cost associated with each search. The cost to

process queries in a timely manner can easily become significant for a service provider that

has to handle queries of many users at the same time. Successful retrieval models typically

have acceptable performance in effectiveness and efficiency aspects.
1As of 2005, the number of documents in the World Wide Web has been estimated to be 11.5 billion pages

[Gulli and Signorini, 2005]. As of May 2011, the search engine http://www.google.com/ estimates to
have more than 25 billion documents with the term “a” in their index. Note, however, that these numbers will
vary depending on the definition of duplicates.

3
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Systematic Review Search

A systematic review team, working on a specific biomedical question, typically includes

a librarian who is familiar with the document collections that are to be searched. Today,

search is performed on central citation databases, such as Medline or Embase, that keep

track of publications appearing in thousands of biomedical journals and venues, and contain

millions of entries. Complex Boolean queries are used to filter the set of documents in these

large collections to obtain a more manageable subset, in an attempt not to exclude too many

relevant studies. It typically takes multiple iterations of query refinement and laborious

retrieval result assessment of large answer sets to attain a “final” query that is reasonably

effective and has a manageable result set size. For every review, Boolean result sets are

systematically triaged by multiple assessors to arrive at a, typically small, set of directly

relevant publications, which are then analyzed in detail. After the appraisal and aggregation

of the evidence appearing in these studies, a synthesis of the findings is published in form

of a systematic review, along with a description of the search process performed and the

query. This allows readers to assess the review for any bias. The work on a systematic

review however does not finish with its publication; it has to be updated at regular intervals

to incorporate new research findings. For this purpose, the same Boolean retrieval process

is used.

To further increase the comprehensiveness of the review, additional measures are taken,

including following of citations in relevant documents, asking of experts, and hand-searching

of particular journals that might not (yet) have been indexed. Unfortunately, these secondary

measures either depend on the initial retrieval results or suffer from other forms of bias,

which further underlines the importance of the primary retrieval mechanism. Note that any

bias due to this primary retrieval mechanism is documented by publication of the Boolean

query used.

The Boolean approach allows retrieval results to be reproduced and hence, satisfies one

of the primary systematic review search requirements. Further advantages include the effi-

ciency of query processing implementations and the ability to specify complex information

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

needs in the form of structured queries. On the other hand, the Boolean approach has the

disadvantage of being too strict, so that relevant documents are often screened out due to

marginal mismatches with the query, with the hope of being found again by one of the sec-

ondary discovery measures. Moreover, the query reformulation process is difficult because

it requires repeated assessment of query quality through sampling of large intermediate re-

sult sets. The fact that, even for experts, queries are unpredictable with regard to the size

of the result set that they produce, further complicates the process of converging to a query

with a manageable result set size.

For systematic reviews, it is paramount to find as many relevant documents as possible.

Otherwise, evidence might be missed, the review biased, and its suggestions misleading.

McLellan [2001] describe an instance in which missed evidence about complications of a

drug led to the death of a 24 year old healthy participant of a clinical study. For systematic

review search, a retrieval method can thus be considered more effective than another if it is

able to identify a larger number of relevant documents when a comparable amount of effort

is used. As a result the risk of missing evidence will be reduced. Despite effectiveness being

the primary concern for this and many other medical information needs, efficiency is also

important, so that response times and monetary costs associated with the usage of search

services are not excessive.

This Thesis

Boolean retrieval has a long history and is widely used in structured data retrieval applica-

tions, such as, in libraries, databases, and email archives. Much research has been devoted

to explore its properties, including for the specific retrieval tasks involved in systematic

review preparation. In particular, well performing Boolean filters that are reusable as part

of the queries for many systematic reviews [Glanville et al., 2006, Eisinga et al., 2007,

McKibbon et al., 2009] and techniques to further reduce the Boolean result sets without

loss of (too many) relevant documents have been proposed [Cohen et al., 2006, Wallace

5
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et al., 2010b]. This line of research accepts the currently used Boolean retrieval approach

and its limitations.

In many application domains, the problems associated with Boolean querying led to the

adoption of the ranked retrieval principle using simple, unstructured keyword queries. The

output of these methods is a list of documents that might match only partially to the query,

and which is ranked by decreasing, estimated relevance to the query. However, one reason

why Boolean retrieval is still used is the transparency and repeatability of retrieval runs, so

that documents, having been retrieved once, can reliably be found again. In contrast, ranked

keyword retrieval models typically employ complex weighting schemes that are dependent

on volatile collection properties and may hence not be repeatable.

This thesis aims to examine ranked retrieval methods with regard to their applicability

for the retrieval tasks involved in the preparation and update of systematic reviews. In these

contexts, a retrieval model has to provide primarily advantages in terms of effectiveness to

be competitive with the current Boolean approach. Nevertheless, the availability of efficient

query processing methods is important for adoption in practice and thus also pursued in this

thesis. Particular research questions for this thesis are:

• Are there ranked retrieval models that are suitable for systematic review search; and

do they provide advantages over the currently used Boolean model?

• Can efficient query processing methods, proposed for ranked keyword retrieval mod-

els, be adapted to be applicable to such a retrieval model?

• After preparation of an initial review, additional information about properties of rel-

evant and irrelevant documents is available. How can this information be used to

improve the retrieval task during the update of a systematic review?

6



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces background information about Information Retrieval, including IR

models, their efficient implementation, and commonly used IR evaluation frameworks and

measures. Systematic reviewing practice and the current retrieval method are also described.

Chapter 3 presents the datasets used throughout the thesis, consisting of a comprehen-

sive collection and multiple query sets. The preprocessing steps used for documents and

queries are described in order to make the experimental results repeatable. Also, the evalua-

tion methodology is detailed, including a technique to accurately measure query processing

timings.

In Chapter 4, different ranked retrieval approaches are examined with respect to their ap-

plicability to systematic review search. The p-norm approach to extended Boolean retrieval,

one eligible and promising retrieval model, and its application to the systematic review re-

trieval task is described and evaluated against the current Boolean baseline. The superiority

of the Boolean approach – and the extended version thereof – over simpler keyword queries

is validated. This chapter concentrates on the effectiveness of the method, because of its

paramount importance for the task.

Consequently, Chapter 5 is devoted to make this and similar retrieval models more com-

petitive by provision of efficient implementations. For this, ideas from methods proposed

for ranked keyword query retrieval are adapted to make them applicable to the p-norm, and

similar, structured retrieval models. The attained algorithm is then complemented with new

methods to further improve efficiency.

Chapter 6 proposes the use of weighted p-norm queries for the retrieval process involved

in updating systematic reviews and presents an approach to train these queries on the basis

of the knowledge about the relevance of past documents.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and gives suggestions on

future work.
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Chapter 2
Background & General Concepts

Information Retrieval (IR) aims to best possibly satisfy information needs on the basis of

unstructured information entities. Although the information retrieval research field gener-

ally deals with a variety of media and finds application in several domains, the text form

is still the principal method for communicating knowledge; and other media often have a

textual representation by which they can be described. As a consequence, this thesis focuses

on retrieval techniques for text documents, in particular, biomedical research publications.

This second chapter introduces basic concepts and gives the background information

necessary to understand the design decisions made throughout this thesis. First, informa-

tion retrieval models are formally described. Section 2.2 then discusses efficient implemen-

tations for these models, that reduce their execution costs and make their usage practical.

Section 2.3 introduces IR evaluation frameworks and measures. Finally, Section 2.4 de-

scribes systematic reviewing practice, its requirements, and the problems that have been

noted with the currently used retrieval approach.

2.1 Information Retrieval Models

An often paraphrased quote of Einstein says [Einstein, 1934]:

It can scarcely be denied that the supreme goal of all theory is to make the irreducible
basic elements as simple and as few as possible without having to surrender the ade-
quate representation a single datum of experience.
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F

Retrieval
Function
R(q, d)

Output

Document
Model D

Query
Model Q

Document

Information
Need

d

q

Figure 2.1: Basic information retrieval model.

Models, being simplifications of reality, are inherently false. Nevertheless, they are useful if

they are able to explain all or a large fraction of the phenomena of interest, or are amenable

to efficient methods that are dependent on the model assumptions. Information Retrieval is

a particular area, where, in practice, additional gains in effectiveness of a more appropriate

model are often traded off against efficiency and operational costs.

Over the years, many information retrieval methods have been proposed. There is,

however, no accepted, standard way to describe these models. According to Baeza-Yates

and Ribeiro-Neto [1999], an information retrieval model can be formally described with

the quadruple {D,Q,F , R(q, d)}, where D and Q refer to document and query models,

respectively; F is a common framework to model D and Q, and the relationship between

them; andR(q, d) is a retrieval function that assigns a (possibly real) value to each document

d, presuming that a particular query q has been supplied. In the Boolean retrieval model,

for example, set theory can be seen as the common framework F which motivates the use

of document term sets as a document model D, and Boolean algebra as the query model

Q. The implementation of the retrieval function directly results from the semantics of

the Boolean operators used in any given query. Figure 2.1 contextualizes these distinct

components graphically.

The query model Q describes a means by which users can express their information

needs to the IR system. Queries typically consist of terms, keywords that best describe the

concepts of the information need. Some models allow terms to be interspersed with formal

operators to qualify and relate them. In these cases, a query language exists that defines
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the syntax and semantics of operators, and allows users to better express their information

needs by means of structured query representations.

The document model D describes how documents are conceptually represented. For

instance, bag-of-words models consider a document to be an unordered set of terms. Al-

though this model is in general arguable, it seems to make appropriate assumptions in face

of traditional libraries. Here, documents are typically annotated with meta-data such as au-

thors, titles and publication years and a set of distinct index terms drawn from a taxonomy.

Of course, not all information needs can be foreseen and suitable index terms provided,

and it is fortunate that dramatic increases in computational power, progresses in digitization

and the availability of efficient, automatic indexing methods make it possible to index every

word in the full text of document collections. Bag-of-words models, effectively ignoring

document structure, word order and proximity of terms, might not be the most effective

choice in such a setting [Metzler, 2007].

Obviously, queries are to be executed on the basis of the information present in the

document model, constraining the complexity of the query model Q. Further, to understand

the semantics of a particular query model, D and Q have to find their place in a common

framework F . For the traditional Boolean retrieval model, this framework would consist of

set theory and the three basic Boolean operators. The framework F usually also motivates

the construction of a suitable retrieval function.

Conceptually, the retrieval function R assigns a (possibly real) value to each document

of the collection as an estimate of its likelihood to be relevant to the information need, as

expressed by q. The output of the system can then be generated based on these document

retrieval scores, and usually consists of either a set or a ranked list of documents. If queries

and documents have the same model, such an estimate can be based on a similarity measure

between the two. Similarity scores are hence often used synonymously to refer to these

estimates.

A natural classification of IR models would be on the basis of their underlying theory,

used to derive each model, or the similarity in their modeling frameworkF . Some textbooks

follow this presentation style (for instance, Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1999]), and are
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best consulted for a comprehensive description of the theories behind IR models. For the

purpose of this thesis, IR models are better characterized on the basis of the properties that

are either directly perceived by users, or otherwise important to them.

2.1.1 Boolean Retrieval

The Boolean retrieval model has a long history and broad adoption in data and information

retrieval applications such as in databases [Witten et al., 1999], email [Dumais et al., 2003]

and file search [Büttcher, 2007]. The legal and biomedical domains are particular examples,

in which Boolean retrieval is still the prevalent approach to search, and the outcomes of

the search can have significant monetary and societal consequences. The model is based

on set theory and Boolean algebra, has straightforward semantics, and can be efficiently

implemented.

In the Boolean model, every term in a document collection implicitly defines the set of

documents in which the term occurs. Queries consist of Boolean expressions, containing

terms and Boolean operators as connectives. The three basic operators in Boolean algebra

are conjunction (AND), disjunction (OR), and negation (NOT). In terms of set theory, a

conjunction of terms results in the intersection of the corresponding document sets, and a

disjunction results in their union. Negations give rise to the complement set with respect to

the document collection, that is, the set of documents that either do not contain the given

term or do not satisfy the subexpression. Consequently, the output of the model is also a

document set.

Conceptually, the output document set can be generated on the basis of individual per-

document inclusion decisions, made for each document independently. In order to define

the employed retrieval function algebraically, it is common to use the following:

R(q, d) =


1, if q is a term and present in document d,

0, otherwise.
(2.1)

12
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On this basis, the retrieval functions for the Boolean operators can then recursively be de-

fined as:

ROR(q1, . . . , qm, d) = max
i
R(qi, d) , (2.2)

RAND(q1, . . . , qm, d) = min
i
R(qi, d) , (2.3)

RNOT(q, d) = 1−R(q, d) , (2.4)

where i ranges from 1 to m, the number of arguments for each operator. The recursive

application of these retrieval functions results in a final document score of either 1, leading

to inclusion of the document d in the output set, or 0, meaning that the document is excluded

from the output set and should not be shown to the user. In practice, the output set is

typically presented as a list of documents and its order either determined by the documents’

processing order, or by a document-based sort criterion such as reverse chronological order.

Driven by commercial search engines, several model extensions have been developed

over the years. Proximity operators are one of the most notable extensions that take the

position of terms in a document into account [Mitchell, 1973]. These operators require

terms to occur close to each other, either in sequence or unordered, and within a window

of a particular number of terms. The search for phrases then becomes a special case, using

an ordered window with a required position offset of one between each consecutive term in

the phrase.

Instead of assuming one “bag of words” for a whole document, fields are another ex-

tension by way of which documents can be modeled as multiple bags of words. That is,

different regions of a document can be distinguished by assigning the contained terms to

different fields, effectively modeling some degree of document structure. Then either sin-

gle or multiple fields can be queried. As well, possibly overlapping fields can be defined

that aggregate distinct fields and provide several alternative document representations for

the user to choose amongst. A field might also have a particular type, so that more specific

operators can be supported for these types, for instance, range queries on numbers or dates.

13
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All of these extensions seek to give the searcher more fine-grained control. A few inherent

problems remain, however.

Consider the information need to find documents containing information about lasting

pain other than due to neuralgia. A possible query would be:

(persistent OR chronic) AND pain AND NOT neuropathic

This query appears to be an almost direct translation of the information need, exemplifying

the power of a structured query language. This expressiveness does, however, not imply

that qualitatively high retrieval results can be achieved with this query.

The query uses conjunctions to combine the three concepts mentioned in the informa-

tion need description, effectively requiring every potential output document to satisfy all

of the concepts, as described by the Boolean subexpressions. The representation of one

concept is restricted to the term “pain” only, which might exclude documents that happen

to have only used the plural form of the word if query and index terms are not stemmed to

their base form and which might also exclude documents with the similar word “ache”. The

first concept in the query has a better description, enumerating two related synonyms. The

information need dictates that we might not be interested in finding documents describing

neuropathic pains, but translating the information need this way can lead to unintended ex-

clusion of relevant documents, namely, those that describe a pain of interest but, for some

reason, also refer to neuropathic pain. Although the example is perhaps contrived, it intu-

itively illustrates the problem of generating an effective query in general, and an effective

Boolean query in particular.

Despite these problems, Boolean retrieval is still employed in several problem and appli-

cation domains. An obvious reason for this is the expressivity of the query model, allowing

the description of complex information needs on the basis of operators with straightforward

semantics. Moreover, these operators can efficiently be implemented, their semantics can

easily be understood by others and retrieval results readily reproduced. Further rationale

for the use of the Boolean retrieval model as the principal discovery method for systematic

review search will be presented in Section 2.4.2.
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2.1.2 Ranked Keyword Retrieval

Simple Boolean queries often do not perform well, but generating more complex queries

takes time and can be a hard task for novices and lay users [Frants et al., 1999]. If queries

contain mistakes, or do not contain the right keywords, an empty result set might be re-

turned, which is a very unsatisfying situation for the user. Similarly unsatisfying is the

situation in which a long, unsorted list of documents is returned. The user is neither likely

to inspect the whole result set, nor to identify documents within it that are most likely to

be relevant. A particular problem in this regard is that result sets of Boolean query for-

mulations increase in size when the collection grows [Turtle, 1994]. Boolean queries must

thus be refined to not to produce excessively large result sets, and this tuning depends on

collection size.

As a consequence, research has also focused on ranked keyword retrieval models which

are known to have a number of advantages over the Boolean approach. First, if a set of

loose keywords can be used as queries, users can freely pose natural language queries and

do not have to be trained in a query language. A particular example are web search engines

that produce results even when queries contain mistakes. They also support lay users in the

query generation process, for instance via query suggestions [Kelly et al., 2009]. Second,

the output of these systems is a ranked list of documents, ordered by decreasing estimated

relevance to the query. Moreover, the documents in these rankings do not have to contain all

of the query terms to be allowed as suggested answers. This partial match property, typical

for ranked systems, has the advantage that an output is always generated and that the success

rate of a query can quickly be assessed based on the relevance of the top-ranked documents.

Studies have shown that users are able to achieve results with a ranked system that are

comparable to Boolean retrieval systems for a range of tasks [Robertson and Thompson,

1990, Paris and Tibbo, 1998], and the prevalence of ranked keyword search in domains

such as the web provides further evidence for its usefulness. If ranked results can even

be produced at every keystroke when a query is typed [Bast and Weber, 2006], as is also

the case in current web search engines, users can easily decide if it is necessary to enter

additional letters or keywords to make their information need more specific.
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The simplest ranking method is coordinate matching [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto,

1999]. Here, the retrieval function is correlated with the number of terms a document has in

common with the query. This method, however, ignores the importance of individual terms

for the query as well as for the document, and also privileges longer documents, which

are more likely to contain query terms. More sophisticated models have been proposed, of

which the most significant are described in this section.

Vector Space Model

The vector space model, first described by Salton, is an intuitive, statistical ranking model

[Salton and Lesk, 1968, Salton et al., 1975]. It considers queries and documents as bags-

of-words, maps both of them into the same (very) high-dimensional space and defines a

retrieval function based on vector algebra. Furthermore, it introduces the notion of TF·IDF

term weighting, which stipulates that a retrieval function that measures the similarity be-

tween a query and a document d should be positively correlated with the term frequency

fd,t of each query term t within document d, and negatively correlated with each query

term’s document frequency ft, which is the number of documents that contain the query

term t. These two parts are commonly referred to as term frequency (TF) and the inverse

document frequency (IDF), and are typically normalized and multiplied with each other

[Salton and Buckley, 1988, Witten et al., 1999].

Each of the n distinct collection terms are assumed to be independent, and are mapped

to the axes of an n-dimensional vector space. Hence, each document in the collection can

be represented as a document vector:

~d = (wd,t1 , wd,t2 , . . . , wd,tn) ,

where wd,t are weights that reflect the “importance” of the term t with respect to docu-

ment d. To calculate these weights, typically a TF·IDF-based weighting scheme is em-

ployed. Similarly, a query is represented as a vector in the same space:

~q = (wq,t1 , wq,t2 , . . . , wq,tn) .
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The query weights wq,ti allow users to manually specify the relative importance of each

query term, or can simply be set to 1.

Having queries and documents represented as vectors in the same space, vector alge-

bra can be used to calculate measures that resemble the similarity between these vectors.

A smaller absolute angle between the query and a document vector is an intuitive choice

for such a similarity measure, reflecting greater similarity in term distributions and being

independent of vector length and hence the size of documents. Instead of the angle, more

generally, the cosine similarity of the vectors can be employed:

R(q, d) = cos^(~q, ~d) =
~q·~d
‖~q‖·‖~d‖

. (2.5)

Obviously, documents only contain a subset of collection terms and queries are typically

even shorter. Hence, most of the weights are 0. Moreover, the normalization uses constants

with respect to the query and each document so that normalization factors can be precom-

puted. This means that the calculation can be done efficiently, with only terms present in q

and d needing to be considered.

Note that if binary weights w ∈ {0, 1} are used, the only difference to rankings pro-

duced by coordinate matching is the use of document length normalization. Zobel and

Moffat [1998] review the effectiveness of several other weighting schemes that have been

proposed.

Probabilistic Models

The vector space model is a simple, effective and efficient ranking method. However, the

statistics used to weight terms are derived from empirical analysis of frequency distributions

of relevant and irrelevant documents. Probabilistic retrieval models seek to provide a more

theoretically founded approach [Robertson et al., 1981]. Robertson’s probability ranking

principle [Robertson, 1977] states that an optimal document ranking (under the assumptions

of the model) would be achieved if documents would be ranked in order of decreasing

probability of relevance (to a query, or to the underlying information need). In practice, the
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difficulty is in reliably estimating these probabilities, and this is where the various proposed

probabilistic models differ [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999].

Today, the dominant probabilistic retrieval function is one of the Okapi BM25 family,

first published in the TREC-3 experiments [Robertson et al., 1994]. The retrieval function

described here stems from TREC-7 and includes refinements of earlier versions [Robertson

et al., 1998]:

R(q, d) =
∑
t∈q∩d

log
N − ft + 0.5

ft + 0.5
· (k1 + 1)·fd,t
k1·((1− b) + b·ld/lavg) + fd,t

· (k3 + 1)·fq,t
k3 + fq,t

, (2.6)

where N refers to the number of documents in the collection; ft, as before, to the number

of documents containing term t; fd,t and fq,t to the frequency of term t in the document and

query, respectively; and ld and lavg are the length of document d and the average length over

all documents, respectively, and can be measured in any arbitrary units. Finally, b, k1 and

k3 are constants that can be tuned to the properties of a particular document collection.

The formulation sums over the terms t present in both query and document, and consists

of multiple factors, which play roles similar to the components of the TF·IDF formulation

in the vector space model. That is, the first factor is similar to other IDF formulations and

the other factors reflect term frequency (TF) contributions with respect to the document and

the query, respectively. New concepts in this model are term frequencies within the query

and how the document length is incorporated in the formulation. The constants can be used

to control the relative importance of the different model components.

Language Models

A language model M is a probability distribution over lexical entities of a given language,

such as characters, terms, or phrases of particular length (n-grams). However, because of

difficulties in reliably estimating conditional probabilities, unigram language models are a

common approach, in which term independence is equally assumed. A unigram language

model stores a (prior) probability for every collection term and can be used to either gener-

ate terms by sampling from the distribution, or to calculate the probability associated with
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a sample of terms being generated by the model. In the context of information retrieval,

language models can be used to model documents, queries, or both. Thus, we can compute

the likelihood that either queries are generated from document models, documents are gen-

erated from query models, or that query and document models are actually the same and

have similar distributions [Lafferty and Zhai, 2001].

A popular instantiation is the query likelihood model, first proposed by Ponte and Croft

[1998]. Here, for every document d, an unigram language model Md is generated and used

to calculate a document score which can be interpreted as the likelihood for the query being

generated by the language model Md. The maximum likelihood estimate for the unigram

probability of a term t in a document d is:

P (t |Md) =
fd,t
ld

, (2.7)

where ld denotes the number of terms in document d. Because it is obviously incorrect to

assume that particular terms can never be used by the author of a document just because

fd,t is 0 for some collection terms, these estimates can often be improved by smoothing

(interpolation) with, or backoff to, a background probability [Zhai and Lafferty, 2001].

One particular method is Bayesian smoothing with Dirichlet priors, in which the prob-

ability estimate for a term t is defined as:

P (t |Md) =
fd,t + µ·P (t | C)

ld + µ
, (2.8)

where C is the collection background model, P (t|C) is a probability estimate for the ap-

pearance of term t over the whole collection, and µ is a smoothing parameter with a typical

value of 2,000. The maximum likelihood estimate for P (t|C) is ft/
∑

t ft. The retrieval

function is simply the query likelihood and becomes:

R(q, d) =
∏
t∈q

P (t |Md) =
∏
t∈q

fd,t + µ·ft/
∑

t ft
ld + µ

. (2.9)
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Note that this formulation also contains document length and TF·IDF components; and that

µ controls their relative importance.

2.1.3 Ranking with Structured Queries

When users know the content of documents they intend to retrieve or some part thereof, it is

often sufficient to simply type in a few keywords that are present only in those documents.

In a ranked keyword retrieval model, neither a complex query language nor the document

model, say, for instance, the field name for the part of the document in which each keyword

occurs, has to be remembered in order to retrieve a particular document. This facilitates the

generation of meaningful and syntactically correct queries by novices [Brown and French,

1997], because any query will be accepted by the system and, as long as the query contains

any collection terms, will always produce result documents. Finally, the ranked output

allows user to quickly inspect the top ranked documents for relevance and to reformulate

the query, if necessary.

For more complex information needs, and when the result of the search entails monetary

or societal consequences, search experts are often employed; but even typical lay users

may be willing to spend more time to formulate an effective query for these purposes.

In such cases, IR models using bag-of-words keyword queries can become a limitation.

High quality, structured queries often outperform unstructured keyword queries [Metzler

and Croft, 2004, Zhu et al., 2007]. This could be one of the reasons why Boolean retrieval,

with its structured query model, is still the preferred method of choice in the legal and

biomedical domains [Oard et al., 2008, Hersh, 2008].

Although each retrieval model has been described with one instantiation for each of

the concepts in the general IR model (Figure 2.1), these components can be understood

orthogonally so that new models could be defined as combination of others. For instance,

the documents in the result set of a Boolean retrieval run might be ranked with a proba-

bilistic retrieval model on the basis of a bag-of-word representation of the same Boolean

query. However, it is not clear how to best transform structured queries into flat represen-

tations, and, if structured queries indeed contain more information about the information
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need, retrieval models that directly produce rankings on the basis of structured queries have

the opportunity to perform better.

This section introduces two retrieval model families that provide structured query mod-

els to describe information needs, but also produce document rankings.

Extended Boolean Retrieval

Given its maturity, it is not surprising that various extensions have been proposed to the

Boolean retrieval model, including to the range of supported operators. More signifi-

cantly, extended Boolean retrieval (EBR) models seek to overcome the main problem of

the Boolean model, by providing ranked outputs on the basis of structured, Boolean query

expressions [Fox et al., 1992].

Several approaches have been suggested that basically differ only in terms of the re-

trieval function and term weighting employed, even though often being derived from dif-

ferent theoretical frameworks. The soft Boolean retrieval model [Radecki, 1979] is based

on fuzzy set theory and considers query terms as fuzzy document sets in which every doc-

ument has a partial membership, even if it does not contain the term. For instance, a fuzzy

membership function can be used that is correlated with the frequency of the term in the

documents, but still assign a retrieval score R(q, d) > 0 if the document is missing the

term. To implement the EBR operators the same retrieval functions are employed as in

the Boolean model (Equation 2.2–2.4). As a result, a range of different retrieval scores is

assigned to the documents by way of which they can be ranked.

Other approaches to EBR include those of Waller-Kraft [Waller and Kraft, 1979], Paice

[Paice, 1984], p-norm [Salton et al., 1983c] and Infinite-One [Smith, 1990]. Lee [1995]

gives a good overview of the properties and retrieval functions used by these models. He

also points out that only the p-norm model has key properties that promote good rankings

[Lee, 1994]. This is in agreement with experimental results for the systems on several

collections [Lee and Fox, 1988]. For these various reasons, the p-norm approach to ex-

tended Boolean retrieval is a particularly interesting method to generate ranked outputs on

the basis of complex, structured queries. Moreover, Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1999]
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conclude that the model provides a neat framework, generalizing Boolean and vector space

approaches, and that while it has not yet found much attention, it might reveal itself useful

in the future.

The p-norm model, first described by Salton et al. [1983c] and Fox [1983a], defines

retrieval scores to be in the interval [0, 1]. Hence, any term weighting scheme, including

binary term weights, can be used. Instead of interpreting the two basic Boolean operators

logically, the model measures distances in the vector space over the query terms using a

particular p-norm. The retrieval score for disjunctions is defined as the distance from (0, 0),

the point that is to be avoided, whereas conjunctions seek to get close to (1, 1), the point

that is desired. Figure 2.2 shows term weight combinations for two terms that result in an

output score of 0.5 when one of the three selected p-values is used. For p = 2, the attained

retrieval function is equivalent to the Euclidean distance. The recursive retrieval functions

for the three basic operators of the model are:

ROR,p(q1, . . . , qm, d) =

[
1

m

m∑
i=1

R(qi, d)p

]1/p
, (2.10)

RAND,p(q1, . . . , qm, d) = 1−
[

1

m

m∑
i=1

(
1−R(qi, d)

)p]1/p
, (2.11)

RNOT(q, d) = 1−R(q, d) . (2.12)

For each operator, the user can freely choose a value for p between 1 and ∞.1 When

p = ∞ and terms have binary weights, the model reduces to standard Boolean retrieval

and produces the same output; and when p = 1 the formulas reduce to a vector space

formulation in which there is no difference between conjunctions and disjunctions. Salton

and Voorhees [1985] and Fox and Sharan [1986] discuss values for p.

The overall scoring function for an EBR query is the overall recursive application of the

retrieval functions, governed by the query tree. The final similarity score can hence be com-

puted bottom-up, starting from term weights in the query leaves based on information from
1The triangle inequality is a defining property of distance measures and only holds for p ≥ 1.
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Figure 2.2: Equi-distance lines for an output score of 0.5 and different p-values for (a) disjunctions
and (b) conjunctions of two terms with weights w1 and w2, respectively. The p-value determines
what the weight for termw2 needs to be for each value of w1 in order to retain an output score of 0.5.
That is, it shows the extent to which one term can compensate for the absence of another term, if at
all possible [Salton et al., 1983c].

inverted lists. Every query node outputs an intermediate score that refers to the similarity

of a document with the corresponding query sub-tree.

Any Boolean query can be transformed into a p-norm extended Boolean query by as-

signment of p-values to the operators:

[
(persistent ORp=2 chronic) ANDp=1 pains

]
ANDp=∞ NOT neuropathic

In the example, a p-value of∞ enforces strict Boolean evaluation so that documents con-

taining the term “neuropathic” will have a retrieval score of 0, independent of other docu-

ment properties with regard to the query. Conjunctions and disjunctions become equivalent

when a p-value of 1 is assigned and simply return intermediate scores that are proportional

to the score of each clause. In contrast, a p-value of 2 in the disjunction results in interme-

diate scores that are dominated by the term with the largest term weight. Depending on the

query structure, the choice of p-values can influence the document order in the produced

rankings.
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Inference Network Model

The family of inference network models is an alternative to EBR models and also pro-

duces ranked output and allows structured queries. These probabilistic models are based

on the formalism of Bayesian networks, a special form of graphical model [Bishop, 2007,

Chapter 8], and have the ability to perform ranking on the basis of multiple representations

of an information need, whether a Boolean or a bag-of-word keyword query [Croft et al.,

2009].

An inference network consists of nodes and directed edges, forming a directed acyclic

graph (DAG) [Turtle and Croft, 1990, Turtle, 1991]. Nodes represent binary random vari-

ables, are of different types, and can be categorized into document, index term, and query

nodes. Edges between documents and terms indicate that occurrence of these documents

yields improved belief on their term nodes. A query then aggregates the beliefs of some of

the term nodes by way of query operators such as “weighted-sum”, “AND” and “OR”, and

edges between term and operator nodes. Finally, the (possibly) multiple query representa-

tions in the query nodes are combined in an information need node which represents the

overall belief that a document is relevant.

How to combine beliefs is determined by the query operator, and can be expressed with

link matrices [Greiff et al., 1995, 1999], containing an entry for each of the possible states

of each of the predecessor nodes. Because these tables can become very large, it becomes

impractical to estimate probabilities for each of the possible state combinations. Hence,

simplifying assumptions are made, similar to those of other retrieval models.

Several extensions to this basic inference network approach have been proposed, includ-

ing the use of language models to estimate probabilities instead of the empirical intuition

behind TF·IDF weightings [Metzler and Croft, 2004]. Ribeiro and Muntz [1996] further

generalized the belief network model.

Inference network models have been found to show slightly increased effectiveness over

the p-norm EBR approach [Turtle and Croft, 1991]; however, in practice, the gains have to

be weighed against added complexity and efficiency considerations [Greiff et al., 1995].
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2.2 Efficient Implementation

So far the description of the retrieval models focused on their functionality. An impor-

tant orthogonal aspect is the question of how to implement these models efficiently so that

resources, such as user time and money, are not squandered.

A naı̈ve implementation, not requiring any special data structure, is to simply iterate

over all documents in the collection, and to match each of them with the query. This is

the approach, employed by text search utilities such as the Unix grep command, and it

facilitates document retrieval based on subtle document properties that can be formally

defined in complex query languages, such as regular expressions. It is the simplicity of this

method that justifies its consideration as a baseline, and as a competitive method in cases

where queries are rarely executed, the collections are small, or when the query semantics

require the inspection of most of the document content [Manber and Wu, 1994]. However,

if vector space retrieval models should be implemented this way, additional passes will be

required to determine document collection statistics, required by some of the models.

The use of additional data structures can greatly improve query processing times, at the

cost of additional space and time overheads for generating and storing these structures.

2.2.1 Inverted Indexes

All modern search engine implementations employ a data structure that is equivalent to the

index at the back of a book, commonly referred to as inverted index, or inverted file [Zobel

and Moffat, 2006, Croft et al., 2009].

Other index data structures have been proposed, most notably signature files and suffix

arrays. Signature files are related to digital fingerprinting and Bloom filters because they

represent documents as bit sequences, generated from term hashes. The data structure is,

however, less flexible than inverted indexes [Zobel et al., 1998].

The operations supported by some suffix array variants are more versatile [Navarro and

Mäkinen, 2007], most notably sub-string search. Moreover, documents can be recovered

from the data structure so that the original documents do not have to be stored separately.
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However, most of the proposed variants assume all data to fit into memory and even in this

context, performance comparisons with inverted indexes have been inconsistent [Puglisi

et al., 2006]. Hence, inverted indexes remain the data structure of choice.

Data Structures

Whereas documents can be seen as lists of terms, an index for a collection can be used to

directly access lists of documents that contain particular terms, exemplifying the inverted

nature of the data structure. A primary component of every index is the dictionary, which

contains an entry for every term in the collection that can be efficiently be retrieved. Each

of the term entries point to an inverted list of postings, each of which representing an oc-

currence of the term in the collection. Postings are conventionally used to store (internal)

document identifiers and, depending on the information required by retrieval models to be

supported, further details that qualify the occurrence of the term. For example, many ranked

retrieval models require term frequencies fd,t for every document d containing a query term

t. And if proximity operators are to be supported, information about term positions inside of

the documents needs to be stored too. Moreover, document frequencies ft count the num-

ber of postings and give an indication of the commonness of the term, but are historically

stored next to the dictionary entries. Finally, a document map translates the internal docu-

ment identifiers back into their original form to locate the retrieved documents. Figure 2.3

depicts a typical index layout not including the document map.

With the help of an index, queries can be processed much faster than with the naı̈ve

implementation on basis of the information in the inverted lists. For example, a disjunctive

query can be evaluated by examining the inverted lists for the query terms and computing

the union of their lists of documents. This set of documents is commonly referred to as

the OR-set of the query terms. In this context, a beneficial property of natural language

text is that most of the inverted lists are short. And because queries are short in contrast to

the number of terms in a reasonably sized collection, much less data is involved in query

processing than with the naı̈ve method.
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information 10

retrieval 2

reviewing 4

systematic 4

Term t ft

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

2, 3 4, 1 5, 3 7, 5 9, 1 11, 2 12, 6 18, 3 26, 1 27, 8

18, 1 29, 5

4, 2 16, 1 19, 3 27, 5

9, 1 16, 3 18, 9 29, 2

〈d, fd,t〉∗

Vocabulary Inverted Lists

Figure 2.3: Inverted index example with hypothetical document-ordered inverted lists for selected
dictionary terms. The postings consist of document identifier and term frequency pairs 〈d, fd,t〉. The
document identifiers d can be used to locate the original document.

Popular implementations order inverted list postings by document identifier [Croft et al.,

2009]. One obvious reason for this is the simplicity of operator implementations. For

instance, the conjunction of query terms can be computed by merging the presorted, in-

verted lists in a process somewhat similar to that used in merge sort. Alternatively, the

documents from a very short list can be looked up in other lists if additional data structures

are available to support these operations. Finger-search is an efficient method which uses

a search tree to navigate between inverted list entries in sub-logarithmic time [Culpepper

and Moffat, 2010]. In the context of ranked keyword retrieval, other approaches include

frequency-sorted [Persin et al., 1996] and impact-sorted indexes [Anh and Moffat, 2006a].

These index organizations support methods for producing approximate rankings without ex-

haustive examination of all postings in the query OR-set. However, in the case of Boolean

filters, or when exact results are required, these methods revert to exhaustive evaluation,

and it is not obvious how they can be combined with more efficient implementations such

as those described in Section 2.2.2. In the rest of this thesis, we assume document-ordered

indexes.

If a search engine is to support proximity operators, it has to store term positional in-

formation in its index. In practice, different layouts for such positional indexes occur. It is

straightforward to interleave the term positions into the inverted lists and make them part
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of each individual posting [Witten et al., 1999]. This has the advantage that the positions

are directly accessible at examination of each posting so that the lists can still be read se-

quentially, in effect, minimizing cache faults and, if applicable, disk seeks. However, not all

queries use proximity operators and, even if they do, some query operators within a query

might still ignore them. Then, the positions are unnecessarily read and accessed, just to be

bypassed. As an alternative, the positions can be stored separately as part of each inverted

list, or in a different area of the inverted index; and then only examined when they are

needed [Anh and Moffat, 2006b]. This layout decreases overhead when positions are not

required, but otherwise leads to more costly, co-sequential access patterns. Finally, special

auxiliary index structures can be an option, for instance if only phrase queries are of interest

[Williams et al., 2004].

Compression

Further efficiency gains can be achieved through compression. Before the information in

inverted lists can be processed, it has to traverse the memory hierarchy: starting from large,

but slow block-oriented media, such as magnetic disk drives, up to fast, but relatively tiny

processor caches. Compression means that more data can be stored and transferred through-

out this hierarchy, making more efficient use of resources. Hence, if decompression over-

head can be kept small so that processor load stays below capacity, compression not only

reduces space requirements but also results in time savings during query processing. Key to

gains through compression is how the information in the inverted lists is represented.

Effective compression requires that the integers in the inverted lists are not randomly

distributed, and that the frequent numbers be represented with smaller codes. Fortunately,

highly skewed term frequency distributions are prevalent in natural language texts. But

even for positions and document identifiers, this property can easily be attained with delta-

encoding if they are stored in document number order. In this encoding scheme, the first
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integer is carried over, but then, only the differences of consecutive integers, the d-gaps, are

stored. For example, the sequence of numbers:

2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 18, 26, 27

can be encoded as:

2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 6, 8, 1

If inverted lists are processed in order and from the beginning, the original sequence can be

recovered.

Several bit-aligned codes have been proposed, including unary, gamma, delta and Go-

lomb [Witten et al., 1999], each of which is most effective on a particular frequency distri-

bution. Although these codes are space efficient, they incur non-trivial bit manipulation for

which current processors are not optimized. Byte-aligned codes, such as the variable-byte

(vbyte) code, can provide for a better trade-off point; still providing reasonable compression

performance, but faster decoding [Scholer et al., 2002]. In this compression method, one

bit in every byte is reserved to indicate if the bits in the next byte are also part of the current

integer. Recent work shows, however, that at the same time better compression and even

faster decoding speeds can be achieved with block-oriented coding schemes that decode

multiple integers at once and reduce the number of conditional branches in the code. The

Simple-9 [Anh and Moffat, 2004] and PFOR-Delta codes [Héman, 2005] are examples for

this class of algorithms.

Augmentations

Compression increases efficiency, however, the possibility of random access into inverted

lists is lost, if variable-length codes are used. A consequence is that operations such as

conjunctions require merging of the inverted lists, that is, examination of all postings in

the query term OR-set. Moreover, while the result set size is potentially decreasing with

every additional query term, the OR-set is increasing. In the past, Moffat and Zobel [1996]

realized this effect and proposed the introduction of skip information into the compressed
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inverted lists so that posting blocks can selectively be bypassed. Moreover, the approach

can be applied recursively, so that skipping can be performed on multiple levels with dif-

ferent skip lengths, and when inverted list entries are compressed [Boldi and Vigna, 2005,

Campinas et al., 2011]. This guarantees logarithmic worst case access time to any inverted

list entry. As a result, the number of examined postings and query processing times are

decreased despite some minor loss in compression efficiency.

Another application for skipping is in implementations that store term position infor-

mation as part of the postings. Not all query processing modes require access to this in-

formation. The term frequencies fd,t indicate the number of positions, which could be

represented in a varying number of bytes due to compression. Then all positions have to

be examined in order to advance to the next posting. The addition of skip pointers to all of

these fine-grained information entities allows to skip the position information, but can be-

come a significant overhead. If skip information is introduced selectively, or when the skip

information is used instead of term frequencies, significant efficiency gains can be attained

without sacrificing effectiveness [Pohl and Moffat, 2008].

Due to changing trade-offs in current hardware, efficient representations for inverted

lists are still an active area of research [Culpepper and Moffat, 2010].

2.2.2 Query Processing

How to use the information in the inverted lists to process queries is an important design

decision. Although the choice for an evaluation strategy is generally orthogonal to the

particular index layout, not all possible combinations are practical and competitive. In fact,

the data layout has to support the particular algorithm if the full potential of the method is

to be realized. Two principal query processing strategies for inverted indexes are term-at-a-

time and document-at-a-time [Croft et al., 2009].

Term-at-a-time Evaluation

In data-driven applications disk related costs are seen to dominate overall running times.

As a consequence, many designs optimize for these costs, even if this means that additional
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processor resources are deployed. An evaluation strategy along these lines is to iterate

through the inverted lists of the query terms, one term at a time. Moreover, the order in

which they are processed can be based on their physical location so that disk seek times are

reduced [Bast et al., 2006].

The advantage of this method is that data access is sequential and random accesses are

minimized and are proportional to query size [Kaszkiel et al., 1999]. If inverted lists have to

be read from disk and overall execution times are dominated by disk seeks, term-at-a-time

is an appropriate choice. The disadvantage is that non-trivial amounts of memory can be

required during query processing to keep track of the partial evaluation of documents. For

evaluation of ranked keyword queries, each document is typically assigned an accumulator

which stores its current, partial document score.

While it is possible to iterate the postings of all terms this way, Moffat and Zobel [1996]

suggest to either “quit” the evaluation after a pre-specified number of accumulators have

been created, or to “continue” to fully score the documents already in the accumulators,

skipping to them in the remaining inverted lists. If the iteration starts with the term of

highest score contribution, that is, with the smallest document frequency, large efficiency

gains can be achieved in terms of query execution time while effectiveness levels keep high

[Moffat and Zobel, 1996]. Similarly, conjunctive queries can benefit from the availability

of skip information and be efficiently implemented under the term-at-a-time strategy.

Pseudo-code for conjunctive evaluation is provided in Algorithm 1. The algorithm starts

with the set of document identifiers in the shortest inverted list and then tries to navigate

to each of them in the next shortest inverted list. With every term, the set of candidate

documents is likely to be reduced, so that less documents have to be looked up in the longer

lists. As a result, fewer postings need to be examined.

Although the number of accumulators can be reduced with pruning techniques [Lester

et al., 2005], their necessity is a main criticism of the term-at-a-time evaluation method.

Moreover, the accumulators and operator implementations have to be much more complex

for queries that contain proximity operators or are otherwise structured.
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Algorithm 1: Conjunctive term-at-a-time processing with skipping
Input : An array of inverted lists L of length n
Output: The set of documents that satisfy the conjunction
Data : A document-ordered accumulator A, containing candidate documents

1 Sort L by increasing ft
2 A←L1 . initialize with shortest inverted list
3 for t← 2 to n do . iterate over remaining query terms
4 for d ∈ A do . iterate over candidate documents in order
5 Lt.skipTo(d) . skip list Lt to d, or the next posting thereafter
6 if Lt.docid 6= d then A← A− {d} . remove d from candidate documents
7 end
8 end
9 return A . all candidate documents in A contain all query terms

Document-at-a-time Evaluation

Full evaluation of one document at a time is conceptually more straightforward because all

computation can be done at once and no intermediate storage is required, except for what is

involved in scoring the current document. Document-at-a-time evaluation also greatly sim-

plifies operator implementations for structured queries [Strohman et al., 2005]. However,

document-ordered posting lists are required so that all postings of a document for the query

terms can easily be accessed when the lists are concurrently processed and thereby merged.

A problem with this method is the increased number of random accesses; data has to be

read from multiple locations for each document in the query OR-set. Although considered

a less favourable approach in the past, several factors mitigate the severity of this problem:

1. If the data has to be read from disk, read-ahead caches in disk drives and operating

systems are implicitly filled with more data from each inverted list before the disk

seeks to a new position in another inverted list.

2. Furthermore, inverted list data for frequent terms is likely to be cached anyway and

readily available from memory.

3. Explicit buffering of list data gives more control over memory use and can further

decrease random disk accesses.
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Algorithm 2: Conjunctive document-at-a-time processing with skipping
Input : An array of inverted lists L with length n
Output: The set of documents that satisfy the conjunction
Data : Answer set A

1 Sort L by increasing ft
2 A← ∅; i← 1; d← L1.next() . initialization
3 while Li did not reach list end do . no more results, once any list end is reached
4 if Li.docid 6= d then
5 d← Li.docid; i← 1 . restart with new document d
6 else
7 if i = n then . all lists are positioned on d
8 A← A+ {d}
9 i← 1; d← L1.next(); continue . start over with next d

10 else
11 i← i+ 1 . advance to next list
12 end
13 end
14 Li.skipTo(d) . skip list Li to d, or the next posting thereafter
15 end
16 return A

4. The additional memory requirement for list buffers might be similar as needed for

accumulators, but here it can be chosen as a space-time trade-off.

5. Finally, if memory capacity allows, all index data can be held permanently in memory,

entirely eliminating disk seek and transfer times during query processing.

Also in this processing mode, skip information can be beneficial for the implementation

of operators. An implementation of a document-at-a-time Boolean conjunctive operator is

described in Algorithm 2. This implementation also starts with the shortest list and repeat-

edly advances all other lists to the same (or a greater) document identifier. If this can be

done, another document is found for the result set, satisfying the conjunction. Otherwise,

the shortest list is advanced to the next document found in the current list.
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Ranked Retrieval

Because ranked retrieval systems generally allow partial match between queries and docu-

ments, all documents that contain at least one of the query terms become part of the ranking.

This is equivalent to the execution of a disjunctive Boolean query, with an additional over-

head for scoring.

Instead, queries could be executed as conjunctions so that, in effect, the ranking con-

sists only of documents that contain all of the query terms. This might be fine if enough

documents are returned, as often is the case for short queries and in large collections. Web

search is a particular IR application domain with these properties. But otherwise, empty

result sets are likely, and the advantages of partial match lost. Fortunately, another type of

optimization is possible when ranked answer lists are required.

The typical behaviour of ranked retrieval system users is to inspect the ranking top-

down until the information need is satisfied, or until the search is abandoned due to little

further expected gains [Granka et al., 2004]. Users typically use a variety of stopping rules

to determine how far to go down in result rankings before the search is stopped [Kraft and

Waller, 1981, Dostert and Kelly, 2009]. But if the number of documents that a user is likely

to examine, k, can be upper-bounded, the system only has to generate the top k answers.

For instance, web applications commonly present 10 result documents at once. Then, either

k is set to 10 and, if the user requests more documents, the query is re-executed with a larger

value for k; or, k is directly set to a larger number to decrease the likelihood of re-executions.

Several such lazy query evaluation and pruning algorithms have been proposed for different

index arrangements, of which we review one that can be coupled with document-ordered

indexes [Turtle and Flood, 1995, Theobald et al., 2004, Anh and Moffat, 2006a].

Max-Score

Originally presented in the context of keyword queries and simple sum retrieval functions,

the Max-Score optimization is an effective and safe method to retrieve k top-scoring doc-

uments [Turtle and Flood, 1995]. The method reduces two cost factors: the number of
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documents that have to be examined; and the cost associated with the scoring of each of the

remaining documents.

Assuming document-at-a-time evaluation, the algorithm starts by fully scoring the first

k documents in the OR-set of all query terms. Thereafter, the lowest score of any of these

currently k highest scoring documents is tracked and serves as an entry threshold τ , which

the remaining documents have to surpass to make it into the top-k.

Before the evaluation continues, all query terms are sorted by decreasing document

frequency ft. Moreover, for each of the terms ti, with i = 1, . . . , n, the maximum term

score contribution s∗i made by this term to any document in the collection is determined

and stored during indexing. Then, for each of the terms ti in the ordering, a cumulative

maximum score c∗i is computed for a hypothetical document containing all of the terms

t1, · · · , ti. The score c∗i+1 can efficiently be computed from c∗i by adding the maximum

term contribution s∗i+1.

During the processing of a query, the entry threshold τ monotonically increases. When

τ > c∗1, it can be concluded that documents containing only the commonest query term

t1 and none of the other terms, can not be ranked in the first k results. At this point,

the set of candidate documents can be reduced to the OR-set of t2, · · · , tn. Because the

commonest term is removed first from the OR-set, many documents can be skipped in these

lists. Processing then continues until τ > c∗2. At that point, the second term can also be

removed from the OR-set. Moreover, if the retrieval model down-weights the influence of

common terms via some IDF-component in the retrieval function, the c∗i Max-Scores for

these terms will be small, accelerating their removal from the OR-set.

Independently, the Max-Score bounds can also be used to short-circuit the scoring of

candidate documents. After examination of the first i inverted lists and an intermediate score

sum of si, the final score of the document can not reach the threshold if si + (c∗n− c∗i ) < τ .

Figure 2.4 depicts the processing scheme for a hypothetical ranked query and document

collection, including examples for both of the cases, in which postings can be bypassed.

For the first two documents in the query OR-set, all postings are inspected and com-

plete document scores computed. Note that the actual retrieval scores R(q, d) are naturally
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i s∗i c∗i 2 4 5 7 9 11† 12† 16 18 19† 26† 27† 29

1 information 1 1

2 reviewing 2 3

3 systematic 2 5

4 retrieval 3 8

R(q, d) 0.5 1.8 0.2 1.0 2.5 3.5 5.0 ≤3.2

top-k 2 4
2

4
2

4
7

9
4

16
9

18
16

18
16

τ – 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.8 2.5 3.5 3.5

documents

ft

k = 2

Figure 2.4: Document-at-a-time processing of the query “information retrieval systematic review-
ing” with Max-Score to retrieve the top k = 2 documents. The postings have been aligned for
illustration purposes and the maximum score contributions s∗i are assumed to be integer values for
simplicity. The grey boxes refer to postings that have been skipped, either because the documents
only contained terms that have been excluded from the OR-set (denoted with †); or, as in case of doc-
ument 29, because it can be concluded after examination of the first three terms that the document
can not reach τ . The dashed frames contain the postings of the current OR-set.

smaller than the sum of the maximum score contribution s∗i for the terms present in each

document. At this point, the threshold τ is initialized to the score of the lowest ranked doc-

ument in the current top-k (that is, document 2 with a score of 0.5). In the example, three

more documents have to be scored until τ exceeds s∗1 = 1, at which point the OR-set is

reduced to include only documents that contain at least one of the terms 2, 3, or 4. The doc-

uments 12 and 13 can hence be safely ignored and are skipped, but term 1 is still inspected

for postings of each document in the now reduced OR-set. Due to another OR-set reduction

after scoring the documents 16 and 18, further documents can be ignored. After inspection

of the first three terms and an intermediate score sum si of 0.2 for document 29, it can be

concluded that the document can achieve a score of at most 0.2 + (8 − 5) = 3.2 < τ and

thus can not make it into the top-k.

As a result, large efficiency improvements are gained when the Max-Score optimization

is employed, close to these of conjunctive processing; but with the added benefit that the

required number of documents is retrieved each with their correct score so long as the initial

all-terms OR-set contains at least k documents.
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This section reviewed basic implementation approaches of Information Retrieval sys-

tems. By means of the described algorithms and an appropriate choice of the underlying

data structure, query processing costs can significantly be reduced. In the next section,

frameworks and measures are introduced that can be used to evaluate Information Retrieval

systems.

2.3 Information Retrieval Evaluation

In order to objectively measure the effect of system changes, such as the use of a differ-

ent retrieval function or implementation, evaluation is required. Interestingly, approaches

that have better theoretical foundations, or are otherwise considered superior, do not always

translate into significantly better system performance. To guard against subjective pref-

erence of any model, evaluation frameworks define performance measures and collection

data, on which the metrics underlying the measures can be directly gauged.

This section first reviews IR evaluation frameworks. A discussion of widely used effec-

tiveness and efficiency measures then follows.

2.3.1 Framework

The task of every IR system is to retrieve documents from a document collection that are

relevant to information needs expressed as queries. Hence, to measure a system’s ability to

produce useful output, what is required is a document collection, queries, and information

about the relevance of the returned documents. Moreover, these test collection resources

have to be fixed and shared between researchers to allow the comparison of different IR

methods. In this regard, two historically important evaluation frameworks are described in

the following.

The Cranfield evaluation framework, designed in the early 1960s, was primarily used

to evaluate the effectiveness of Boolean retrieval approaches on the basis of manually in-

dexed terms of library documents [Voorhees, 2002]. In order to find all relevant documents,

entire document collections had previously been evaluated for every test information need.
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To make comprehensive evaluations feasible and to leverage experimentation on the limited

computational resources at that time, collections had been limited to relatively small sizes.

Moreover, complete relevance judgements have been found more important to evaluate sys-

tems than large collection sizes [Cleverdon, 1991]. The test collections, built to evaluate the

SMART system, followed the same framework [Salton, 1971].

Later, when typical collections increased in size, experience showed that collection size

is indeed an important factor and should not be ignored. In 1992, the Text REtrieval Con-

ference (TREC) was initiated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

and the U.S. Department of Defense to support the IR research field to perform large-scale

evaluation of text retrieval methods.2 Yearly, TREC challenges researchers to test their sys-

tems in tracks consisting of representative retrieval tasks. For this, document collections,

performance measures and information-need descriptions, so-called topics, are provided for

which participants submit retrieval runs. These runs are then evaluated and the results pub-

lished at the TREC conference. Because collections are too large to provide comprehensive

relevance judgements upfront, instead a pooling process is employed [Voorhees and Har-

man, 2005]. Here, only a subset of the documents contained in the submitted retrieval runs

are retrospectively inspected and judged for relevance. All other documents are assumed to

be not relevant. Over the years of the program, many TREC tracks have been run, including

the ad hoc, filtering, web, legal and genomic tracks. Similar methodological frameworks

have been adopted by other evaluation forums such as CLEF [Braschler and Peters, 2004],

NTCIR [Kando et al., 1999] or INEX [Fuhr et al., 2002], which differ in the targeted re-

search field, tasks or language.

2.3.2 Effectiveness Measures

Retrieval effectiveness measures gauge different aspects of system performance on the basis

of the system output for one or a set of queries. A proper choice is hence dependent on a

particular user task and on the system output; and as a result, several effectiveness measures

are in common use. Lack of particular features in the existing measures, for instance, the
2See http://trec.nist.gov/overview.html for a comprehensive description of the program.
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Relevant

Retrieved Yes No Total

Yes TP FP |P|
No FN TN |N |
Total |R| |S| |C|

Table 2.1: Contingency table of documents’ relevance and retrieval status for one query.

support of graded, or incomplete relevance judgements are also another reason for new

evaluation measure proposals. To introduce a selection of pertinent measures, the following

definitions are helpful.

Assuming binary relevance with regard to an information need, every document in the

collection C belongs either to the set of relevant documentsR, or to the set of irrelevant doc-

uments S. Systems that generate a document result set for a submitted query also categorize

the documents in the collection into two classes. They can hence also be seen to perform

a classification task, assigning the positive class P to the documents that are returned, and

the negative class N to all other documents. In general, these two categorizations can be

considered orthogonal, splitting the documents in the collection, C, into four distinct sets,

as shown in Table 2.1.

Obviously, it is desirable that a system’s output P is equal to the relevant document set

R, that is, the number of true positives (TP) is equal to |P| and |R|; and, the number of true

negatives (TN) is equal to |N | and |S|. This necessitates that the number of false positives

(FP) and false negatives (FN) is 0. Several performance measures can be defined on the

basis of the table entries, describing the degree of achieving this ideal, or aspects thereof.

Precision and Recall

The classic effectiveness metrics in IR are precision (P) and recall (R), which are defined

as:

P =
TP

TP + FP
; R =

TP
TP + FN

. (2.13)
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Because each formulation only incorporates one type of error, the two aspects of system per-

formance are separately measured. Precision P is a measure of exactness and is maximized

when every document in a system’s result set is relevant. In contrast, recall normalizes TP

with a different denominator, the number of all relevant documents, and is hence a measure

of the completeness of a system’s result set. In the biomedical field, a more common name

for recall is sensitivity.

Precision can be determined by assessment of the relevance of each document in the

result set, which is typically small for practical Boolean queries. Measurement of recall,

however, requires an estimate of the number of relevant documents in the collection. For

small collections, such as those used in the Cranfield and SMART experiments, all docu-

ments in the collection could be judged. In larger collections it appears plausible to use

statistical sampling strategies in order to make estimates for the whole collections. But typ-

ically, immense uncertainties are associated with such estimates because usually only a tiny

proportion of a collection is relevant.

If comparative performance is of interest, it is often enough to employ relative recall,

which normalizes the number of retrieved relevant documents (TP) by the number of known

relevant documents [Sampson et al., 2006b]. Then care has to be taken when conclusions are

drawn based on the absolute value of the measure. Experience shows that some researchers

conflate the meaning of these recall-related concepts [Zobel et al., 2009].

Although precision and recall are defined on the basis of sets, they are also widely used

in the context of ranked retrieval systems, assuming some prefix of the ranked output list to

be the result set. For instance, precision-at-10 measures the fraction of relevant documents

within the 10 first entries in the ranked list, and is popular in application domains such

as the web where users are most likely to only look at the 10 results, shown on the first

result page. More generally, rankings can be characterized by precision-recall curves that

manifest when precision and recall are calculated at every rank cut-off and reported over

these two axes.
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F-Measure

The F-measure is a single value summary of a system’s precision and recall. Because it

is based on the harmonic mean between the two values, good performance in both basic

measures is emphasized.

Composite measures raise the question of what influence each of the basic measures

should have. In situations where one of the basic measures is more important than the other,

it is desirable to emphasize either measure in the calculation of the overall value. A more

general formulation of the F-measure is:

Fβ = (1 + β2)
P ·R

β2P +R
, (2.14)

where β is a weight that controls the importance of recall over precision. The common case

where precision and recall are equally weighted can be recovered by setting β = 1. Values

of β > 1 increase the influence of recall; values of β less than 1 emphasize precision.

While the F-measure is still widely used in evaluation, it appears to be of limited use

in IR contexts in which it is easier to achieve high recall than high precision [Kamps et al.,

2008]. Then, the F-score for systems that simply return the whole collection (R = 1 and

P → 0) might be higher than for any other system. Adjustment of β might only be of

limited help in such cases.

Average Precision

Another composite measure is average precision (AP). It averages over the precision values

at the rank positions of relevant documents, and is formally denoted as:

AP =

∑
d∈R P (rd)

|R| , (2.15)

where P (rd) refers to the precision at the rank at which document d appears in the output.

In order to reliably evaluate the performance of systems, many representative queries

are required. AP, however, only generates a single-value summary for each query. Mean
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average precision (MAP) constitutes one approach to aggregate individual AP-values by

simply taking their mean. MAP is commonly used in application domains such as the

World Wide Web.

Note, however, that the definition of AP in Equation 2.15 assumes a ranking that con-

tains all relevant documents, which is only guaranteed when the whole collection is ranked

and returned to the user. In practice, AP is often calculated over the relevant documents that

are actually contained in the ranking (the subset of size TP of that ranking), or over the rele-

vant documents returned in the top 1,000, the typical cut-off used in the TREC evaluations.

Rank-Biased Precision

An alternative to AP, which does not require knowledge about all relevant documents, is

rank-biased precision (RBP) [Moffat and Zobel, 2008]. It assigns contributions to each

rank position that follow a geometric distribution, and are then summed over the relevant

documents. The RBP measure is hence monotonic in the number of relevant documents and

is defined as:

RBPp = (1− p)
∑

d∈P∩R
prd−1 , (2.16)

where rd is the rank of document d, 1 < rd < |S|; and p is in the interval [0, 1), reflecting

the persistence of the user. The formulation allows for a probabilistic interpretation of user

behavior. A user is assumed to always inspect the top ranked document for relevance; and

then to either continue to inspect the next document with a probability p, or, conversely, to

abandon the examination (with a probability of 1 − p). The persistence parameter p can

be chosen to fit the distribution of ranks at which users typically abandon their search, for

instance, derived from click-through logs [Zhang et al., 2010]. Finally, the factor (1 − p)
ensures that an optimal ranking, containing only relevant documents and having infinite

length, receives a maximum RBP-value of 1, effectively normalizing the measure to a score

interval of [0, 1] and hence, making it comparable between rankings.

A nice property of RBP is that the impact of any documents’ relevance status onto the

final RBP-value can be quantified solely on the basis of its rank. This allows uncertainty
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about document relevance to be handled by calculation of lower and upper score bounds.

The true RBP score will then lie somewhere in between these bounds. A common source

of uncertainty is regarding the relevance status of the tail of the ranking, which is either

not inspected by the user, or might otherwise not be available. In this case, a base score

can be calculated with Equation 2.16 with the set of retrieved documents P containing the

examined ranking prefix only, and the residual error for a ranking examined until depth d

can be bound by pd.

Area under the ROC curve

Many retrieval measures reward systems that retrieve relevant documents at the top of the

ranking, reflecting the system’s usefulness for users that inspect the ranked list top-down

and are likely to stop early in the retrieved list. This behavior is typical in the web domain.

On the other hand, highly persistent users might be almost as likely to review the documents

retrieved first or, say for instance, at rank 100.

A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a two-dimensional representation

of the performance of a system that outputs a ranking over documents in the collection

and assigns the positive class to the documents with a ranking score above some threshold

(respectively rank) and the negative class otherwise [Croft et al., 2009]. For each rank

cutoff, the true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) can be calculated as:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
, FPR =

FP
FP + TN

. (2.17)

If the resulting coordinates are drawn over these axes for a ranking of the whole collection, a

curve results that connects the points (0, 0) and (1, 1) and by way of which the performance

of systems can be compared for different rank cut-off choices. Note that TPR is just another

name for Recall, and that FPR is inversely correlated with Precision. A ROC curve is hence

very related to a Precision-Recall curve. However, for ROC curves a widely used measure

has been introduced that allows to subsume the whole curve into one figure, the area under

the ROC curve (AUC). While summary statistics also have been suggested for precision and
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recall, such as the F -measure, they typically trade precision against recall at a single ranking

depth, but do not summarize the characteristics of multiple precision recall value pairs.

By means of the normalizations of the axes, the optimal AUC value is 1. The average

performance of a baseline that assigns random class labels according to the prior probabili-

ties of the classes would achieve a value of 0.5. AUC can trivially be calculated on the basis

of trapezoidal approximations. However, Bamber [1975] shows that AUC is equal to the

number of correct pair-wise orderings normalized by all possible orderings:

AUC =

∑|R|
i=1

∑|S|
j=1 Iri<rj

|R|·|S| , (2.18)

where |R| and |S| are the number of relevant and irrelevant documents, respectively; and Ix

refers to the indicator function that returns 1 if its condition x is satisfied, and 0 otherwise.

The condition ri < rj is satisfied when the relevant document i has a lower rank ri than

the irrelevant document j. This makes AUC also equivalent to the Mann-Whitney U test

statistic [Mann and Whitney, 1947], typically used in the Wilcoxon significance test.

Equation 2.18 can easily be rearranged to:

1
|R|
∑|R|

i=1 # irrelevant docs ranked below ri

|S| , (2.19)

which reveals another interpretation of AUC as being the average number of irrelevant doc-

uments ranked below each relevant document, normalized by the number of irrelevant doc-

uments. An increase in AUC is thus equivalent to an average increase in the position of

relevant documents in the ranking produced for a query. Hence, AUC is a measure of

choice to compare rankings when the positions of all relevant documents are of interest.

Other measures

Several other effectiveness measures have been suggested that balance precision and recall

in different ways, and vary in their other properties, such as support of graded relevance,

and incomplete judgements.
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In question-answering tasks, it is often enough to find any relevant document that con-

tains the answer to the question and is considered trustworthy. User satisfaction with a

system will then be inversely correlated with the number of documents they have to exam-

ine before they find the first relevant document. The reciprocal rank (RR) is an effectiveness

metric that reflects this user behavior [Voorhees, 1999].

Discounted cumulative gain (DCG) is similar to RBP in that it assigns decreasing score

contributions to document ranks and monotonically increases with each relevant document

that is encountered in the ranking. In its original form, this measure suffers however from

the problem of being unbounded. Normalized versions, such as NDCG, again require the

estimation of the number of relevant documents [Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002].

Buckley and Voorhees [2004] proposed BPref as a measure, based on pairwise binary

preference between relevant and irrelevant documents. Despite being designed to be more

robust than measures like AP in the face of incomplete relevance judgements, the number

of relevant documents is part of its formulation.

Magdy and Jones [2010] describe the PRES metric for recall-oriented tasks as a func-

tion of recall, the ranks of the retrieved documents and the maximum number of result

documents a user will be examining.

While the measures described above can all be calculated automatically on the basis of

the relevance of retrieval units, there is a whole class of other measures which are based

instead on user behaviour, such as Expected Search Length [Cooper, 1968], Tolerance-

to-Irrelevance [de Vries et al., 2004], PRUM [Piwowarski et al., 2007] and ePRUM [Pi-

wowarski and Dupret, 2006]. This thesis focuses, however, on automatic evaluation which

does not involve user studies and hence, makes the results easier reproducible.

2.3.3 Efficiency Measures

The main function of an IR system is query execution, but to speed up the process of match-

ing queries against documents in a collection, additional resources are employed; in particu-

lar, an inverted index has to be generated to aid subsequent query processing. Hence, several

efficiency measures are typically used to characterize a particular system.
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The aspect of efficiency that is most visible to IR system users is query latency, that is,

the time they have to wait between issuing a query and results being returned. A particular

latency threshold of interest is around 150 milliseconds, below which delays are considered

instantaneous by humans [Dabrowski and Munson, 2001]. To make efficient use of hard-

ware resources, IR systems typically execute multiple queries at the same time. Hence, the

number of queries per time unit can be increased above the inverse of average query latency,

which makes the case for separate measurement of query throughput. Moreover, throughput

and latency are generally conflicting measures so that an increase in desirable throughput

typically leads to larger latencies, and vice versa. A general problem with these measures

is their dependency on specifics of the underlying hardware. Hence, different methods have

to be compared on the same hardware and under fair conditions, or necessitate the use of

similar hardware. Otherwise, publication of information about the used hardware allows

researchers to make at least rough comparisons. The efficiency task in the TREC Terabyte

Track is a particular example, in which this methodology was followed [Büttcher et al.,

2006]. Alternatively, surrogate measures can be gauged via simulation experiments that are

correlated with query execution time but are more easily repeatable.

The size of the index is another figure of interest because enough disk space has to be

made available to accommodate the final index and intermediate files which are typically

proportional in size. Due to advances in hardware technology, it became practical to cache

significant parts of the index in main memory; or, if index size permits, even the whole

index. Although less crucial than for query processing, the time it takes to index a number

of documents or a document collection can be an important consideration if the system has

to be able to keep up with a stream of new documents.

Detailed measurements regarding resource usage of CPU, disk, memory and bandwidth

can be taken during indexing and query processing to further inform system design deci-

sions and choice of desirable hardware configurations.
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2.4 Evidence-Based Medicine

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is an increasingly popular paradigm in which it is argued

that medical decision-making should be based on reliable, contemporary research findings

instead of individual expert opinion or possibly outdated beliefs. Clinicians face the chal-

lenge of turning clinical problems into specific research questions, systematically searching

for evidence related to these questions, critically appraising the findings, and then acting

on their outcomes [Rosenberg and Donald, 1995]. However, the number of questions, their

complexity, and the immense amount of published research literature, make it too laborious

for individual practitioners to perform this task for every clinical question. Staying up to

date with newly published evidence presents immense challenges [Helmer et al., 2001].

In order to combine the individual efforts, journals and organizations have taken respon-

sibility for coordinating the production and dissemination of systematic reviews that give

advice for repeatedly occurring questions of clinical importance [Davidoff et al., 1995].

Moreover, Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) collate the conclusions of relevant system-

atic reviews, to give practitioners succinct access to the latest evidence, and to determine

daily decision-making in health-care.

This section describes the systematic reviewing process and the IR methodology that is

currently followed. Moreover, rationales for the choice of IR model are given, and problems

with the approach are raised.

2.4.1 Systematic Reviews

Literature reviews are an important tool for summarizing primary research outcomes on a

particular topic or research field, and draw together material which might be scattered over

time and different publication venues. In contrast to such narrative reviews, a systematic

review (SR) seeks to answer a highly focused question, and employs formal methods to

find, analyse and synthesize published research literature. Its principal goal is to minimize

bias in the review conclusions, by applying standardized, transparent, rigorous and explicit

methods to find a comprehensive set of studies, pertinent to the research question.
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Organizations

In the biomedical domain, the effect of a health-care intervention is a repeating topic of in-

terest for care-givers and patients. The Cochrane Collaboration,3 established in 1993, is the

principal, most significant international effort to prepare, maintain and publish systematic

reviews on these topics. It is named after Archibald Leman Cochrane, an epidemiologist,

who stated that [Cochrane, 1979]:

It is surely a great criticism of our profession that we have not organised a critical
summary, by specialty or subspecialty, adapted periodically, of all relevant randomised
controlled trials.

The collaboration publishes the Cochrane Library4 on a quarterly basis and consists of an

international network of groups and centres, each preparing reviews in a particular area of

health-care. One of the databases in this collection is the Cochrane Database of Systematic

Reviews (CDSR)5 that, as of 2011, contains more than 4,500 systematic reviews and almost

2,000 protocols (review proposals). Every Cochrane review has to follow the methods that

are set out in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions [Higgins

and Green, 2009] and developed by the Cochrane Methods Group. A particular member of

this group is the Cochrane Information Retrieval Methods Group that can be consulted for

advice on search tasks. Example review titles, taken from the Cochrane Database of Sys-

tematic Reviews,6 are “Vitamin C for Preventing and Treating the Common Cold”, “Laser

Trabeculoplasty for Open Angle Glaucoma”, and “Allergen Immunotherapy for Asthma”.

Several nationally funded organizations, similar in nature to the Cochrane Collabora-

tion, include the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)7 [Atkins et al.,

2005], the American College of Physicians (ACP) Journal Club,8 the Clinical Evidence ef-

fort of the British Medical Journal (BMJ) Group,9 and the National Health Services Centre

3http://www.cochrane.org/ (accessed on 12 May 2011)
4http://www.thecochranelibrary.com (accessed on 12 May 2011)
5http://www.cochrane.org/reviews/ (accessed on 12 May 2011)
6http://www.cochrane.org/reviews/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
7http://www.ahrq.gov/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
8http://www.acpjc.org/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
9http://clinicalevidence.bmj.com/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
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for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) at the University of York in England.10 The latter

maintains the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE), which is also published

as part of the Cochrane library.

The Reviewing Process

According to the Cochrane Handbook, the production of a systematic review involves a

series of steps [Higgins and Green, 2009]:

1. Objective formulation and development of a review protocol;

2. Locating and selecting studies;

3. Study quality assessment;

4. Appraisal and synthesis, conclusion;

5. Publication; and

6. Regular update, or withdrawal.

Because there is no single accepted standard process to follow, we choose to describe the

steps followed by the Cochrane Collaboration, one of the most influential organizations in

this regard.

To initiate a systematic review, first a review protocol has to be produced which, in ad-

vance, documents the methods that are to be used. In particular, the objective of the review

has to be determined, along with its scope, expressed by explicit inclusion and exclusion

criteria. These protocols are then peer-reviewed to minimize bias; for instance, the defini-

tion of the review question might be influenced by prior knowledge of the review authors

about relevant studies.

Once the protocol is accepted, exhaustive search strategies are used to retrieve a set of

potentially eligible citations, which are then independently and exhaustively triaged by mul-

tiple assessors. For citations that require further examination, the full text is retrieved and

examined in detail against the review criteria. The remaining studies are further assessed to

arrive at the set of included studies which are then appraised and synthesized, and govern

the review’s conclusion. Figure 2.5 depicts this process for a typical Cochrane systematic
10http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
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Citations identified (primarily by
Boolean search over multiple

collections):
n = 1,167

Citations retrieved for full-text
evaluation:
n = 203

Selected studies for assessment &
appraisal:
n = 39

Studies included in review:
n = 37

Citations excluded by screening titles and
abstracts (clearly not eligible):

n = 964

Ineligible studies excluded:
Reason n

Studies of pre-emptive therapy 10
Studies of antiviral medications alone 32
Other ineligible interventions 14
Non-randomized patients 73
Review articles 23
Multiple publications 12

164

Studies excluded during detailed analysis
(reasons explained in review):

n = 2

Figure 2.5: Flow diagram describing the study selection progress for the Cochrane systematic re-
view “Immunoglobulins, vaccines or interferon for preventing cytomegalovirus disease in solid or-
gan transplant recipients” [Hodson et al., 2007], following the presentation style suggested by the
Quality of Reporting of Meta-Analyses (QUOROM) group [Moher et al., 1999].

review. Of the large number of citations that initially have to be screened, typically in the

range from hundreds to thousands, only a small fraction are finally included in the review.

The quality of these studies then has to be assessed to balance the (possibly contradic-

tory) evidence they provide. Once this is done, the extracted data can be appraised and

synthesized to form a conclusion for the question of the review.

For publication in the Cochrane Library, review authors have to adhere to a specified

document structure [Higgins and Green, 2009] containing the sections: Background; Ob-

jectives; Methods (including explicit description of the used search strategies); Results;

Discussion; Conclusion; and References to included (and possibly related, but excluded)
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studies. Of particular significance is that the search strategies used to arrive at a final, com-

prehensively screened document set have to published as part of the review, along with the

date of the search; both are required in order to make the retrieval process transparent and

reproducible. A sample of reviews can hence be used to generate a retrieval test collection,

consisting of the queries used, and the studies that are referenced in the produced review.

The work on a systematic review does not finish with its publication. New evidence can

become available at any time, and, by the time a review is completed, it could possibly be

already outdated. Historically, systematic reviews have been published in journals. This

practice has been criticized because limited space does not allow for the required detail in

description and also hinders the dissemination of updates [Chalmers and Haynes, 1994]; it

might even mislead practitioners relying on recent, but outdated information. The Cochrane

Library hence appears quarterly on CD-ROM and online, and requires review authors to

update their reviews at intervals of two years or less, otherwise they get withdrawn.

Significant effort goes into the creation of every systematic review. Beahler et al. [2000]

report that 41,871 documents had to be screened for the creation of 12 systematic reviews.

Zhang et al. [2006] estimate that 800 to 1,000 hours are required to finish a typical review.

Because reviews are performed by specialists, this can amount to monetary costs of up to a

quarter of a million dollars [McGowan and Sampson, 2005].

Locating a comprehensive subset of relevant studies is crucial to the reviewing process.

For instance, Avenell et al. [2001] refer to a case in which missed evidence led to the death

of a trial participant. This is why a large fraction of the efforts that go into a review is at

the time of the search process, and why improvements in the information retrieval methods

are of particular significance. This thesis hence focuses on the information retrieval tasks

that are part of the lifecycle of systematic reviews, that is, steps 2 and 6 of the reviewing

process.
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Meta-Analyses

Randomized
Controlled Trials

Cohort Studies

Case Series, Case Reports

Expert Opinions, Clinical Observations

Systematic Reviews

BiasEvidence

Figure 2.6: Hierarchy of evidence. The pyramidal shape symbolizes that there are typically more
studies available for categories that provide weaker evidence. Systematic Reviews are currently seen
to provide the strongest evidence and smallest bias. (Based on the hierarchies suggested by Hoppe
et al. [2009] and Evans [2003].)

Study Types and Quality

An important part of the synthesis process is to assess the quality of the studies that are

included. Of course, studies that do not use sound methods should entirely be excluded.

But even sound studies differ in the reliability of their conclusions.

For example, a trial that has the sole purpose to demonstrate the safety of a new drug,

and has a hundred thousand participants, can be more relied upon than a report of a case

in which a patient developed a disease after administering the drug. The latter could be

coincidence and also have happened without dispensing the treatment; and is more likely

to be biased. The case is, however, very informative to guide decision-making, because the

efficacy of the drug can be balanced with possible side effects. Moreover, there are typically

more case reports and other forms of weak evidence than there are expensive trials; indeed,

there has to be some form of initial evidence to justify an expensive, rigorous trial. The

experimental setup, primarily determining the type of the study, plays an important role for

quality assessment. Figure 2.6 depicts these trade-offs for a selection of study types.

Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) are one of the most rigorous study types [Hig-

gins and Green, 2009], characterized by random assignment of participants to one or more

treatment groups or a control group and anonymizing identifiers while data is being ana-

lyzed. Bias can further be reduced by “blinding”, that is, not revealing the assigned group
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to participants, caregivers or investigators, for example, by the use of placebos in the control

group. Historically, these study designs have been referred to as single, double, and triple

blind RCTs, respectively, but recent guidelines postulate to precisely mention which of the

stakeholders have been blinded [Moher et al., 2010].

The results of different RCTs can be integrated into a Meta-Analysis by means of statis-

tical techniques [Glass, 1976]. Because means and standard deviations of different studies

(assuming normally distributed effects) are aggregated, bias is further reduced. The size

of effects can more reliably be estimated on the basis of multiple studies with small sam-

ple sizes than one study with a large sample. Unfortunately, meta-analysis is not always

possible due to insufficient reporting of results, or because of incomparable study designs.

Several meta-analyses are independently published, but, if possible, are typically also in-

cluded in systematic reviews.

When ethical reasons do not allow a controlled experiment, observational studies can be

used instead. As one particular example, cohort studies follow up on a group of people with

particular characteristics and compare them with either the population, or another cohort

with similar properties but without the particular characteristic.

Case studies and reports provide mere anecdotal evidence because only one patient is

examined, but they can be very detailed in their description. Expert opinions and clini-

cal observations build the foundation of the hierarchy and can be informative if stronger

evidence is unavailable.

The discovery of relevant randomized controlled trials is crucial for the search pro-

cess [Dickersin et al., 1994], and the search strategies focus on finding these and similarly

reliable study types, if they exist for the review question. Note, however, that it is the

inclusion of evidence from all of the study types that sets systematic reviews apart from

meta-analyses, and places them on the top of the hierarchy [Rychetnik et al., 2004].

Proliferation

Systematic reviewing is a general methodology that seeks to minimize bias and is thus not

specific to the biomedical domain, or questions around interventions. Hence, although this
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thesis focuses on biomedical systematic reviews, its research outcomes potentially have

broader applicability.

Moher et al. [2007a] estimate that around 2,500 systematic reviews are published per

year, of which only 20% are Cochrane reviews. The Campbell Collaboration11 is a sibling

organization to the Cochrane Collaboration and aims to prepare, maintain and promote

systematic reviews on topics of general policy-making. Similarly, the Evidence for Policy

and Practice Information and Co-ordinating Centre (EPPI)12 has a broad interest in reviews

of topics in education, health promotion, employment, social care, and justice. An example

of an institution with a more focused scope is the Center for Evidence-Based Dentistry of

the American Dental Association.13

Individual researchers also have an interest in undertaking systematic reviews, as a way

of supporting the validity of their research questions. Staples and Niazi [2007] perform

a systematic review of the motivations for the adoption of a software engineering model.

Moreover, Kitchenham [2004] provide software engineering researchers with procedures,

adopted from the ones used in the biomedical domain.

Finally, e-discovery refers to a retrieval task in the legal domain that takes place in

litigation and regulatory settings, and has similar requirements as the search for systematic

reviews [Oard et al., 2008].

2.4.2 Current Retrieval Methods

New research results are published at an astonishing rate. In 2010, Medline, one of the

largest citation databases of biomedical research publications, added nearly 700,000 new

entries14 and continues to grow at a phenomenal rate [Hunter and Cohen, 2006]. Helmer

et al. [2001] estimate that, even if only randomized controlled trials are of interest, an indi-

vidual would need to spend 57 hours per day reading to keep up with the 15,000 annually

published RCTs. It is hence out of the question to review all documents for a particular
11http://www.campbellcollaboration.org/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
12http://eppi.ioe.ac.uk (accessed on 13 May 2011)
13http://ebd.ada.org/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
14http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/bsd_key.html (accessed on 13 May 2011)
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question. In addition, because the number of included studies is very small, sampling can

not be expected to retrieve enough, if any, relevant documents and is thus not an option.

Hence, some form of information retrieval model has to be applied to the task.

Currently, Boolean retrieval is the principal search strategy and accepted standard for

systematic review search. A search specialist is part of every review team, typically a li-

brarian who knows each of the databases that are to be searched [McGowan and Sampson,

2005]. In interaction with the review team, a complex, structured query is constructed that

best represents the review question, and produces manageable answer sets for the collec-

tions it is run against, typically of the size of a few hundred to a few thousand answer set

documents.

Because exhaustiveness is crucial, search is accompanied by other discovery methods

of varying sensitivity and precision [Savoie et al., 2003]. For instance, citation data can

be used to establish relationships between studies, even ones that are not indexed in the

searched collections or found by the search query. Hand searching, the manual page-by-

page inspection of pertinent journals and editorial letters, helps to discover articles that

might not have been indexed. Further, “grey” literature – for example, non-refereed jour-

nals, non-indexed conference proceedings, theses, dissertations, or unpublished company

reports – should also be considered. The grey literature can influence the conclusions of

a review because negative results often take longer to be published due to publication bias

[Hopewell et al., 2007]. As a last resort, experts in the area of the review question are asked

to nominate relevant studies. Because these other discovery mechanisms are biased by the

initial seed of documents identified via Boolean retrieval or the choice of hand searched

journals and experts, better search methods can reduce bias, if they find these additional

studies.

Rationale for Boolean Retrieval

Ranked retrieval, as suggested by the retrieval models in Section 2.1, has superseded the

Boolean approach as primary retrieval method in many application domains. However, in

the biomedical and similar domains, Boolean retrieval is still the prevalent approach.
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In the literature, several arguments can be found that support the Boolean approach:

• Efficiency: Given an appropriate implementation, Boolean queries can be efficiently

processed. This was a critical argument when computing power was more limited and

costly [Witten et al., 1999]. However, the availability of efficient implementations are

still essential for a competing retrieval model to be adopted in practice.

• Confidence: Boolean retrieval has been used for decades, and researchers and review

creators have built up experience with it, manifested in written guidelines for devel-

oping search strategies [Higgins and Green, 2009]. Moreover, experienced searchers

still prefer the method over natural language searching [Hersh et al., 1998].

• Complex information need descriptions: Complex concepts can be expressed with

Boolean queries. Several papers confirm the intuition that complex, structured queries

can be more effective than bag-of-words queries, when generated by experts [Metzler

and Croft, 2004, Zhu et al., 2007].

• Composability & re-use: Individual concepts can be described and evaluated indepen-

dently and recombined into more complex query structures. Glanville et al. [2006]

and McKibbon et al. [2009] give overviews of the many search strategies for iden-

tification of controlled trials that have been suggested by researchers over the years.

A particular example is the Cochrane Highly Sensitive Search Strategy (HSSS), con-

sisting of multiple “phases”, that is queries, with different recall-precision trade-offs

[Eisinga et al., 2007]. Boolean filters can also be re-used to update systematic re-

views.

• Reproducibility: Because the retrieval function of the Boolean model only depends

on each document itself (compare Equation 2.1), and not on the properties of an

evolving document collection, inclusion or exclusion of any given document can eas-

ily be explained with knowledge of the query; this fact is stipulated as an important

requirement for the integrity of a review [Sampson et al., 2008b].
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• Scrutability: Simply by inspection of the query, review readers can understand prop-

erties of retrieved documents and assess the reliability, or any bias of the review

[Sampson and McGowan, 2006]. For instance, language restrictions are sometimes

employed;

• Strictness: Strict inclusion and exclusion criteria are inherently supported, for instance,

based on meta-data;

• Pragmatism: The review team is dependent on the retrieval methods provided by the

principal databases. The primary method supported by these systems is still Boolean

retrieval.

Boolean retrieval fulfills many requirements of systematic retrieval tasks and is hence cur-

rently the accepted method in this domain.

Collections

Historically, primary research results are disseminated via publication in journals. For re-

searchers to keep up to date, it would be very inefficient to subscribe to all journals in which

pertinent literature could appear. The Index Medicus, published from 1879 until 2004, im-

proved this situation for biomedical researchers by indexing the articles of journals, satis-

fying some minimal scientific quality level [Kunz, 1979]. This famous index has however

been superseded with the emergence of searchable online databases.

Currently, one of the largest bibliographic databases is Medline, which is compiled by

the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM). As of 2010, it contains more than 18 million

citations from more than 5,000 biomedical journals. Note that due to copyright restrictions,

bibliographic databases generally can not index the full-text of articles. However, next to

location and author information, they typically index the study title and its abstract, and a

range of meta-data tags from biomedical ontologies as part of the citation. Several service

providers licence Medline and offer search interfaces; most notable are PubMed,15 which
15http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
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provides free access and is maintained by NLM, and Ovid,16 a subscription-based interface

to several collections that is popular for systematic review search.

In contrast to Medline, which mainly contains English articles, the Excerpta Medica

Database (Embase)17 covers over 7,000 biomedical journals from 70 countries and is pro-

duced by Elsevier. Although there is considerable overlap between the two collections,

searching both databases can yield additional findings and is hence advised [Sampson et al.,

2003].

Several special registers aim to leverage retrieval by preselecting studies of particular

type or content. The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (Central), for instance,

contains a comprehensive list of all published controlled clinical trials in databases such as

Medline and Embase, and taken from other published and unpublished sources. The Cumu-

lative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), and PsycINFO, covering

psychological literature, are further examples.

Systematic Review Queries

In the web domain, research focuses on short queries, mostly containing only two or three

keywords [Spink et al., 2001]. In this context, “long” queries are considered to have a

length of 5–12 keywords [Bendersky and Croft, 2009]. In contrast, the queries that are

used for biomedical systematic reviewing typically contain dozens, sometimes hundreds, of

terms, which are connected in complex ways by means of query operators. Intuitively, more

descriptive and detailed queries are better representations of information needs.

The information need for biomedical systematic reviews are specific clinical questions

derived from clinical problems. A systematic way of formulating a question initially is to

think of it in terms of the PICO framework, requiring the question to have each of the as-

pects: patient (or problem), intervention, comparison and outcome [Huang et al., 2006]. In

practice, research methods, such as a requirement for randomized controlled trials, are often

added to the query as an inclusion criteria. Because studies are by definition only relevant
16http://www.ovid.com/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
17http://www.embase.com/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
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1. randomized controlled trial.PT.
2. controlled clinical trial.PT.
3. randomized controlled trials/
4. random allocation/
5. double blind method/
6. single blind method/
7. OR/1-6 . RCTs
8. animal/ NOT (animal/ AND human/)
9. 7 NOT 8 . RCTs, except those that only consider animals
10. clinical trial.PT.
11. EXP clinical trials/
12. (clin$ ADJ25 trial$).TI,AB.
13. cross-over studies/
14. (crossover OR cross-over OR cross over).TW.
15. ((singl$ OR doubl$ OR trebl$ OR tripl$) ADJ25 (blind$ OR mask$)).TI,AB.
16. placebos/
17. placebo$.TI,AB.
18. random$.TI,AB.
19. research design/
20. OR/10-19 . other quality study types
21. 20 NOT 8 . . . . except those only about animals
22. 21 OR 9 . RCTs or other quality study types about humans
23. EXP cytomegalovirus/ OR EXP cytomegalovirus infection/
24. EXP organ transplantation/
25. 24 NOT EXP bone transplantation/ . solid organ, not cell transplantation
26. 23 AND 25 . patient symptoms
27. EXP acyclovir/ OR EXP ganciclovir/ OR EXP antiviral agents/
28. ac?clovir.TW. OR ganc?clovir.TW. OR valac?clovir.TW. OR

valganc?clovir.TW. OR cidofovir.TW.
29. EXP immunoglobulins/ OR EXP gamma-globulins/ OR

EXP immunoglobulins, intravenous/ OR EXP immunotherapy/
30. 27 OR 28 OR 29 . interventions
31. 26 AND 30 . patient symptoms AND interventions
32. 22 AND 31 . quality study type AND review specific PICO concepts

Figure 2.7: Medline query in Ovid syntax extracted from the same Cochrane systematic review
as described in Figure 2.5 on page 50 [Hodson et al., 2007]. Representations of query concepts
are noted on separate lines and then combined via reference to their line numbers. The last query
line describes the overall result set. For the purpose of readability, operators are uppercased, terms
lowercased, and concept descriptions added.

when they contain each of the PICO aspects, it is natural to define Boolean queries as con-

junctions, whereas each conjunct refers to one these concepts. Then, several representations

of each concept can be enumerated in disjunctions of terms or more complex sub-queries.

In general IR, this type of querying is known as faceted search [Tunkelang, 2009, Hersh,

2008].

Figure 2.7 gives an example of a complex query, as published in a typical system-

atic biomedical review and submitted to Ovid. The query is split up into numbered query

lines, each describing a particular query term or concept. Higher level concepts then refer
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back to these line numbers and combine them using Boolean operators. Furthermore, the

query model is more complex than the traditional Boolean retrieval model, as introduced in

Section 2.1.1. Statistics on the size of typical queries can be found in Chapter 3 on page 74.

There are a number of points to note:

• Proximity operators are used to define concepts that are best described with lexical

affinities. The adjacency operator ADJ25, for instance, matches on documents in

which the two operator arguments appear up to 25 words from each other, in any

order. Phrases, a special case of ordered proximity operator, requires the phrase terms

to appear consecutively next to each other.

• An n-ary disjunction over the lines with the numbers 1 to 6 can economically be

described by OR/1-6. These notations are however used interchangeably, because

there is no difference in the results when Boolean semantics are used to process the

query. Note further that the operator NOT has the semantics of AND NOT.

• Fields allow the qualification of specific document parts and of meta-data types. A

large number of fields are supported, including title (TI), abstract (AB), publication

type (PT), publication year (YR), and, as aggregation of title and abstract terms, any

text word (TW).

• Documents are indexed with name descriptors from medical ontologies such as the

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH),18 a controlled vocabulary taxonomy developed

and maintained by the National Library of Medicine. In a query, these descriptors can

then be referenced using the slash (“/”) operator. Because MeSH is a taxonomy, with

more specific subject headings as child nodes of general descriptors, an option of this

operator is the “explosion” (EXP) of the MeSH term, that is, the replacement of the

term by a disjunction of itself and all its more specific child descriptors. Moreover,

MeSH terms can be qualified with the star (“*”) operator to retrieve documents that

have a topical focus related to the term.
18http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/ (accessed on 13 May 2011)
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• Truncation ($) and wildcard (?) operators likewise expand to disjunctions of terms

with similar notation, for instance, due to inflection, or differences due to transcrip-

tion into other languages. The query “wom?n” would at least match on the terms

“woman” and “women”; and the query “mask$” would expand to any term with that

prefix, such as “masked”, “masking”, and “mask” itself. An alternative would be

to apply stemming, an IR technique that unifies related index and query terms into

their base form to simplify querying for lay users. However, the potential loss of

information that goes along with this method contradicts the aim of most biomedi-

cal users. Query-specific manual expansion is more flexible, and hence the preferred

method for these users.

It can be seen that the query enforces result documents to be quality studies; however,

only patient and intervention-related aspects of the PICO framework are present. This is

common practice, because the title and abstract often do not contain mentions of the other

aspects [Higgins and Green, 2009].

The example illustrates the complexity of biomedical queries in terms of size, structure

and operator richness. However, it was chosen in part for its brevity, and other queries are

much longer, some of them containing more than a hundred query lines, deeper nesting

of concepts, and a broader choice of query operators and fields. For instance, the example

query only employs two of the three phases of the highly sensitive search strategy to identify

quasi-RCTs, suggested by the Cochrane Collaboration for inclusion into review queries; and

these three phases alone contain 34 query lines of similar length and complexity [Higgins

and Green, 2009, Dickersin et al., 1994].

Note that due to query term expansion and MeSH heading “explosion”, queries become

even larger, sometimes containing more than a thousand terms before they are processed.

For search service providers to be able to execute these queries, efficient query processing

methods are required.

The development of these queries requires search experts that are able to express biomed-

ical information needs with the available index terms of a given document collection [Bates,

1998]. Initial queries are then refined and reformulated in an iterative process that aims to
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minimize loss of relevant studies while the Boolean answer set size is brought down to a

cardinality that is feasible to be reviewed comprehensively [Higgins and Green, 2009]. This

process requires repeated assessment of result set quality, which is a laborious undertaking

due to the fact that Boolean result sets are unordered, and typically contain in the order of

hundreds to thousands of studies.

Problems

Despite the rationale for using the Boolean retrieval model for systematic review search, the

current approach is not without problems.

The most critical problem is that the result sets of the final queries often have low

(relative) recall. That is, no single query retrieves all of the relevant documents that are

finally included in the review, and that have been found by the union of all of the applied

discovery measures. In an early study, it was found that 30%–90% of relevant studies

available in Medline are not discovered with Boolean search strategies [Dickersin et al.,

1994]. Another study confirmed later that nearly half of the eligible studies are missed if

only Medline is searched [Avenell et al., 2001]. This is partly because the databases differ

in the way they parse and index the citations, and partly because not all relevant documents

are contained in every collection. However, there is considerable overlap between the major

databases Embase and Medline, and Avenell et al. also find that studies can not be retrieved

even though they are in the collection. Searching other databases mitigates such failures, but

can not be relied on either. While a more recent study shows that indexing for retrieval of

Randomized Controlled Trials has improved in Medline since 1994 [Glanville et al., 2006],

the problem remains for unforeseen retrieval tasks.

A second problem is the strictness of the Boolean retrieval model. This property can

lead to exclusion of documents that cover most of the concepts, but do not satisfy one of

the conjuncts, possibly because of a missed spelling variant for one concept that happened

to be used in these documents. Similarly, a document that matches only on one disjunct

is seen to be as relevant as documents containing all of them. Further, the careless use of

negations is widely discouraged, because it can lead to unintended exclusion of documents
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[Sampson et al., 2008a]. For instance, consider the query in Figure 2.7: if it contained

“NOT animal/” in order to exclude documents about animals, documents would be ex-

cluded, even if they only peripherally mention animals.

A third problem concerns how to arrive at a query that can be considered “final” so

that its answer set can be comprehensively triaged. A typical course of action is to start

with keywords and then to reformulate and refine the query; Lu et al. [2009] found this

behaviour typical of PubMed users. Because the output of a Boolean system is unordered

and large answer sets are usual, it is hard to decide whether a change improved the query.

Moreover, the low density of eligible studies impedes probing of the result set. Nevertheless,

reformulation has to take place until a manageable result set size is achieved, even if this

involves loss of relevant studies.

A related problem is the general difficulty of controlling the result set size of queries in

order to match them to the reviewing capacity available. Boolean retrieval is known to be

susceptible to either return too many, too few, or even no results [Witten et al., 1999]. Ob-

viously, whereas additional conjuncts can reduce answer set sizes, more disjuncts possibly

lead to enlarged result sets. The magnitude of changes is however unknown, and has to be

tested.

Despite the care taken to formulate queries and undertake the review, a number of issues

have been noted in regard to reporting practice of the queries, rendering the replication of

review results a difficult task. Yoshii et al. [2009] summarizes papers on this topic, each

of which have taken a sample of systematic reviews and measured the fraction of correctly

denoted search strategies. The results range from 3.5% up to 95.3% of reviews contain

errors, so that their search strategy could not be replicated. Sampson and McGowan [2006]

analyse common error types, including: spelling errors; missed spelling variants; incorrect

MeSH terms; and wrong line references. Some of these errors might have been introduced

during report writing and can be corrected, but others might potentially have led to the

exclusion of eligible studies.
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2.5 Summary

This chapter gave an overview of general information retrieval models, and the specifics

of the use of one of them, Boolean retrieval, in the application domain of interest for this

thesis, biomedical systematic reviewing. Furthermore, query processing algorithms have

been introduced that make the implementation of most of the models practical. Finally,

standard IR evaluation frameworks and measures have been described that will be adopted

throughout this thesis.

The next chapter describes the evaluation methodology that is used for the experiments

in the coming chapters.
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Chapter 3
Evaluation Methodology

Throughout this thesis, experiments are described that validate the proposed methods. The

design of these experiments follows the widely accepted setup used in the TREC challenges,

which consists of a document collection, queries and corresponding non-exhaustive rele-

vance judgements to measure retrieval method effectiveness. Because TREC currently does

not provide a test collection appropriate to the task of interest, systematic review search, the

work for this thesis necessitated establishment of a tailored test environment. This chapter

is dedicated to the description of that environment. Section 3.1 introduces the data sets

that have been used in experiments. The configuration of used and undertaken implementa-

tions is outlined in Section 3.2. Finally, general evaluation considerations are described in

Section 3.3, in particular, a measurement technique for efficiency evaluations.

3.1 Data Sets

The test environment of this thesis consists of a large, comprehensive document collection

of biomedical studies and a series of query sets that have been developed for this collection.

This section first substantiates the choice of document collection. Then, the query sets used

throughout this thesis are described and, if applicable, the associated relevance judgements.
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3.1.1 Document Collections

One of the most comprehensive indexes of biomedical studies is Medline, containing over

18 million references to journal articles as of 2011.1 A majority of biomedical literature

searches go through one of the several interfaces and service providers that commercially li-

cence this collection, most notably PubMed, a free service provided by the National Library

of Medicine (NLM). The National Library of Medicine provides daily collection updates

that are fed into PubMed and similar systems. More significantly, the Medline Baseline

Repository2 provides researchers with free access to yearly snapshots of the whole collec-

tion, facilitating research and, in retrospect, the reproducibility of research results.

A second comprehensive document collection, frequently used to search for biomedical

studies, is Embase,3 which contains even more citation entries than Medline (over 24 mil-

lion as of 20114). But many of its studies are written in languages other than English, and

hence are often excluded from systematic reviews due to language requirements in the in-

clusion criteria. Moreover, access to Embase is limited and hence, use of it is not an option

for general experimentation. Other important biomedical databases include the Cumulative

Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL)5 and PsycINFO,6 each covering

studies relevant to their specific research field.

Throughout this thesis, all of Medline, as of the end of 2008, serves as a universal doc-

ument collection for a number of query sets and can be obtained from the Medline Baseline

Repository mentioned above. The collection is formatted as a number of XML files that con-

tain complete information for each citation, including meta-data such as publication date,

when the Medline citation entry for the publication has been created and possibly revised,

journal name, and author information; taxonomy descriptors; and abstracts (if available).

Furthermore, each file lists citations that are to be deleted from indexes. Figure 3.1 gives an

example of a Medline XML data file.
1http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/medline.html (accessed on 12 May 2011)
2http://mbr.nlm.nih.gov/ (accessed 12 May 2011)
3http://www.embase.com/ (accessed on 12 May 2011)
4http://www.embase.com/info/what-is-embase/coverage (accessed on 12 May 2011)
5http://www.cinahl.com/ (accessed on 12 May 2011)
6http://www.apa.org/psycinfo/ (accessed on 12 May 2011)
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<MedlineCitationSet>
<MedlineCitation Owner="NLM" Status="MEDLINE">
<PMID>10567533</PMID>
<DateCreated> <Year>2000</Year><Month>01</Month><Day>06</Day></DateCreated>
<DateCompleted><Year>2000</Year><Month>01</Month><Day>06</Day></DateCompleted>
<DateRevised> <Year>2008</Year><Month>10</Month><Day>02</Day></DateRevised>
<Article PubModel="Print">

<Journal>
<ISSN IssnType="Print">0270-7306</ISSN>
<JournalIssue CitedMedium="Print">
<Volume>19</Volume>
<Issue>12</Issue>
<PubDate><Year>1999</Year><Month>Dec</Month></PubDate>

</JournalIssue>
<Title>Molecular and cellular biology</Title>
<ISOAbbreviation>Mol. Cell. Biol.</ISOAbbreviation>

</Journal>
<ArticleTitle>Axl-gas6 interaction counteracts E1A-mediated cell growth

suppression and proapoptotic activity.</ArticleTitle>
<Pagination><MedlinePgn>8075-82</MedlinePgn></Pagination>
<Abstract>
<AbstractText>The adenovirus type 5 early region 1A gene (E1A) has

previously been known as an immortalization oncogene
because E1A is required for transforming oncogenes,
such as ras and E1B, to transform cells in primary
cultures. ...</AbstractText>

</Abstract>
...
<AuthorList CompleteYN="Y">
<Author ValidYN="Y"><LastName>Lee</LastName><ForeName>W P</ForeName>

<Initials>WP</Initials></Author>
<Author ValidYN="Y"><LastName>Liao</LastName><ForeName>Y</ForeName>

<Initials>Y</Initials></Author>
...

</AuthorList>
<Language>eng</Language>
...

</Article>
...
<MeshHeadingList>
<MeshHeading>
<DescriptorName MajorTopicYN="Y">Apoptosis</DescriptorName>

</MeshHeading>
...
<MeshHeading>
<DescriptorName MajorTopicYN="N">Humans</DescriptorName>

</MeshHeading>
...

</MeshHeadingList>
</MedlineCitation>
...
<DeleteCitation>

<PMID>18398618</PMID>
<PMID>18405851</PMID>
<PMID>18462419</PMID>
...

</DeleteCitation>
</MedlineCitationSet>

Figure 3.1: Medline XML data file excerpt.
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The citations in Medline include manually assigned Medical Subject Headings (MeSH),7

descriptors from a biomedical, hierarchical taxonomy. While the MeSH descriptors can

normally be treated as terms (that occasionally contain whitespace), the use of explosion

operators in queries requires knowledge about the descriptor relationships within MeSH.

To resolve queries with these operators, a copy of the entire 2008 MeSH taxonomy is used,

containing more than 24,000 descriptors.8 Each of the descriptors contains a series of syn-

onyms that are used to expand queries, potentially resulting in considerable increases in

the number of query terms. For instance, the descriptor of the MeSH heading “Apopto-

sis”, referred to in the citation entry in Figure 3.1, enlists the synonyms “Programmed Cell

Death, Type I”, “Apoptosis, Intrinsic Pathway”, “Extrinsic Pathway Apoptoses” and six

other spelling variants thereof. The more specific MeSH heading “Anoikis” can be found

below “Apoptosis” in MeSH.

Because the assignment of MeSH descriptors is done manually, it can take months until

new citation records for existing publications are available in Medline. Moreover, historical

papers have been added in the past in batches years after the initial publication of these

papers. Out of these reasons, Medline specific dates are ignored throughout this thesis and

the recorded, actual publication date is used to sort result lists and to divide the collection in

training, validation and test sets. Furthermore, papers published at the end of 2008 are never

used in evaluations in order to avoid the possibility of any effects due to missing citations.

Medline collection and index statistics are summarized in Table 3.1.

3.1.2 Query Sets

Given a document collection, representative queries are required to demonstrate IR system

performance for a particular task. Moreover, query sets need to be compiled with relevance

judgements in order to evaluate the effectiveness of a system. This section introduces the

query sets used throughout this thesis.
7http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/ (accessed 12 May 2011)
8http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/filelist.html (accessed on 12 May 2011)
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MB ’000

Collection size, 68,598 Citations 17,105
compressed (gzip -9) 9,130 Citations with abstract 9,367

Index size 11,954 Distinct index terms, all text fields 10,882
Dictionary file size 228 title 1,167
Inverted file size 6,013 abstract 4,100
Position file size 5,713 abstract+title 4,429

Table 3.1: Medline collection and index statistics, when indexed with Lucene as described in
Section 3.2.

AHRQ

A data set was made available by Cohen et al. [2006] and stems from three Evidence-based

Practice Centers (EPCs) of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). It is

referred to as AHRQ COHEN and consists of the queries for 15 systematic reviews, called

Evidence Reports by AHRQ, that had been completed by 2005 in these EPCs. For each

of these reviews, references to studies are provided that have been returned by the query,

screened on the abstract-level, and included in the review.

One artifact of this dataset is that the references have been restricted to the citations

of the 10 year Medline corpus used in the TREC Genomics Track [Hersh et al., 2004],

containing studies indexed in Medline between 1994 and 2003 (inclusive). Consequently,

most of the provided citations can be resolved in our 2008 Medline corpus. Cohen et al.

[2006] give descriptive statistics for Boolean result set sizes and note that only 0.5% to 27%

(median of 3.8%) of the retrieved documents are finally included in the review.

Another query set has been compiled by Karimi et al. [2010] on the basis of more than

100 AHRQ reviews published so far by all EPCs. It consists of 17 systematic reviews,

each of which reports a search query and references to the studies that have been included

at the abstract and full-text level. A second query set used in the experiments for this

thesis, AHRQ KARIMI, is made up of a subset of 13 of these queries, for each of which a

reasonably sized result set (neither zero, nor greater than 5,000, rendering it impractically

large) could be replicated on the basis of each published query and the previously introduced

Medline document collection.
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Document Collection

Retrieved Studies Included Studies

Screened
Studies

Other
Discovery
Methods

Figure 3.2: Schematic set relations between the document collection, retrieved documents and stud-
ies, included in the systematic review. The shaded area refers to the set of included studies that could
be resolved to entries in the document collection and are hence used as ground truth to evaluate re-
trieval methods throughout this thesis.

For both of these query sets, AHRQ COHEN and AHRQ KARIMI, Karimi et al. [2009]

provide alternative keyword query representations of the review information needs. They

are based on the review title (T), research question (R), inclusion and exlusion criteria (C),

or all three (TRC).

For the purpose of this thesis, studies are considered to be relevant if they are included

in the final review and can be resolved to entries in our document collection. While the

screened studies are a subset of the initially retrieved documents, the set of included studies

also contains those that have been found by other means than querying. This set is hence

less biased by the choice of Boolean queries and more representative of the set of documents

relevant to the information need in each systematic review. Figure 3.2 depicts the relation

between the document sets.

PubMed

The queries in the previous query sets are complex; one example is given in Section 2.4.2

on page 59. Two query sets with less complex queries serve as another comparison point

in the evaluation of the efficiency of processing methods, described in Chapter 5. Because

relevance judgements are not required, when efficiency is being assessed, any query log

submitted to the Medline collection can serve as a source for query samples.
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The PUBMED SIMPLE query set consists of 50 short PubMed queries with only a single

(n-ary) conjunction in each, generated by taking a random sample of all such queries in the

query log reported in Herskovic et al. [2007]. A PUBMED SIMPLE query example is:

vierstra AND review AND ubiquitin

This query set can be used to measure pure conjunctive processing of queries of varying

length. In contrast, the 50 queries in the PUBMED STRUCTURED query set are randomly

sampled from the same query log, but contain both conjunctive and disjunctive operators at

least once in every query. Consequently, they possess more structure, as can be seen from

the following example:

(perineale OR perineum) AND (prostataektomie OR

prostate OR ectoderm)

Note that most PubMed queries are ad hoc, short and do not have a systematic review

background. In particular, PubMed only provides a one-line query box, which does not

facilitate the entry of complex, multi-stage queries. However, the queries that are finally

processed by PubMed can be much more complex due to query expansions performed as

part of PubMed’s query processing.

Cochrane

Beside document dates, the experiments undertaken in Chapter 6 require knowledge of

search dates. The fact that not all reviews of the AHRQ query set contain this information

motivates the compilation of another query set for these experiments, the preparation of

which is described in the following.

For evaluation purposes, it is important that review queries have a reasonable number of

identified relevant documents associated with them, that is, included studies. Fortunately,

the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR)9 contains thousands of systematic

reviews, so that even in face of our requirements and other strict inclusion criteria, large

query sets should be possible.
9http://www.cochrane.org/reviews/ (accessed on 12 May 2011)
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The CDSR, published as part of Issue 1 of the Cochrane Library in 2008, contains 3,384

reviews and 1,787 protocols; and serves as the root set for the COCHRANE query sample,

used in Chapter 6. Because a majority of reviews contain only a few included studies and

not all of the included studies can be resolved to a citation in our Medline collection, it

would be very laborious to examine randomly selected reviews for their appropriateness.

Moreover, such a process would lead to a query set with very few relevance judgements

per query, complicating evaluation. Fortunately, access to the CD-ROM version of the

library and their structured reviews allowed automatic methods to be employed to identify

appropriate reviews.

In order to curate the COCHRANE query set, the titles of the included studies from

each review were extracted and matched to the paper titles in the Medline collection. To

minimize the risk of false positives, studies were only considered to be resolved if they

uniquely matched the full title of one citation in Medline. Using this simple process, on

average more than half of the included studies were able to be resolved, an overall total of

20,114 out of 37,751.

While a fully random sample is generally the best choice to draw conclusions about

the population, evaluation necessitates that a reasonable number of relevance judgements

is available for each query to reliably detect differences in the effectiveness of retrieval

methods. For instance, topics for TREC evaluations are chosen on the basis of estimates

about their number of relevant documents and excluded if they have too few or too many

relevant documents (for a comprehensive review of test collection based evaluation, refer

to Sanderson [2010]). In contrast, all reviews were able to be selected for the generation of

the COCHRANE query set, but the number of resolved relevant references has been used as

the basis for the computation of selection probabilities. In effect, reviews without resolved

included studies were not selected, and those with many resolved references were more

likely to be selected. However, due to the large number of reviews that have very few

references, a fair mix over all reviews is represented in the sample.

Following this approach, the CDSR was sampled until 50 systematic reviews had been

found that report a search strategy and the date when the search was executed. Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of included and resolved studies in CDSR of the Cochrane Library, Issue 1,
2008. The reviews are sorted by the number of resolved studies. Each dot denotes the number of
included studies for a review and the points are jittered in the y-axis to avoid over-plotting. The
sampled reviews are indicated by the vertical line segments at the top of the graph.

depicts the reviews in the CDSR, their number of included and resolved studies, and the

sampled reviews. For almost 2,500 systematic reviews, at least one included study could

be resolved to entries in our Medline collection. Moreover, the CDSR contains more than

600 reviews with at least 10 included and resolved studies. Averaged over all reviews,

more than 50% of included studies could be resolved (median of 57%, mean of 54%),

which is indicated by the density of included studies relative to the number of resolved

studies. As a result of the described sampling procedure, the COCHRANE query set contains

20 queries with more than 20 relevance judgements, but it also includes 7 queries with less

than 6 relevance judgements.

To facilitate further research on systematic review search and to make the experiments

in Chapter 6 reproducible, the COCHRANE query set has been made publicly available.10

Summary

Table 3.2 summarizes properties of all five query sets that have been described. Because

the descriptive statistics for the AHRQ and COCHRANE query sets indicate very similar

properties, they will be used as alternatives in the experiments.
10http://www.csse.unimelb.edu.au/˜spohl/CochraneQuerySet/ (last modified on 8 Mar

2011)
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3.2. IMPLEMENTATIONS

AHRQ PUBMED COCHRANE

COHEN KARIMI SIMPLE STRUCTURED CDSR

Queries 15 13 50 50 50
Query lines (avg.) 27.7 44.0 1 1 34.2
Query terms (avg.) 75.1 99.7 2.3 7.1 72.3
Query nodes (avg.) 91.2 145.9 3.3 12.8 97.7
Query levels (avg.) 5.5 6.5 2.0 4.0 5.4

Studies, included in review / resolved in the Medline collection
min. 9 / 9 12 / 10 n / a n / a 3 / 2
median 41 / 40 83 / 71 n / a n / a 24 / 16
max. 146 / 136 440 / 408 n / a n / a 112 / 88

Boolean result set size
min. 587 23 0 0 0
median 2,070 1,272 4 190 617
max. 17,330 8,574 61,104 65,090 23,687

Queries with no results 0 0 19 6 2

TRC queries available X X n / a n / a –
Used in Chapters 4, 5 4 5 5 6

Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics for the query sets, their relevance judgements and the size of their
Boolean result sets.

3.2 Implementations

Because the focus of this thesis is on query evaluation rather than index construction, an off-

the-shelf retrieval system has been used for the latter. The implementations undertaken for

this thesis are based on version 2.4 of Lucene, a widely used and extensible open-source IR

system,11 implemented in Java. Lucene supports field search and complex operators; both

Boolean and ranked retrieval models are provided; and it has reasonable indexing efficiency.

Because Lucene implements its own ranking scheme and does not provide out-of-the-

box implementations for state-of-the-art ranking functions, the experiments in Chapter 4

use version 0.9.3 of zettair,12 another IR system that has proved to be effective in TREC

evaluations [Garcia et al., 2006, Büttcher et al., 2006].
11http://lucene.apache.org/ (accessed on 12 May 2011)
12http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/ (accessed on 12 May 2011)
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3.2.1 Indexing

Version 3.5 of the Medline citation parser from the LingPipe library13 was used to read

the XML files of the Medline collection. In order to prevent loss of information, biomed-

ical search engines currently use a minimum of preprocessing. To replicate these condi-

tions, only light stemming was used. In particular, Lucene’s StandardTokenizer was used,

which generates tokens by splitting the text on whitespace and also removes punctuation

from word endings. These tokens are then passed to the StandardFilter, which removes

dots from acronyms and trailing apostrophes and possessive forms, and then further, to the

LowerCaseFilter. Most citations are in English, for which the meaning of terms typically

does not depend on its case. Obviously, query terms will also first be lowercased before

they are looked up in the index. Meta-data fields, such as MeSH headings, keywords and

publication types, were indexed as they appeared, and were not tokenized.

In terms of index layout, Lucene stores postings in document order, uses d-gap and

v-byte encoding and possesses efficient operator implementations that make use of skip

information stored next to the inverted lists. See Croft et al. [2009] for an overview of these

techniques. In Lucene version 2.4, a skip interval of 16 and a maximum of 10 skip levels

guarantee logarithmic access times to any posting entry. Positions are stored in parallel

to each inverted list in a separate file so that postings and positions can co-sequentially be

iterated if both should be required, but positions do not interfere when they are not required.

3.2.2 Query Processing

To make the complex and structured systematic review queries amenable to automatic meth-

ods, an experimental query parser has been implemented using ANother Tool for Language

Recognition (ANTLR),14 a query parser generator. Its query language has been purpose-

fully defined to be similar to the one of Ovid to simplify the transcription of queries into

this syntax.
13http://alias-i.com/lingpipe-3.9.3/demos/tutorial/medline/read-me.html

(accessed on 25 Feb 2011)
14http://www.antlr.org/ (accessed on 12 May 2011)
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3.2. IMPLEMENTATIONS

The output of the parser is an abstract syntax tree (AST), which is then fed through a

pipeline of tree manipulations:

1. Query line references are resolved and one hierarchical tree representation produced

for each query.

2. Once a convenient query representation is available, the query can be checked for

errors.

3. Field specifications are propagated from query nodes down to tree leaves in order to

qualify query terms with field names.

4. Deep cascades of the same binary operator are flattened into n-ary versions of the

same query operator. The necessity for this step is motivated later in Section 4.3.

5. MeSH operators are replaced with disjunctions of the union of MeSH descriptor syn-

onyms, or, for explosion operators, all synonyms of any more specific descriptor in

MeSH.

6. Truncation and wildcard operators have to be expanded.

7. The query tree is mapped to actual operator implementations of a particular informa-

tion retrieval model and executed.

Figure 3.4 depicts the whole query processing pipeline.

Boolean operators are typically implemented such that they return a stream of (ordered)

document identifiers that satisfy the query sub-expression and use the document identifier

streams of their clauses as input. However, next to document identifiers, additional in-

formation might be required by operators further up the query tree. In particular, proximity

operators require position information about where the clauses match with the current docu-

ment. To avoid having to access and process position information throughout the query tree

against the eventuality that a proximity operator will be reached, each operator is informed

by its parent operator whether position information is required in an initial requirements

propagation step. The execution of complex Boolean queries is significantly sped up by

means of this optimization, resulting in a competitive, state-of-the-art baseline implemen-

tation for the efficiency experiments in this thesis. Finally, note that for conjunctions there
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Figure 3.4: The query processing pipeline, used in the experiments for this thesis.

are no clear semantics of how to combine the positions of operator clauses. In an opera-

tional system, additional steps might be inserted into this general query processing pipeline

to handle such semantically ill-defined, or otherwise invalid queries.

Because the queries in the query sets are either in the syntax of the Ovid or PubMed

query language, they are transcribed into the query language of the experimental parser for

execution. Obvious errors in the queries have been fixed not to disadvantage the Boolean

approach due to bad reporting practice, and all query terms have been examined to match to

an index term. The latter was effective to detect mismatches due to changes in the Medical

Subject Headings (MeSH), which were corrected to reflect the changes.

3.3 Evaluation

In the experiments for this thesis, statistical significance tests are employed so that reliable

conclusions can be drawn from the samples used in experiments. To be cautious with the

assumption of normality, a paired Wilcoxon test is used instead of the more common t-test,

with typical alpha levels of 0.05 and, if more informative, of 0.01, respectively [Sanderson,

2010].
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Where parameter settings are estimated on the basis of training data, separate hold-out

data has been used to test the settings. For Chapter 4, this translates to the use of two query

sets; and, for Chapter 6, to collection splits based on time.

The rest of this section describes a measurement methodology that was established

in preliminary work for this thesis, and then applied during the efficiency experiments in

Chapter 5.

Runtime Measurement

Even if queries and collection size are fixed, the measurement of timings is highly dependent

on the hardware employed, which makes it hard to reproduce experiments. More stable

measurements can be taken in simulation experiments, in which, for instance, the resource

usage of methods is gauged or the number of basic computations counted. Simulation

results can be very informative and give indications about the effect of the method, however,

decreases in these surrogate measures do not always translate into wall-clock time savings,

meaning that additional runtime measurements are indispensable.

To validate the superiority of a method, competing approaches are typically executed on

the same hardware so that conclusions can be drawn for this and similar hardware configu-

rations. Unfortunately, hardware also changes. For IR systems, disk access has historically

been considered the bottleneck for overall query execution times [Witten et al., 1999]; to-

day, hardware developments made it possible to economically employ much more, fast,

random-access memory. This allows for the possibility to use it not only for operational

data structures, but also to cache [Baeza-Yates et al., 2007], or even store (all) index data

[Strohman and Croft, 2007]. Nevertheless, due to collection sizes and memory to disk cost

ratio consideration, overall query execution times will, in general, still consist of time due

to disk access, and time due to the actual remaining computation being performed.

From a system designer’s perspective, it is of interest to save resources that constitute

current system bottlenecks, even at the expense of other resources. For instance, for a disk-

bound system, a change is likely to be beneficial if it reduces the time due to disk access,

even if at the cost of additional computation. But, at the same time, the method could be
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counterproductive in an in-memory system if the computational overhead is already sig-

nificant. It is hence more informative to evaluate the influence of a method on all possibly

affected resources, for IR systems most notably, the time spent on disk access and the actual

computation.

To increase the informative value of efficiency measurements for today’s environments,

separate timings should be taken for, at least, the two extreme cases: 1) all data has to

be accessed and read from disk; and 2) caches work at maximum performance and no disk

access is required during query processing. A real stream of queries will lead to some degree

of caching; real long-term, average caching performance will hence lead to query processing

times between the bounds given by the two measurements. Moreover, the effect of the

method on these resources becomes apparent in the relative change in both of these bounds.

Finally, such a measurement enables system designers to better assess the applicability of

the method, given their current trade-off point.

In order to decompose overall query execution times, two separate measurements are

required: worst-case performance, or cold-start; and best-case hot start performance, or

cached. The former can be attained by flushing or polluting system caches, in particular, the

large disk buffers of the operating system. And because it is an optimal situation for a cache

to receive the same request twice consecutively, or even more often, separate measurement

of one of these repeated executions will reflect cached performance. The difference between

these two timings will then be an estimate for the time that is due to disk activity.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the measurement methodology for a modification to an IR system,

by way of which posting-interleaved position information can be skipped [Pohl and Moffat,

2008]. An upper bound for the performance of a skipping method is naturally given when

there is no information that has to be skipped. Timings for a document-level index, that does

not store any positions, are hence presented to serve as an additional point of comparison.

For different index sizes, a sequence of queries are executed and average query execution

times determined. Each issuing of each query is consecutively submitted multiple times

and separate measurements taken. Before each query, the buffers are flushed so that the first

query submission is a cold-start, estimating worst-case behavior of the system. Preliminary
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Figure 3.5: Repeated query submission and measurement allows for decomposition of overall exe-
cution time into disk access (Disk) and computation (CPU), exemplified for the timings when the
largest index was used.

experiments have shown that, on the hardware employed for this thesis, it was sufficient

to flush the operating system disk buffers. Executing additional, unrelated queries between

the queries of the query sets in order to pollute all other remaining system caches, such

as processor and disk drive caches, did not significantly change the timings. Already the

second query submission gives a reliable estimate of query processing time when most, or

all required inverted list data is cached in memory. As a result of this measurement method-

ology, it becomes apparent that the method is able to reduce time due to computation, but

did not have any noticeable effect on time due to disk access [Pohl and Moffat, 2009].

In this thesis, measurements for efficiency experiments follow the described method-

ology. Simulations are also undertaken to measure the effect of the proposed methods on

system parameters. All experiments have been carried out on a Quad-Core Xeon 2.33 GHz

with 64-bit and 16 GB memory, running Ubuntu Linux.

3.4 Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of the datasets, implementations and evaluation

methodology that are used in the experiments for this thesis. First, the choice of docu-

ment collection and query sets was motivated and descriptive statistics presented. Then,
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implementations were described by way of which documents and queries are (pre-)processed.

Finally, general evaluation considerations and a measurement methodology for timings were

introduced.

In Chapter 4, we next investigate the use of ranked retrieval methods for the purpose of

systematic review search.
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Chapter 4
Ranking for Systematic Review Search

Boolean retrieval is widely used for structured data retrieval tasks such as those arising in

databases, and for email and file search. However, when the retrieval items are not known

beforehand, or the search is based on unreliable properties such as ambiguous natural lan-

guage terms, the well known IR precision-recall trade-offs arise, and Boolean result sets

become less meaningful. Due to the difficulty of authoring effective queries, Boolean re-

trieval has been superseded by ranked methods in many application domains. Nevertheless,

the preferred method in the biomedical and legal domains is still Boolean search. Several

reasons were noted in Chapter 2, which include the fact that strict requirements of the search

task are fulfilled by the Boolean model, but are not easily reconciled with many ranked re-

trieval approaches. That is, a retrieval method not only has to fulfill the requirements of the

search task, but also needs to demonstrate advantages over the current approach in order to

become a viable alternative.

This chapter examines the applicability of existing ranked retrieval methods to system-

atic review search. First, the need for ranked methods is motivated. Then, different ranking

approaches are discussed and one promising ranked retrieval model chosen for further ex-

amination. After a description of how this model could be applied to systematic review

search, experiments are undertaken to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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4.1 Motivation

The current Boolean approach for systematic review search poses several difficulties. Its

foremost problem is the strict categorization of documents into one of two groups: those

that satisfy the query, are retrieved, and can be examined; and those that do not satisfy

the Boolean expression, are not retrieved, and are never shown to the user. This implies

that documents that do not satisfy one query conjunct receive the same score as those that

do not satisfy any of the conjuncts, that is, documents that contain many query terms are

treated as equivalent to those that do not contain any and would not be part of the query’s

OR-set. Moreover, in citation databases, typographic and indexing errors, or unanticipated

synonyms and abbreviations are more likely to lead to exclusion of documents than in full-

text collections. Given the laborious systematic reviewing efforts that typically involve the

examination of hundreds to thousands of studies, it appears wasteful to not consider studies

that are missing a few conjuncts. Similarly, there is no differentiation within these two

groups on the basis of the number and importance of matching query disjuncts. Boolean

result sets are, as such, unordered and are either returned in document identifier order, or

sorted by some other secondary criterion.

Result set size determines the labour involved in examining each of the retrieved studies;

moreover, it is inversely correlated with precision. Because the well-known precision-recall

trade-off continues to apply, in general, smaller result sets will necessarily lead to decreases

in recall. Figure 4.1 gives an excerpt of a typical systematic review query, demonstrating

this trade-off. Overall, recall is obviously not larger than for the least successful conjunct,

but without that conjunct result sets might be too large to review. Hence, to maximize

recall all that can be done is to match the number of retrieved documents with the available

reviewing resources. The queries are thus partly constructed so as to have a manageable

result set size, even if that requires sacrifices in recall. Cohen et al. [2009] state that, on

average, the Boolean result sets of AHRQ COHEN contain 2,122 documents; similarly,

Sampson et al. [2006a] assess the typical number of reviewed studies to be in the range of

1,000–6,000 studies.
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Query Tree Result Set Size Relative Recall

AND 2,935 0.56
OR 258,560 0.67

headache 37,758 0.22
“muscle cramp” 1,617 0.11
. . .

OR 62,337 0.78
. . .

human/ 10,885,697 1.00
. . .

Figure 4.1: Case study of a faceted search query with reasonable result set size, but overall relatively
low effectiveness. Each line corresponds to the result of that sub-expression.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to control the size of Boolean result sets. All that a user

can do is to add and remove query terms, or to recombine query expressions with different

operators, until a manageable result set size is attained. In consequence, different query

candidates can vary largely in result set size. That is, if the candidate query with the largest

result set below some predefined reviewing resource limit is chosen to be final, reviewing

resources are not fully utilized.

Because all retrieved documents are reviewed for the task of systematic review search,

their presentation order seems unimportant. This is however only true for the final and re-

ported query. Beforehand, an iterative query refinement process takes place that requires re-

peated query quality assessment. The large, unordered result sets, typical for these queries,

do not allow for exhaustive evaluation; and precision estimates based on sampling have

broad confidence intervals due to the small number of relevant documents. Even more dif-

ficult is the quality assessment of independent query parts, each of which might have much

larger result sets (see Figure 4.1). This illustrates the importance of research on the perfor-

mance of Boolean search filters and the advantage of their re-use. For instance, the highly

sensitive search strategy (HSSS) is known to have almost perfect recall in identifying ran-

domized controlled trials [Sampson et al., 2006b], and their use is thus suggested in search

guidelines [Higgins and Green, 2009].

Ranked retrieval provides a solution to these problems. While the Boolean model

has been criticized for its inherent single operand dependency problem due to the use of
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min-max functions [Lee, 1994], the retrieval functions of ranked IR models usually depend

on every operator clause and query term, respectively; and output multiple levels of rele-

vance likelihood. In the absence of duplicates and with sufficient arithmetic precision, every

document in a collection might attain a different similarity score with IR models that incor-

porate a wealth of relevance factors. These retrieval function output scores can then be used

to rank the documents by decreasing relevance. Users can consciously choose the effort

they are willing to invest into the search by examination of an arbitrarily sized prefix of the

ranking. The size of this chosen result set can be based on the number of documents that

the reviewing team is capable of examining, and adapted under consideration of all docu-

ments with the retrieval score at that position in the ranking. Moreover, a retrieval score

can directly be used as a cut-off criterion. Finally, the availability of a relevance ranking

could possibly reduce costs during the query reformulation process if query quality can be

assessed by probing of the top results. Also, the distribution of retrieval scores is instruc-

tive. For example, document subsets with similar properties with regard to the query can be

identified and then divided by informed changes to the query.

4.2 Ranking Approaches

A trivial approach to ranking, commonly employed in current systems, is to sort the Boolean

result set by some document property that is assumed to be correlated with relevance, or

usefulness. Inverse publication date order is one typical criterion used for this purpose,

being an appropriate choice if recent documents are assumed to be most likely to be of

greatest interest. For systematic reviews, the use of such an ordering is generally not useful

and often unacceptable because of the temporal bias that would be introduced.

This section focuses on alternative ranking approaches, based on relevance with regard

to a query. First, the use of each class of ranked IR models, as presented in Chapter 2, for

the purpose of systematic review search is considered; then one applicable model is chosen

for further exploration.
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4.2.1 Ranking Boolean Result Sets

A similar approach is to order the Boolean result set based on a model of document rele-

vance, for instance, using the similarity to the query by means of any of the ranked retrieval

models. In its simplest case, the number of Boolean query terms present in a document, can

serve as an ordering criterion – the coordinate matching approach.

Sampson et al. [2006a] empirically studied the use of a ranked keyword search engine

to order Boolean systematic review search result sets, and found an increased density of

relevant documents in the first 500 results in the ranked list. If only this prefix would have

been examined, on average, 70% of the relevant studies in the result sets would have been

found; enough to speed up the formation of an evidence base, but too few to avoid examina-

tion of the remaining documents. The work of Cohen et al. can also be seen in this category,

seeking to reduce the triage efforts by work prioritization, that is, ranking the Boolean result

sets on the basis of the output scores of document classifiers and showing the user only the

documents above some trained threshold score [Cohen et al., 2006, 2009, Cohen, 2008].

Training can be undertaken on the basis of samples of relevant and irrelevant documents.

Wallace et al. [2010b] take this approach further and actively re-train the classifier every

time a few more relevance judgements are available. Not to overly bias this active learning

process towards initially identified studies – a problem that is known as hasty generalization

– Wallace et al. [2010a] suggest global sampling techniques. While these approaches might

be valuable for query quality assessment and the review of the finally retrieved studies, their

effectiveness is constrained by the recall levels attained by the Boolean queries used in the

first place.

Karimi et al. [2009] seek to address this problem by relaxing some of the most restrictive

query elements.1 The consequently larger result sets are then ranked on the basis of the

BM25 similarity measure using keyword query representations of the review information

needs. The combination of these two retrieval models turned out to have the best retrieval

results, but, depending on the result set size of these relaxed queries, the approach becomes
1The author of this thesis participated in the work for this publication, but it is not reported as contribution

for this thesis.
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very similar to directly using ranked keyword querying, which would have the added benefit

of reduced processing complexity. Moreover, the incorporation of BM25 leads to other

problems, as detailed next.

4.2.2 Ranked Keyword Retrieval

For ranked keyword retrieval to serve as a replacement for the Boolean approach, it has

to be possible and practical to generate keyword queries that are at least equally effective.

Additionally, the requirements of systematic reviews have to be satisfied. Both of these

prerequisites are examined in the following.

In the work of Karimi et al. [2009, 2010],2 the Boolean approach is compared with

ranked keyword alternatives that use the terms of the Boolean query, systematic review title

(T), research question (R), inclusion and exclusion criteria (C), or all of them (TRC). When

ranked with BM25, one of the currently best performing retrieval models [Armstrong et al.,

2009], more information included as part of the query leads to better retrieval performance.

The combination of terms from review sections (TRC) resulted in the best retrieval results,

better than when the terms in the Boolean query were used. This exemplifies the non-trivial

problem of constructing effective keyword queries. Furthermore, while the performance of

Boolean queries varied dramatically (partly due to reporting errors), ranked retrieval always

found a reasonable number of relevant studies.

Like Cohen et al. [2006], Martinez et al. [2008] train a classifier on an examined study

subset from the first 10,000 results of the TRC queries. Assuming a typical bag-of-word

feature representation, this relevance feedback method effectively re-ranks the first set of

results based on the learned relevance of individual terms. As such, it can be seen as another

form of ranked keyword retrieval, with a trained retrieval function.

The results of these approaches exemplify the advantages of ranking: a higher density of

relevant studies are found when prefixes of the ranked retrieval list are examined and, when

the number of examined studies is consciously chosen to be above any particular Boolean
2The author of this thesis participated in the work for these publications, but they are not reported as a

contribution of this thesis.
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result set size, a larger number of relevant studies can be found. As long as all relevant

studies are in the collection and match at least one query term, ranked methods can achieve

total recall when the end of the ranked list is reached; but the OR-set of the query terms

can be very large, making exhaustive evaluation impractical. Nevertheless, if additional

gains justify examination of more documents than can be retrieved with a Boolean query,

the ranked approach will be of advantage for the task at hand. That is, with ranked retrieval,

resource allocation can be done adequately.

Unfortunately, it remains to be seen whether ranked keyword queries can outperform

retrieval models that support structured queries when search experts are employed. Instead,

there is good evidence that structured, faceted queries outperform keyword queries [Lin

and Demner-Fushman, 2006, Zhu et al., 2007, Boudin et al., 2010]. Moreover, despite the

advantages of ranked retrieval in general, the adoption of ranked keyword methods is also

unlikely for biomedical systematic reviewing because of contradictory requirements, most

significantly:

• Reproducibility: All of the keyword retrieval models described in Section 2.1.2 make

use of document collection statistics, in particular, the inverse document frequen-

cies of the query terms. The fact that collections grow over time inevitably leads

to changes in these collection statistics. To make the retrieval results for systematic

reviews reproducible, all of the involved collection statistics would have to be pub-

lished. Alternatively, every change to a collection would have to be recorded, made

publicly available, and a timestamp published in the review, so that every collection

state could be traced back to any point in time. The wealth of factors that go into the

ranking procedure render exact reproduction difficult, even more so for trained and

combined models.

• Scrutability: Because retrieval of a document also depends on properties of other

documents, it is not obvious why a particular document has or has not been considered

during the reviewing process.
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• Composability and re-use: The semantics of recombined ranked queries, constructed

from individual query primitives, are not clearly understood. That is, it is difficult

to reason about the performance of a new query on the basis of knowledge about

effectiveness of query parts.

• Complex information need descriptions: The flat structure of keyword queries im-

poses boundaries on the expressiveness of the model. For instance, distinct concepts

cannot separately be described. Sampson et al. [2006a] found that keyword queries

were not able to make the fine discriminations that are typical for the relevance to

systematic reviews and often defined by strict inclusion and exclusion criteria.

To satisfy these requirements, a retrieval model needs to have two properties: 1) a struc-

tured query model has to be supported, and 2) document scores, being the result of the em-

ployed retrieval functions, must only depend on properties of each considered document.

The latter is satisfied for binary term weighting schemes, but more generally also for any

other weighting scheme that only uses TF-components; but not IDF, or any other collection

statistic. The first property motivates investigation of the applicability of ranked retrieval

models that use structured queries.

4.2.3 Ranking with Structured Queries

Two classes of retrieval models with structured query languages were reviewed in Chapter 2.

Extended Boolean retrieval (EBR) models rank on the basis of Boolean query spec-

ifications. Approaches to EBR differ in the retrieval functions employed, the weighting

scheme used, and support of query term weights. Binary term weights only depend on the

(query) terms in the document and are supported by most of the models; hence the whole

class of models becomes applicable to systematic review search. With use of binary term

weights, the soft Boolean retrieval model [Radecki, 1979] would become equivalent to the

Boolean model due to the use of the same retrieval functions. However, more sophisticated

document-dependent term weighting schemes are also possible.
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Of particular interest is the p-norm approach to EBR of Salton et al. [1983c], because it

has shown to have desirable properties [Lee, 1994] and it was also found in early research

to be empirically more effective than the other approaches [Lee and Fox, 1988]. More

importantly it generalizes the Boolean retrieval model and can be parametrized such that

the Boolean model can be recovered as a special case (p → ∞). Because of this property,

the EBR model should perform at least as well as the Boolean approach, while adding the

advantages of ranking. Although the p-norm model is able to support any term weighting

scheme that produces scores within the range [0, 1], binary term weights are the only weights

suggested so far in the literature that meet that requirement. It is also not obvious how

to derive better document-centric weights from short citation entries for which most term

frequencies are 1. Moreover, the strict Boolean baseline can also be seen to use binary term

weights; and in a comparison of competing models it is desirable to minimize the number of

changes because it is more informative to attribute performance disparities to a smaller set

of differences between models. Note also that, despite the use of binary term weights, the

p-norm model does not become equivalent to coordinate matching; query sub-expressions

on a higher tree level, which may represent higher-level concepts, are given more influence

on the final score.

The inference network model is another candidate model for structured retrieval, but

has been proposed in the context of TF·IDF or term weighting schemes based on language

models, both dependent on collection statistics. To suit the requirements of biomedical

systematic review search, the model would have to be adapted.

4.2.4 Summary

Ranked keyword retrieval is appealing for many tasks; for systematic review search, how-

ever, these models are not directly applicable and would have to be adapted. Previous work

suggests [Karimi et al., 2009] that even with a retrieval model that uses a state-of-the-art

term weighting scheme, retrieval effectiveness is inferior to the current Boolean method.

Note that, for these results, obvious keyword queries have been used that might have dis-

advantaged the ranked method. For a fair comparison of Boolean and ranked retrieval, the
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input of the ranked method should hence be the same information need description as for

the Boolean method with the same amount of effort spent on query development.

Of the two structured retrieval models discussed, only the p-norm model is directly

applicable to the task of interest. Moreover, previous effectiveness results and the theoretical

prospect of being at least as good as the Boolean retrieval model for appropriate parameter

settings, motivate further exploration of this model. Finally, the similarity to the Boolean

model has the appealing prospect of quick acceptance and adoption in practice. The only

difference to current practice would be to report p-values as part of the published query,

plus a score-cutoff, corresponding to the retrieval set size. Depending on the choice of these

values, the same retrieval results can be attained as with the Boolean model. We now pursue

in detail the p-norm approach to EBR with binary term weights.

4.3 Ranking with the p-Norm EBR Model

Because the current Boolean retrieval method and the p-norm EBR model both use struc-

tured queries as information need descriptions, it is desirable to reuse the complex system-

atic review queries. However, in order to do so, two challenges have to be overcome.

While many specific conjunctive operators have been added to the basic Boolean re-

trieval model, for instance, based on the position of terms in the document, the p-norm

model lacks corresponding extensions. One way of making the complex Boolean system-

atic review queries compatible with the EBR model is to relax specific operators to simple

conjunctions. For instance, a phrase can be considered as a conjunction with additional con-

straints. If these constraints are dropped, there might be false positives that would impact

precision, but not recall. More importantly, the extended Boolean interpretation of these

restrictive operators might allow documents to be ranked highly that otherwise would have

been strictly excluded. The relaxation of operators to the three basic Boolean operators

AND, OR and NOT is thus a practicable method. Finally note that, in the past, phrases

have commonly been transcribed to conjunctions when storage and processing of position

information was still considered too expensive.
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A second complication is that the queries have been prepared with the Boolean model

in mind, not the p-norm EBR model. In particular, the associativity property in Boolean

logic:

a OR b OR c = (a OR b) OR c = a OR (b OR c) , and

a AND b AND c = (a AND b) AND c = a AND (b AND c) ,

does not hold for the p-norm model. This property allows systems to implement binary

Boolean operators only, and then to resolve n-ary operator versions by repeated application

of the binary operators. For p-norm systems, query languages and parsers instead have

to also support n-ary operator versions. Despite the fact that the query language of Ovid

contains both versions:

OR/1–7 ≡ 1 OR 2 OR · · · OR 7 ,

the queries in systematic reviews use them interchangeably due to their equivalence under

the Boolean retrieval model. That means that concepts, as described by query subtrees, that

just happened to be on a lower query tree level due to the associativity of binary operators,

might have a lower influence on the overall score than peer concepts.

One possibility to counteract this obstacle is to flatten nested cascades of the same op-

erator into one n-ary operator. For instance, a query:

AND(OR(a,AND(b, c)),AND(d,OR(e,OR(f, g)))) .

would be normalized to

AND(OR(a,AND(b, c)), d,OR(e, f, g)) .

With these two modifications, systematic review queries can be executed in an ex-

tended Boolean fashion, and a retrieval score calculated for each document by way of which

they can be ranked in descending order. The resulting score distributions for different re-

trieval models, depicted in Figure 4.2, reveal interesting properties of the resulting rankings.
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Figure 4.2: Score distributions for a selection of retrieval models for one systematic review query
from the AHRQ COHEN query set. The scores of the ranked retrieval models have been normalized
to the range [0, 1] over the first 3,000 ranks. Note that the discrete score levels between ranks are
connected for presentational purpose only.

The Boolean retrieval model follows a sharp step function because documents can be seen

to be assigned a score of 1 if they are returned, and 0 otherwise. At the other extreme,

BM25 assigns a different retrieval score to almost every document as long as there are no

duplicates. EBR models stand between these two extremes. When binary term weights are

used, the number of output levels is limited by the number of term combinations found in

documents and the query structure. Hence, the ranking consists of a sequence of unordered

sets in which all documents have the same score. As with the Boolean model, such ties

can be broken by a secondary sort criterion. While it might be more advantageous to have

a continuous ranking, a study of the distinct score levels and the query structure can be

valuable to determine document sets and their cardinality that miss specific conjuncts.

Note that, the higher levels in the query tree dominate the retrieval score. In the example

of Figure 4.2, the sharp drop in the retrieval score designates documents that do not contain

all conjuncts in the top level of the query. However, note that the drop does not happen at the

same rank as for the Boolean model, due to a few documents that do not satisfy conjuncts of

minor importance, but satisfy all main concepts required for the systematic review. It would

not only be wasteful to dismiss these additional documents for examination of relevance,

but these particular documents can also be very informative in order to refine the query.
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4.4 Experiments

To validate the effectiveness of the suggested ranking approaches empirically, this section

describes retrieval experiments. First, the experimental setup is explained. Then, the ex-

perimental Boolean prototype implementation is validated to retrieve the same, or similar,

results as a real, currently used system. Section 4.4.3 compares the effectiveness of the sys-

tems from a ranking perspective; and Section 4.4.4 complements this with results relative

to Boolean result sets. Finally, the findings are summarized.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

For the experiments in this chapter, we focus on the AHRQ COHEN and AHRQ KARIMI

query sets, using the TRC queries developed by Karimi et al. [2009]. The available rel-

evance judgements for the AHRQ COHEN query set have been reduced to contain only

the documents in the 10 year Medline corpus used in the TREC Genomics Track [Cohen

et al., 2006], that is, to documents for which indexing for Medline has been completed be-

tween the years 1994 and 2003 (inclusive) [Hersh et al., 2004]. Only documents that have

been included in the particular systematic review are considered relevant; everything else

is assumed irrelevant for evaluation purposes. While this assumption is the root of much

discussion [Sanderson, 2010], systematic reviews, if successful, are by definition compre-

hensive in their relevance judgements.

To match the collection with the relevance judgements of the query sets, a Medline

collection subset has been generated to include only documents that have been published

between the years 1993 and 2003 (inclusive) so that we can have reasonably complete

knowledge about the relevance of documents in the collection. This step is necessary to

circumvent the possibility of disadvantaging retrieval systems that rank relevant documents

outside of this year range highly. In effect, 4,515,866 citations remain in the document

collection.

To compare the different retrieval approaches, an experimental system is used. Lucene

serves as basic indexing engine, on top of which the three basic EBR operators of the p-norm
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retrieval model, and all complex operators (including proximity constraints) of the Boolean

retrieval model are implemented. Term implementations directly access the inverted lists.

At the end of the query processing chain (refer to Figure 3.4 on page 77), the query nodes are

mapped to the operator implementations of each retrieval model. However, more specific

operators are mapped to one of the three basic Boolean operators in the case of the p-

norm retrieval model. As already discussed, phrases are considered as conjunctions without

enforcing the additional proximity constraints.

The output of the system is either a Boolean result set, or a ranked list, ordered by de-

creasing retrieval score. In both cases, reverse chronological publication order, the default

criterion in most biomedical Boolean search systems, is used as a tie-breaker to sort docu-

ments with the same retrieval score; and, in case of the Boolean retrieval model, to sort the

whole result set.

Instead of implementing BM25 as another baseline, the freely available search engine

implementation zettair is used. It is already proven in TREC evaluations to have an effective

BM25 implementation [Garcia et al., 2006, Büttcher et al., 2006].

Assuming random document order, relevant documents will evenly be distributed over

the result set of a Boolean system. In contrast, an effective relevance ranking method should

have a higher density of relevant documents at the top of its ranked list. To measure this

effect, several evaluation measures could be used. The simplest is to count the absolute

number of relevant documents encountered at particular ranks. However, normalization of

these cardinality counts by the number of relevant documents, that is recall, leads to an

evaluation measure that is more evenly distributed over the different queries, with aggregate

performance less dominated by any one query. Because even for systematic reviews, the

total number of relevant documents can only be assumed to be approximated by the number

of known relevant documents, relative recall is used throughout the results presented in

this chapter. Assume an information need for which 6 relevant documents are found after

evaluation of a ranking prefix or Boolean result set, and a total of 12 relevant documents are

present in the collection, out of which only 10 are known. This results in a relative recall

of 6
10 = 0.6, an overestimate of the actual recall 6

12 = 0.5.
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4.4.2 Reproducibility

Before the systems can be compared, it has to be verified that the experimental system is

representative, that is, produces the same, or very similar, retrieval results as systems that

are currently used for the purpose of systematic review search. Moreover, reproducibility is

a key requirement for systematic reviews.

Unfortunately, typographic errors in the reporting of the queries, and differences in

document collection sets, document indexing, query parsing, and their transformation pro-

cesses, lead to variations in the retrieval results of different systems [Sampson and Mc-

Gowan, 2006]. The stipulated requirement to search multiple databases alleviates this issue

to some degree, even if the document collections largely overlap. Furthermore, current sys-

tems do not provide historical views of their document collections and the implementations

used at that time, so that some of the studies that could be retrieved before might have

been consequently removed from the collection as stipulated by Medline. The continuous

refinement of the MeSH taxonomy might further add to the possibility of changes.

To investigate the severity of these reproducibility issues, and to validate the represen-

tativeness of the experimental system, the queries were also submitted to Ovid, the system

they were originally developed for. PubMed identifiers are extracted from the Boolean re-

sult sets and then reduced to the documents in the Medline collection subset used for these

experiments. Because the inherent retrieval difficulty is of primary interest in this thesis,

obvious errors in the reported queries have been fixed. Query terms have been examined

to match index terms and to reflect the originally intended MeSH headings. The number

of results for each query line, provided by some review authors, served as a guide in query

debugging.

Table 4.1 shows the cardinalities of the result set for each query of AHRQ COHEN and

AHRQ KARIMI when submitted to Ovid and the experimental system. The size of these

individual set intersections reflects how many studies are retrieved by both systems. Due

to the use of a subset of Medline, result set sizes for both systems are generally smaller

than stated in Section 3.1.2. Ovid returns often slightly larger result sets; and, in the ma-

jority of cases, almost all of the documents returned by the experimental system were also
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AHRQ COHEN AHRQ KARIMI

Query Ovid Repro. Overlap Ovid Repro. Overlap

1 1,597 1,457 1,452 1,530 4,136 1,400
2 979 884 884 796 602 579
3 353 342 342 322 338 314
4 735 629 629 3,223 3,213 3,207
5 3,856 3,805 3,727 145 8 8
6 1,377 1,340 1,337 1,718 1,710 1,709
7 306 248 248 292 345 204
8 286 271 271 2,336 1,626 1,625
9 742 823 629 1,992 1,375 1,367

10 282 258 258 884 986 716
11 1,108 1,106 1,106 186 135 135
12 718 682 682 198 140 139
13 2,460 2,331 2,104 302 229 228
14 413 372 372 – – –
15 823 801 801 – – –

Mean 1,069 1,023 989 1,071 1,141 894

Table 4.1: The Boolean result set size for Ovid and the experimental system (column “Repro.”) on
the Medline subset for each query of AHRQ COHEN and AHRQ KARIMI. The “Overlap” columns
show the cardinality of the intersection between the two result sets.

retrieved by Ovid. Note that the differing result set sizes are typical for the issues with

Boolean queries; their strictness can lead to exclusion of documents due to marginal query

and system differences.

In summary, the experimental system reasonably reproduces Ovid, one of the systems

used as a reference point for systematic review search. Despite not being directly compara-

ble, the Ovid runs are used as another baseline in the remaining experiments of this chapter.

Due to slightly larger result sets, they possibly contain a greater fraction of the relevant

documents and hence have higher recall; however, at the same time, relevant documents are

also spread out over a larger result set due to the used relevance-independent list ordering,

possibly leading to worse precision at any rank cut-off.

4.4.3 Ranking Effectiveness

Having established the validity of the Boolean baseline for the experimental system, we

can investigate the effectiveness of ranking, and compare the p-norm EBR approach to
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the Boolean baseline of the experimental system. Although it does not satisfy systematic

review search requirements, a weighted version of the p-norm EBR model on the basis of

the normalized TF·IDF formulation proposed by Salton et al. [1983c] has been measured. In

particular, inverse document frequencies idft for a term t are determined by logN/ft, where

N refers to the number of documents in the collection and ft to the number of documents

containing the term; and they are then used to compute the normalized weight wd,t of a

term t with respect to a document d as:

wd,t =
fd,t

maxi∈d fd,i
· idft
maxi∈d idfi

, (4.1)

where fd,t refers to the term frequency of t in d. Finally, the TRC query baseline of Karimi

et al. [2010], based on BM25, has been reproduced using the same default parameter settings

of zettair that were originally employed (k = 1.2 and b = 0.75).

The p-norm EBR model requires the specification of a value for p for each individual

conjunction and disjunction query operator. Out of lack of a better assignment, we assume a

single p-value for all query operators and chose a relatively large value of p = 9, the largest

value suggested in previous work [Salton et al., 1983c], in order to attain retrieval results

close to those of the Boolean method.

All systems were executed on the two sets of test queries and their output considered

as ranked list, including the Boolean systems. Then relative recall is computed at absolute

ranks (100, 300, 1,000, 3,000 and 10,000) and averaged over each query set. Using this

measurement methodology, the Boolean runs are disadvantaged at ranks larger than the re-

sult set size of each Boolean query, because their result sets are limited and they cannot

produce additional (relevant) documents. However, such a comparison reflects the funda-

mental problems with the Boolean model.

Table 4.2 presents results for discrete rank cut-offs and with statistical tests, and Fig-

ure 4.3 depicts them graphically. Several observations can be made:

• The experimental system has similar results as Ovid, further supporting the validity

of this baseline.
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AHRQ COHEN AHRQ KARIMI

p-norm, p=9 Boolean BM25 p-norm, p=9 Boolean BM25

Rank Bin.a TF·IDFb Repro.c Ovidd TRCe Bin.a TF·IDFb Repro.c Ovidd TRCe

100 0.18cd 0.16c 0.09 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.11

300 0.40c
′d′e 0.34 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.22 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.19

1,000 0.62c
′d′e 0.57 0.48 0.49 0.48 0.36c

′
0.31 0.27 0.29ac 0.30

3,000 0.72c
′d′

0.70c 0.58 0.60 0.66 0.45c
′d 0.41 0.36 0.37 0.40

10,000 0.79c
′d′

0.77c
′d′

0.59 0.61 0.81c
′d′

0.54b
′c′d′

0.47c
′d 0.36 0.37 0.48c

Table 4.2: Relative recall for different systems and a range of absolute ranks, averaged over the
queries of each AHRQ query set. The superscripts refer to the table columns defined in the table
header and statistical significant improvements. For every system pair, a one-sided, paired Wilcoxon
signed-rank test has been used to test for statistically significant improvements at the 0.05 (super-
scripts a· · ·e) and 0.01 (superscripts a′· · ·e′) alpha levels.

• The p-norm EBR system with binary term weights finds significantly more relevant

documents than both of the Boolean baselines in the AHRQ COHEN query set; this

is less significant in the smaller AHRQ KARIMI query set, but the same trend can

also be observed.

• Binary term weights always have better performance than TF·IDF-based term weights.

This is surprising, because real-valued term weights should be at least as good as bi-

nary ones, if the weights are appropriately chosen. It remains to be seen if other

weighting schemes, for instance based on term frequency, results in better rankings.

• The broader TRC bag-of-words queries were only able to match with the best p-norm

EBR model at retrieval depths of at least 5,000 documents (compare Figure 4.3),

confirming the findings of Martinez et al. [2008].

• In the range considered, the relative recall levels for the ranked EBR approach (61.7%

for AHRQ COHEN and 36.4% for AHRQ KARIMI, at a retrieval depth of 1,000)

are higher than for the Boolean system (48.5% and 27.1%, respectively, at the same

measurement point). But even at a depth of 10,000, perfect (relative) recall cannot

always be achieved with a single query.
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• While the ranked systems have strictly increasing recall values, the Boolean systems

are limited by their result set size, and their average performance hence flattens off

much earlier (compare Figure 4.3).

The introduction of some elements of ranking allows users to look behind the strict

inclusion cut-off of Boolean queries and to consciously choose the investment they are

willing to make in the search. Moreover, the increased density at the beginning of the

ranking has the potential to facilitate query reformulation.

While the results illustrate the ability of ranking to always return a large number of doc-

uments, with many of the relevant ones at the beginning of the ranked list, the aggregation

of recall at ranks greater than the Boolean result set size means that the ranked retrieval

models are also likely to return a larger number of relevant documents than the Boolean

systems. Because we measure at the same fixed ranks for all queries, some queries will

inevitably be measured at ranks larger than their result set size. Hence performance relative

to individual Boolean result set sizes is evaluated next.

4.4.4 Relative Performance

Given the large exponent, p = 9, the retrieval scores are close to those of the Boolean

baseline. It is hence counter-intuitive that EBR queries are able to retrieve a larger number

of relevant documents, even if the same number of documents is examined. To investigate

this issue, in this section we probe at ranks relative to each individual query’s Boolean result

set size, denoted Bq.

Table 4.3 has the same layout as before, but (relative) recall is measured and averaged at

ranks relative to individual Boolean result set sizes of the experimental system, in particular,

when one fourth, half, equal, or double that many documents are inspected. The Boolean

system can not extend its result set and retains the same recall level.

Overall, similar trends emerge. Again, the differences on AHRQ KARIMI are less

significant than those noted for AHRQ COHEN, but follow the same trend. However, addi-

tional conclusions can be drawn.
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Figure 4.3: Average retrieval model effectiveness, measured as the fraction of found relevant doc-
uments to the number of known relevant documents (Relative Recall) as a function of the number
of documents examined for the two AHRQ query sets. For typical systematic reviewing efforts, the
p-norm EBR approach with binary term weights retrieves on average a greater number of relevant
documents than the Boolean baseline, Ovid, or the unstructured TRC bag-of-word queries.
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AHRQ COHEN AHRQ KARIMI

p-norm, p=9 Boolean BM25 p-norm, p=9 Boolean BM25

Rank Bin.a TF·IDFb Repro.c Ovidd TRCe Bin.a TF·IDFb Repro.c Ovidd TRCe

0.25Bq 0.28cd
′

0.22 0.16 0.14 0.20 0.19 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.16
0.5Bq 0.44de 0.43 0.34 0.31 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.21

Bq 0.61be
′

0.59e 0.59e 0.58e 0.41 0.34 0.34 0.36de 0.30 0.27

2Bq 0.69b
′c′d′e 0.63 ⊥ 0.61† 0.58 0.40c

′
0.37 ⊥ 0.37† 0.33

Table 4.3: Relative recall for different systems, averaged over the queries of each AHRQ query
set, and measured at ranks based on multiples of Bq , the Boolean result set size attained with the
experimental Boolean system (column “Repro.”) for each individual query. The symbol ⊥ indicates
that the Boolean result set could not be extended so that the same relative recall as at rank Bq

applies. The relative recall values of the Ovid system marked with the superscript † have been
achieved at ranks larger than Bq , but much smaller than 2Bq . For every system pair, a one-sided
Wilcoxon signed-rank test has been used to test for statistically significant improvements at the
0.05 (superscripts a· · ·e) and 0.01 (superscripts a′· · ·e′) alpha levels.

When a quarter of the documents are examined, the number of found relevant documents

is increased by 50%–75%; and when twice as many documents are inspected a significantly

larger number of relevant documents is found. However, the EBR systems cannot find

significantly more relevant documents in the top Bq documents, confirming the conjecture

that a high p-value should lead to the same documents in the first Bq documents in the

ranking as in the Boolean result set. Note, however, that the performance of a system at

these ranks is not of particular importance because Bq cannot consciously be chosen, and

there might be capacity to review more documents, or a wish to review fewer. Of particular

significance is that the EBR queries can keep up with the Boolean counterparts even though

they have a reduced set of operators and thus often less specificity.

Chronological order appears to lead to a very similar distribution as random order, in-

dicating that publication time is not of primary importance during the initial retrieval for a

systematic review to be eligible for inclusion.

Ovid returns on average slightly more documents, and some of the additional ones are

indeed relevant. The TRC queries identify fewer relevant studies than Boolean or EBR

queries, when only Bq documents are examined.
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The use of a high p-value implicitly leads to similar documents in the first Bq ranks, en-

suring that p-norm retrieval is at least as effective as Boolean retrieval. In fact, while other

p-value assignments could theoretically lead to even better rankings, anecdotal evidence

from experiments with smaller p-values showed mixed results in regard to retrieval effec-

tiveness when the same number of documents are retrieved as with the Boolean baseline and

the same p-value is applied to all query operators. Due to the combinatorially large number

of possible p-value assignments and because it is more worthwhile to propose a method that

is at least as good as the current approach than to propose a method with mixed results,

more thorough investigation of policies to assign different p-values to queries is deferred to

future work. But even if p-values are chosen that perform worse when the same number of

documents are retrieved, the ranked approach can be combined with Boolean retrieval in at

least two ways. First, the query specification can be used to rank the Boolean result set; and

second, result sets can be extended to documents that do not satisfy particular conjuncts,

or a given number of conjuncts. Such documents might be very informative during the

query reformulation process because they can guide the search for alternative formulations

of specific conjuncts.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, ranked retrieval approaches have been evaluated and the p-norm approach to

extended Boolean retrieval with binary term weights shown to satisfy the specific require-

ments of systematic review search. This particular model generalizes Boolean retrieval and

has been demonstrated to retrieve a greater fraction of relevant documents when typical

numbers of documents are examined. While for our choice of p-value similar recall levels

are achieved with the p-norm model as with the Boolean model when the same number of

documents are retrieved, the size of these Boolean result sets is largely out of control for

the user, and they are hence likely not to match the available reviewing resources. When

Boolean result sets are extended, a greater number of relevant documents are found which

reduces bias in favour of the initially retrieved document set and the risk to miss eligible
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studies. Finally, ranked approaches possibly provide advantages in the query reformulation

process because of higher relevance densities in the top of the rankings that can be used to

assess query quality.

Because the p-norm EBR model with binary term weights achieved best effectiveness

results for the task of interest, we focus on this particular model in the rest of this thesis.

A series of efficiency optimizations have been proposed for processing of ranked keyword

queries which reduce the number of documents and postings that have to be processed. In

the next chapter, efficient implementation methods for the p-norm EBR model are discussed.
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Chapter 5
Efficient Query Processing

For users, the effectiveness of a search service and the price they have to pay for the service

are of primary concern. Consequently, search service providers are interested in providing

competitive effectiveness levels at the smallest possible cost, hence, added benefits in effec-

tiveness of a method have to outweigh any extra costs. Efficient query implementations aid

this trade-off, and make information retrieval models for which efficient processing methods

are known more likely to be adopted in practice.

The previous chapter established some advantages of ranking when performed in the

context of complex Boolean queries and the p-norm approach to extended Boolean retrieval.

Because retrieval models have to be effective and efficient to be a viable choice in practice,

this chapter investigates how query processing for the p-norm EBR model can be optimized.

5.1 Implementation Approaches

Search service providers in the biomedical domain receive orders of magnitude fewer queries

than are submitted in general web search; and collections are much smaller. However, most

web queries are very short, and also likely to be repeated, so that they are cheap to evaluate

and caching techniques are effective. In the extreme, the results for all single term queries

can be precomputed and stored as such in inverted lists [Strohman and Croft, 2007]. As

indicated in Chapter 3, biomedical queries not only contain more terms, but are also much
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more complex – during the query preprocessing steps, queries might expand to thousands

of terms. Moreover, the retrieval process involves a great deal of reformulation and query

quality assessment. Because the latter can only be gauged after query processing, addi-

tional (complex) queries have to be executed. In combination, these various factors mean

that efficient query processing methods for effective retrieval models that are applicable to

systematic review search are an important direction of research.

Several approaches to the implementation of the p-norm EBR model have been sug-

gested in the literature that differ in terms of time and space complexities. This section re-

views these approaches and examines the applicability of more recent processing methods.

Document-at-a-time Baseline

A straightforward implementation for any retrieval model is to identify and iterate over all

documents in the query OR-set and calculate a score for each using the retrieval function

of the model, after which the OR-set documents can be sorted by decreasing score. To

calculate document scores in EBR retrieval models, query trees can be recursively processed

from the leaves to the root and, at each operator node, the scores of clauses aggregated by

the corresponding retrieval function. The initial term scores that start the process can be

calculated on the basis of the information drawn from the inverted lists of the terms. The

use of the document-at-a-time evaluation strategy in conjunction with document-ordered

indexes simplifies this implementation. This is the method that was originally implemented

for the p-norm retrieval model in the SMART system [Salton et al., 1983c, Fox, 1983b].

The algorithmic time complexity of this approach is O(l·n), where l refers to the size

of the query measured as the number of query nodes, and n is the number of documents in

the query OR-set. Unfortunately, both of these factors are likely to be large for biomedical

queries. First, they have a large number of terms, and their structure means that further

nodes are added. Increasing the number of terms also increases the likelihood of a large OR-

set – and the use of any one of a few common meta-data terms, such as Humans/, is sufficient

for the OR-set size to quickly approach the size of the collection, |C|. In practice, hidden

constants also have a significant impact on query execution times. To process a query, all
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inverted lists have to be read, decoded and merged to generate the query OR-set. Then,

to score each individual document, the complexity of the retrieval function adds further to

processing times. The efficiency of an implementation approach will hence depend on its

ability to reduce these factors.

In the document-at-a-time strategy the space complexity is simply O(l). To collect

scores for all documents, further space is required in the order of O(n). However, if only

the k � n documents with the highest scores need to be retained, a min-heap of k items

can be used.

Term-at-a-time List Aggregation

In the baseline document-at-a-time approach, every query node is processed for each doc-

ument in the OR-set, even if the document only contains a small subset of the query terms.

Smith [1990] proposes a more efficient algorithm that complements the baseline by revers-

ing the roles of documents and the query. Instead of repeatedly processing the query for

different documents, the query is processed only once, but, for each operator, all documents

involved in that query sub-expression are processed. More specifically, the inverted lists of

the clauses of an operator are merged to obtain the OR-set of that query sub-expression and

an intermediate score for each of the documents is computed. This, however, requires inter-

mediate storage of the OR-sets for all clauses of an operator and the partial document scores.

In this, the method is similar to the term-at-a-time evaluation strategy (see Section 2.2.2 on

page 30), but requires multiple accumulators.

As a result, not every query node is examined for each document in the overall OR-set,

and the time complexity reduces to the sum over the OR-sets of the query sub-expressions.

However, the method comes at a price – added space requirements. Multiple accumulators

with intermediate results have to be stored during processing of every query. In the final

aggregation for the query root node, together these accumulators will have at least the size

of the overall OR-set. For biomedical queries, this will often be a multiple of the collection

size due to the frequent use of common (meta-data) terms, and hence a significant cost.
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Efficient Retrieval Functions

The analysis sketched above ignores the cost of the elementary operations because they are

assumed to be constant between the methods that are being compared. The exponentiation-

based retrieval functions of the p-norm model are, however, more complex than the sums

employed by other retrieval methods [Lee et al., 1993]. Hence, reductions in the computa-

tional footprint of the retrieval functions are worth investigating.

Smith’s Infinity-One retrieval model [Smith, 1990] seeks to provide an approximation to

the p-norm model that can be computed more efficiently. In the model, the range of p-values

is realized by linear interpolation between the use of p = 1 and p = ∞, both of which can

be implemented without exponentiation. The experimental results showed much improved

retrieval times, but also slightly reduced effectiveness. Also the SMART system sought

to replace floating-point operations with approximations that use integer arithmetics only

[Fox and Koll, 1988]. The impact of more complex retrieval functions might be smaller in

context of the hardware available today.

If input values to the retrieval function are repeating (for example, if they are discretiza-

tions of the continuous values), an alternative approach is to employ caching of computa-

tions or the pre-computation of a set of inputs.

Recent Approaches

So far, the suggested implementation approaches for the p-norm EBR model inspect all

of the postings in the inverted lists of all of the query terms. In ranked retrieval systems,

however, it is often sufficient to retrieve the k documents with the highest retrieval score, or

above some score threshold τ , because k can be chosen to be larger than the typical number

of documents a user would examine; and, even if more documents are requested, the query

can be re-executed with a larger k.

For ranked keyword queries, Max-Score is a particularly effective optimization that

skips postings of documents that cannot make it into the top-k and can hence further reduce

processing costs [Turtle and Flood, 1995, Strohman et al., 2005]. The Max-Score method
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orders query terms by decreasing document frequency and seeks to bypass postings for

the most common terms if they are not matched by corresponding postings for other less

common terms. The detailed workings of this algorithm are described in Section 16 on

page 34. In contrast, Broder et al. [2003] propose an implementation for their Weak AND

(WAND) operator that continuously keeps the terms sorted by the next document identifier

in their inverted lists and tries to skip postings in the first terms. This possibly further

reduces the number of postings that can be skipped through exploitation of the document

identifier distributions in the inverted lists, but entails additional overhead because of the

repeated partial sorting step. Other implementation approaches try to only approximate the

retrieval results attained by these exact methods via pruning of query evaluation based on

heuristics [Fox et al., 1993]. While such methods can lead to even more efficient query

processing, they are typically at the expense of retrieval effectiveness. Moreover, the used

heuristics are often also dependent on characteristics of the whole document collection,

making them inapplicable in context of systematic review search.

If term contributions differ between documents, higher initial entry thresholds can be

attained when top-scoring documents for each term are stored in additional inverted lists at

indexing time, and then merged for each query before the evaluation starts. Strohman et al.

[2005] demonstrate that this method indeed reduces retrieval times and reduces the number

of documents that have to be scored. In the context of systematic review search, such a

threshold could even be provided by the user, for instance, using the retrieval score cut-off

published with a final review query that the user wants to replicate. Such an approach makes

the retrieval reproducible because only documents above the threshold are retrieved, but the

result sets also increase in size as the collection grows.

Unfortunately, these optimizations are not directly applicable for structured queries be-

cause overall retrieval functions do not decompose into simple sums; that is, to score a

document an order has to be followed, which is dictated by the query structure.
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5.2 A Query Processing Method for p-Norm Queries

To date, efficient methods available for keyword ranked queries have not been applied to

structured queries. This chapter investigates methods by way of which similar efficiency

gains can potentially be achieved for retrieval models with structured query languages such

as the p-norm EBR model and addresses that gap. Our investigation focuses on binary

term weights, because the best effectiveness results (see Figure 4.3 on page 102) have been

achieved with this weighting scheme.

Generally, query processing costs increase as the product of query complexity and the

number of documents that have to be considered from the collection. This section describes

processing methods to reduce both of those costs. First, a document scoring method is

described that does not have to process the whole query tree for most documents. Then,

elements of the Max-Score and WAND algorithms are generalized to be applicable in the

context of p-norm query processing. Finally, term-independent bounds are proposed that

complement the bounds obtained from Max-Score, but which can also be used by them-

selves under the evaluation scheme in the WAND algorithm.

5.2.1 Document Scoring

Most of the retrieval functions for keyword queries attain a final similarity score by summa-

tion of term contributions, which does not impose any order in which these terms have to

be examined. However, the recursive nature of EBR retrieval functions make it necessary

for scores on lower levels of the query tree to be calculated first. A consequent implemen-

tation strategy would hence be to add processing logic to each query operator, each acting

independently on the outputs of their clauses. Both Salton et al. [1983c] and Smith [1990]

follow this approach, but their implementations differ in the inverted list evaluation strategy

employed. Max-Score could directly be applied to such an implementation, but its effec-

tiveness would be restricted to skip document identifiers returned by the clauses of the query

root node because a score threshold is only available for the final similarity score. The im-

plementations of intermediate operators cannot know if other query parts – not under their
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control – are able to compensate for low scores in this operator. Each of these clauses would

hence still have to compute scores for the complete OR-set of its subexpression. This moti-

vates consideration of alternative implementation approaches to score documents, in which

global knowledge about the influence of individual terms can be used to bypass pointers in

the inverted lists of low-importance terms.

Obviously, it is beneficial to not process the whole query tree for every document. Smith

achieves this implicitly by use of a term-at-a-time evaluation strategy that might have more

efficient disk access patterns, but adds significant space requirements for storage of inter-

mediate results. However, a similar effect can be achieved within the document-at-a-time

evaluation strategy, as shown in Algorithm 3. The key idea is to visit only the query nodes

that are active for the current document, that is, nodes in which at least one clause has a

non-zero score. No computation has to be performed for inactive nodes; they can be as-

sumed to have an output score of 0, which is the result of the retrieval functions when all

inputs are 0. Note that this does not hold for negations, which, for simplicity of description,

are assumed to be absent. However, they can be dealt with, for instance, by considering all

of their child nodes to be always active.

The algorithm assumes that each query node Ni is assigned an index i that is smaller

than for any of its child nodes, so that Ni.P < i for all query nodes, where Ni.P refers to

the index of the parent node of Ni. It necessarily follows that N1 is the query root node,

assuming indexing to start from 1. The indexes of the example in Figure 5.1 have been

attained through a breadth-first search over the query tree and assignment of consecutive

numbers.

Furthermore, query nodes are differentiated into term nodes T , the leaves of the query

tree, and Boolean operator nodes B, the inner nodes. Each node Ni has a retrieval score

Ni.s assigned to it, that, for term nodes, is set to 0 or 1 depending on the information in

its inverted list; and, for Boolean operator nodes, is computed on the basis of its retrieval

function and the scores of its child nodes. Additionally, each operator node Bi has a set of

clauses Bi.C; an operator type Bi.type ∈ {AND,OR}; and a p-value Bi.p.
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Algorithm 3: CalcScore() –
Query tree scoring via reverse breadth-first search of tree nodes with non-zero score.

Input : T , a set of query tree terminals; and
B, a set of internal tree nodes; collectively they form
N , a set of tree nodes, numbered so that child nodes have larger indexes.

The query root node is thus referred to as N1.
Output: Retrieval score

1 S ← {Ti ∈ T | Ti.s > 0} . the set of non-zero score terms S is given, or determined
2 while S 6= {N1} do
3 j = arg maxj{Si ∈ S | Bj = Si.P} . determine largest parent node index j
4 A = {Si ∈ S | Si.P = Bj} . determine active clauses of Bj in S
5 Split A into the two sets As=1 and A0<s<1

6 if |A0<s<1| = 0 then . when operands are all binary
7 Bj .s← TableLookup(Bj , |As=1|) . lookup pre-computed score
8 else if Bj .type = OR then

9 Bj .s←
{

1
|Bj .C|

[
|As=1|+∑i (A0<s<1

i .s)Bj .p
]} 1

Bj.p

. compute score for Bj

10 else if Bj .type = AND then
11 ks=0 ← |Bj .C| − |A0<s<1| − |As=1| . determine number of clauses with s = 0

12 Bj .s← 1−
{

1
|Bj .C|

[
ks=0 +

∑
i (1−A0<s<1

i .s)Bj .p
]} 1

Bj.p

. compute score for Bj

13 end
14 S ← S −A+ {Bj} . remove processed nodes from S, and add their parent
15 end
16 return N1.s

In step 1, the algorithm first determines the set of terms S ⊆ T with a score contribution

greater than 0. Note that in document-at-a-time evaluation, this set S is readily available

during processing and does not require inspection of all query terms.

For example, assume the query given in Figure 5.1 and a document that contains only

the query terms S = {t4, t6} = {Humans/,Valium}. The algorithm would first compute the

intermediate score for node N2, considering node N5 to have a score of 0. Then N1 would

be reached and the overall score calculated, again assuming a score of 0 for inactive clauses

not in S. Compared to a naı̈ve document-at-a-time implementation that might initialize all

eight term nodes and calculate scores in each of the five operator nodes, this algorithm only

initializes two term nodes and only two operator nodes. This example demonstrates that

although CalcScore() involves additional (partial) sorting overhead, similar reductions in
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1
AND, p = 2

2
OR, p = 1

5
AND, p = 10

10

Muscle
11

Relaxant

6

Valium

3
OR, p = 2

7

Headache
8
AND, p = 100

12

Brain
13

Injury

9

TI:Trauma

4
Humans/

Id. 4 6 7 9 10 11 12 13

Term Humans/ Valium Headache TI:Trauma Muscle Relaxant Brain Injury
ft 9,912,283 603 41,671 36,313 461,254 7,244 733,025 274,994

Figure 5.1: Example p-norm EBR query tree, containing operators with p-values and terms. Docu-
ment frequencies ft are denoted for every term.

the number of visited tree nodes can be attained as in the term-at-a-time method of Smith

[1990], but without any intermediate storage.

A number of optimizations can be employed to further reduce costs associated with

each scoring. When all clauses have binary scores, the p-norm retrieval functions can

be directly calculated on the basis of the number of “1” values amongst the constituent

clauses. For every operator, all of these possibilities can be precomputed and stored in a ta-

ble [i, 0 ≤ ks=1 ≤ |Bi.C|] 7→ s, which maps the operator index i and its number of clauses

with a score of 1 (ks=1) to its retrieval score. The table is then consulted during scoring.

Even if not all clauses are binary, the number of clauses with a score of 1 (|As=1|)
or 0 (ks=0) can be factored out of the exponentiation in the formulas for disjunctions and

conjunctions, respectively.

The proposed scoring method is more efficient than the naı̈ve baseline approach and

encapsulates the complexities involved in scoring a document with a complex query tree.

Knowledge of the set of terms S that are present in a document is then all that is required

as document-specific input to the method. This allows the free optimization of the inverted

list processing strategy, because the query structure does not impose any order constraints.
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5.2.2 Scoring Fewer Documents

A critical observation is that Max-Score can be applied to a broader class of retrieval func-

tions. That is, sum-scoring functions are not the only ones that can benefit from this op-

timization. The required property is monotonicity – given a set of terms S appearing in a

document, no superset S′ ⊃ S of those terms can give rise to a lower retrieval score. The

p-norm EBR model possesses this property, provided there are no negations in the query.

In this section, first the monotonicity property is proven, and methods discussed that

mitigate the restriction with regard to negations present in the query. Then several process-

ing methods are suggested that are motivated by Max-Score and WAND.

Proof of Monotonicity

The following theorem considers term scores si ∈ [0, 1] and p-values in [1,∞). The special

case of p =∞ can be ignored since it is best evaluated with a pure Boolean implementation.

Theorem 5.1. The document similarity score of an arbitrary query tree in the p-norm ex-

tended Boolean retrieval model is monotonically increasing with term scores, and with the

presence of terms, respectively.

The proof is by induction on query (sub-)trees:

Basis The simplest query (sub-)tree consists of exactly one term. Then, the scoring func-

tion becomes f(s) = s. Because its first derivative with respect to the term score is

f ′(s) = 1 > 0, it follows trivially that single-term clauses produce strictly increasing

scores.

Induction Now, this result is generalized to arbitrary query trees. Every query node con-

tains a set of terms T distributed over its set of clauses C and aggregates the clauses’ indi-

vidual scores fc∈C . Each clause c is a sub-tree that contains a subset of terms Tc ⊂ T with
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a particular assignment of scores sj , where j ∈ Tc. All of the partial derivatives of the OR

retrieval function are described by:

∂fOR(fc∈C(sj))

∂si
=
∂
[

1
|C|
∑

c∈C fc(sj)
p
]1/p

∂si

=
1

p︸︷︷︸
>0

·
[

1

|C|
∑
c∈C

fc(sj)
p

]1/p−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

· p

|C|︸︷︷︸
>0

· fc(si)p−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

· ∂fc(si)
∂si

≥ 0 ⇐⇒ ∂fc(si)

∂si
≥ 0 .

A similar argument holds for the AND scoring function:

∂fAND(fc∈C(sj))

∂si
=

∂

{
1−

[
1
|C|
∑

c∈C(1− fc(sj))p
]1/p}

∂si

=
1

p︸︷︷︸
>0

·
[

1

|C|
∑
c∈C

(1− fc(sj))p
]1/p−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

· p

|C|︸︷︷︸
>0

· (1− fc(si))p−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

· ∂fc(si)
∂si

≥ 0 ⇐⇒ ∂fc(si)

∂si
≥ 0 .

Then, because fc(si) is in all cases one of the two scoring functions that inherit monotonic-

ity from its clauses, and because a leaf in a query tree is always a term, the overall query

tree score is monotonically increasing with term scores.

Note that this proof does not hold if negations are allowed in the query tree. Fortunately,

De Morgan’s laws extend to the p-norm EBR model [Salton et al., 1983c]:

¬AND(a, b) ≡ OR(¬a,¬b) , ¬OR(a, b) ≡ AND(¬a,¬b) ,

and can be applied recursively to propagate negations towards the term nodes, at which

point term scores can be inverted and the negations removed. While this approach mitigates

the restriction, the use of negations is generally discouraged for systematic review search
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because it can lead to reduced recall and bias due to unintended exclusion [Sampson et al.,

2008a, 2009]. If general queries are to be executed, then the optimization is either applied

only when no negations are present in the query, or a predictive model about the gains of

the optimization is used to decide for or against employing the optimized implementation.

Max-Score

To take advantage of the Max-Score optimization for structured p-norm EBR queries, the

query terms are again sorted by decreasing document frequency ft and indexes i = 1, . . . , |T |
assigned. To attain the Max-Scores c∗i , term contributions cannot simply be cumulated as

for ranked keyword queries. Instead, overall EBR scores Li have to be calculated for hypo-

thetical documents, containing every incremental term subset t1 · · · ti, for i = 1, . . . , |T |.
This can be done using the CalcScore() function shown in Algorithm 3 on page 114. Obvi-

ously, this score is always 0 for the empty term set, and, for binary term weights, will be 1

for i = |T | because all terms are present, and because, by definition, each has a term weight

of 1. The proof ensures that these scores are monotonically increasing and that there is no

strict term subset S ⊂ {t1· · ·ti} that would lead to a retrieval score larger than Li.

The rest of the algorithm remains unchanged. In document-at-a-time evaluation, the

first k documents are scored to establish an entry threshold τ , being the kth largest score

encountered so far. Once τ exceeds Li, documents that only contain a subset of the first i,

most common terms cannot achieve an overall score above τ to make it into the top-k. It is

hence enough to consider documents for scoring that appear in one or more of the inverted

list of the terms ti+1 · · · t|T |, that is, documents in a reducing OR-set. Some of the postings

in the excluded lists will still be examined, in order to fully score documents in the current

OR-set, but the – hopefully numerous – documents that only occur in these lists will be

completely skipped.

In the example in Figure 5.1, the most common term (Humans/) is present in almost

10 million documents. Once enough documents are found with a score above documents

that only contain Humans/ (overall retrieval score of 0.184), the number of candidate docu-

ments that have to be scored decreases from more than 9,912,282 (the OR-set of all query
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terms will be at least as large as the document frequency of the most common query term) to

between 733,025 (the document frequency of the second most common term) and 1,555,104

(the sum of the document frequencies of the remaining seven query terms).

Computing the Max-Scores Li is more expensive than computing the c∗i for ranked

keyword queries because an entire EBR query has to be computed for every Li. However,

the score bounds can be generated lazily in an on-demand manner because Li+1 is required

only once the entry threshold τ exceeds Li. Moreover, only a few nodes are evaluated for

small i when CalcScore() is used.

5.2.3 Short-Circuiting Evaluation

As described so far, the adaption of Max-Score potentially reduces the number of documents

that have to be considered. However, the term bounds Li cannot be used to short-circuit the

evaluation of any of the remaining candidate documents, because the interaction between

the term contributions is non-linear. As a result, all candidate documents have to be fully

scored to find out if they exceed the threshold τ , no matter how many (and which) terms

they contain. To add this beneficial capability, term-independent score bounds (TIB) are

now introduced, to capture the maximum attainable score for any given number of terms.

A pre-computed lookup table of score bounds Mr is consulted to determine if the presence

of r query terms in the candidate document can lead to a score higher than the current

threshold. Only when it can is it necessary to use the scoring method to determine the

actual retrieval score.

Computing Score Bounds

Each entry Mr, with r = 0, . . . , |T |, of a TIB lookup table is defined by:

Mr = max{CalcScore(S) | S ⊆ T and |S| = r} .
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An obvious problem is that the number of term combinations that could occur in docu-

ments is O(
(|T |
r

)
) for each value of r, and O(2|T |) in total, which is intractable if every

combination needs to be examined.

However, because the retrieval functions in the p-norm EBR model only depend on the

scores associated with clauses, the computation can be broken down into smaller subprob-

lems, solved for each query sub-tree individually, and then aggregated. The simplest query

sub-tree consists of just one term, for which the solution is trivial: Mr = 0 for r = 0; and

Mr = 1 for r = 1, assuming binary term weights.

For a particular operator node with the clauses C, let nc denote the total number of terms

that appear anywhere in the query sub-tree of clause c ∈ C. The table for this operator node

would then consist of maximum score bounds Mr for r = 0, . . . ,
∑

c∈C nc, of which each

entry can be computed on the basis of the retrieval function for the operator and the maxi-

mum score bounds in the tables of the clauses. In particular, all possibilities to decompose

r into a sum over the clauses r =
∑

c∈C rc have to be considered. Figure 5.2 describes the

overall computation for an example query and Algorithm 4 gives a recursive description on

how all possibilities to decompose a given r can be iterated in an operator node to find the

corresponding TIB score.

The cost to generate the whole table for a particular query node is generallyO(
∏
c∈C nc).

However, in practice, the average cost is much smaller when some additional optimizations

are applied.

Optimizations

As was also the case with the adaptation of Max-Score, the score bound Mr+1 only has

to be computed once the threshold τ surpasses Mr. However, Mr grows quickly so that

only the score bounds for small r will ever have to be calculated to screen out the (many)

documents that have only a few unimportant terms in common with the query. To generate

Mr for a node, the tables of all of its clauses only have to be filled up to r, hence, no nodes

in the query tree require more than r table entries to be computed.
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r=1 r=2 r=3

a

r 0 1
Mr 0 1

b

r 0 1
Mr 0 1

ORp=1

r 0 1 2
Mr 0 0.5 1

c

r 0 1
Mr 0 1

ANDp=2

r : 0 1 2
r Mr Mr: 0 0.5 1

0 0 0 0.21 0.29

1 1 0.29 0.65 1

ORp=1

c

Figure 5.2: TIB score bound calculation for the query “(a OR b) AND c”, with binary term weights
and two different p-values. For the query root node table, all computations performed are unfolded
and the final TIB score bounds marked in bold.

Second, for nodes containing only terms with binary term weights, the table can be

directly computed from the number of terms present.

Third, TIB computations can be stopped once a predefined time limit is reached; at this

point, the gains of additional score bounds can simply be deemed to not outweigh the effort

required to generate them.

Fourth, it can be shown (proof analogous to Theorem 5.1) that the OR scoring function

is convex, and the AND scoring function concave, respectively. For query sub-trees that

only contain one kind of these operators, these properties can be used to further reduce the

computational complexity.

Finally, instead of using the p-norm retrieval functions directly for the evaluation of a

term combination, the computation can be transformed into a different space by applying

the inner part of the functions (exponentiation) to the Mr values in the clause tables. Due

to monotonicity of the exponential function in the outer part of the retrieval functions, the

search then translates into a maximization of score sums for disjunctions, and minimization

of score sums for conjunctions, respectively. Once a solution is found, actual score bounds

can be regenerated by application of the remaining part of the retrieval functions. In effect,

this optimization pre-computes the exponentiations that are part of the p-norm retrieval

functions, and hence reduces the computational cost for each combination. For example,

to compute a score bound Mr for the conjunction in the query root node in Figure 5.2,
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Algorithm 4: ComputeTIB(r, i) –
Computes the TIB score table entry corresponding to the term count r for one operator
node on the basis of the pre-computed table entries of its clauses C.

Input : r, the number of terms present in a document;
i, a clause index with 1 ≤ i ≤ |C|, which will be 1 at the initial call to the

function;
ni, the overall number of terms in the query subtree of clause i;
n̂i, the cumulative number of terms in the subtrees of clauses i, . . . , |C|;
M , the TIB scores of all clauses, indexed by a clause index i and the number of

terms ri present in that query subtree; and
R, the retrieval function for this operator node.

Data : Variables with global scope:
s∗, the maximum score found so far, initialized to 0; and
ri, the number of terms currently assigned to be present in clause i.

Output: TIB score, corresponding to r

1 if i < |C| then . recursion step: as long as last clause is not reached
2 for ri ← max(r − n̂i+1, 0) to min(r, ni) do . assign all possible ri to current clause i
3 ComputeTIB(r − ri, i+ 1) . decompose remaining terms over remaining clauses
4 end
5 else . base case: term counts ri are assigned to all clauses, except the last one
6 ri ← r . r|C| is set to the remaining number of terms r
7 s← R(M [1, r1], . . . ,M [|C|, r|C|]) . compute score for current decomposition
8 s∗ ← max(s∗, s) . update maximum score
9 end

10 return s∗

it is sufficient to find the r∗c that add up to r =
∑

c∈C rc and minimize
∑

c∈CM
′
rc , with

M ′rc = (1−Mrc)
p being once precomputed. To recover the score boundMr, the remaining

part of the AND retrieval function Mr = 1−
(

1
|C|
∑

c∈CM
′
r∗c

)1/p
is then applied.

Applications

There are at least two distinct applications for the proposed TIB score bounds. The initial

motivation for developing them was that they would be used to complement the Max-Score

bounds to short-circuit the evaluation of candidate documents. The adaptation of Max-

Score is only able to reduce the set of documents that have to be considered, but for each

of the remaining candidates every inverted list is inspected to determine the set of terms

present in that document. The use of TIB score bounds might be able to eliminate some of

these documents, even before all inverted lists are consulted, simply based on the number of
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terms it could contain. For instance, if the inverted lists are examined in order of increasing

document frequency, it might be known that a candidate document contains one term and

possibly the most common query term which is yet to be determined by consulting the

corresponding inverted list. If the current entry threshold τ translates into a minimum of

three terms that have to be present in a document to make it into the top-k, the candidate

document can be discarded. In effect, the document does not have to be scored, meaning

that fewer postings are inspected and larger skips are made on the longer inverted lists.

Second, TIB score bounds can be used by themselves. While Max-Score imposes an

order on the query terms, term-independent bounds make it possible for the excluded terms

to be selected in any desired manner. In particular, if the query terms are (partially) sorted

by the next document identifier in their inverted lists and the current threshold surpasses

Mr, then the first r lists can be skipped to the next document identifier in the r + 1’th

list. Only if the first r + 1 inverted lists contain the same document identifier has a can-

didate document been found, and a call to CalcScore() required. This approach is similar

to the processing in the WAND algorithm [Broder et al., 2003], but here score bounds are

not dynamically calculated due to the demanding score computation. Because the first r

terms might continuously change with every skip operation, this (partial) sorting approach

might be able to exploit the document identifier distribution over the inverted lists. On the

other hand, additional (partial) sorting overhead is incurred, and TIB bounds are less tight

than Max-Scores and the bounds that WAND uses in conjunction with sum-score retrieval

functions.

Extensions

The TIB scores are at least as large as those attained with Max-Score and likely to grow

much faster, because they assume a worst-case assignment of terms to be present in doc-

uments. Particular terms might be responsible for large score bound increases, but not be

present in many candidate documents. In such cases, it might be advantageous to compute

term-dependent bounds (TDB) that apply only in the absence of a particular term. To choose

a term to condition on, a trade-off arises between choosing a term with a small document
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Max-Score
Term-Independent Bounds

(TIB)
Term-Dependent
Bounds (TDB)

r Term Set Lr Term Set Mr Term Set M6
r

0 ∅ 0 ∅ 0 ∅ 0
1 {4} 0.184 {4} 0.184 {4} 0.184
2 {4,12} 0.186 {4,7∨9} 0.374 {4,7∨9} 0.374
3 {4,12,10} 0.199 {4,6,7∨9} 0.623 {4,7,9} 0.414
4 {4,12,10,13} 0.391 {4,6,7,9} 0.693 {4,7∨9,10,11} 0.623
5 {4,12,10,13,7} 0.433 {4,6,7∨9,10,11} 0.756 {4,7,9,10,11} 0.693
6 {4,12,10,13,7,9} 0.442 {4,6,7,9,10,11} 0.895 {4,7,9,10,11,12∨13} 0.693
7 {4,12,10,13,7,9,11} 0.712 {4,6,7,9,10,11,12∨13} 0.895 T − {6} 0.712
8 T 1 T 1 – –

Table 5.1: Maximally scoring term sets and their scores Lr and Mr for different numbers of terms r
present in a document for Max-Score, term-independent bounds (TIB), and term-dependent bounds
(TDB) conditioned on the exclusion of Term 6 (Valium), applied to the example query given in
Figure 5.1.

frequency, which is desired to increase the applicability of the bounds, and the influence of

that term on retrieval scores. The latter is desired to be large, so that tighter bounds can be

attained in absence of the term, and correlated with the level in the query tree, in which it

appears, but the influence of a term is also dependent on properties of the parent operators

(p-values, types and numbers of clauses) and appearance of other terms.

Table 5.1 continues the previous example and shows the score bounds Lr; Mr; and the

conditional Mr, corresponding to the term Valium.

5.3 Experiments

Two experiments are undertaken to validate the proposed methods. Of particular interest

is whether resource costs and query processing times can be significantly reduced. As a

consequence of the effectiveness results in Chapter 4 and the repeatability requirement for

systematic review search, we focus on binary term weights throughout the experiments.

In this section, the experimental setup is described, then the effects of the methods are

compared in simulation experiments. Finally, timings are taken to confirm that the effects

translate into real time savings.
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5.3.1 Experimental Setup

For the experiments of this thesis, a number of prototypes have been implemented in Java

on top of Lucene version 2.4, that directly access the inverted lists. This Lucene version, by

default, has a minimal skip interval of 16 and at most 10 skip levels.

The baseline system is a naı̈ve implementation that recursively processes every query

tree node for every document in the query’s OR-set and collects the top-k documents in

a heap data structure. To examine the effect of CalcScore() on query processing times in

isolation, another baseline identified in the timing experiments only replaces the document

scoring method. Note that both baselines examine every posting in the full OR-set of all

query terms. A third system implements the adaptation of Max-Score. The fourth sys-

tem dynamically orders the terms by their next document identifier and uses TIB scores to

skip the first inverted lists. The final implementation extends the adaptation of Max-Score

with TIB scores in order to short-circuit the evaluation of candidate documents. Finally, a

Boolean implementation serves as another point of comparison.

All score bounds have been calculated in an on-demand manner. Moreover, an overall

time-limit of 50 ms was applied for TIB computation. In the test data, this limit was ex-

ceeded on only four queries. Without a time-limit even the computation for those queries

would always have taken less than 300 ms, validating the feasibility of the approach. Where

possible, all implementations in this work employ the same data structures and program-

ming style to reduce the possibility of confounding influences arising from overheads for

different constructs and particularities of the programming language. Except for the Boolean

system, k = 100 documents are retrieved, as an estimate of the number of results that might

be retrieved in each iteration during the preparation of a systematic review query to assess

query quality.

Throughout the experiments, Medline is used as the document collection, against which

three query sets are executed. AHRQ COHEN is used as a sample of complex systematic

review search queries. To confirm the benefit of the methods on a broader range of queries,

differing in complexity, two further samples have been prepared: PUBMED STRUCTURED

and PUBMED SIMPLE. Each of these query sets and preprocessing steps are described
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in detail in Chapter 3. To account for the fact that they have not been written to be exe-

cuted under an EBR model, all queries were normalized as described and found effective in

Chapter 4. Where necessary, De Morgan’s laws have been applied to propagate negations

to the terms.

In the absence of a better deterministic strategy, all operators were assigned the same p-

value. However, two different p-values are examined that represent interesting measurement

points: p = 10 is a relatively large exponent and likely to entail computational costs due

to exponentiation; and for p = 1, no exponentiation has to be performed. Moreover, the

implementation for the latter returns the same rankings for simple queries that contain one

operator only, such as those of PUBMED SIMPLE. This is because, for binary term weights,

the p-norm scoring functions reduce to monotone transformations applied to the number of

present query terms, resulting in scores simply scaled by p. The relative order of scored

documents is however unaffected.

5.3.2 Simulations

For a first simulation experiment, all implementations were instrumented to measure two

key indicators, both affected by the methods used and believed to be correlated with retrieval

times [Croft et al., 2009]: the number of candidate documents that have to be (fully) scored,

but are below the entry threshold (needless scorings); and the number of postings read from

the inverted lists. The former will be 0 for a perfect heuristic. The advantage of simulation is

that the measurements are not dependent on the hardware employed. These runs were also

used to confirm that, apart from localized rank-swaps due to rounding errors, all systems

returned the same retrieval output.

Several observations can be made from the results in Table 5.2. The adaptation of

Max-Score always leads to significant reductions in both measurements. By itself, the TIB

system can attain even lower counts when p = 1, but is not consistent over all queries.

Moreover, the method is not competitive with Max-Score for higher p-values because the

TIB scores rise too quickly. Conditional score bounds can be expected to improve on this,

given an appropriate choice of terms to condition on. Throughout, best performance is
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p = 1 p = 10

Query set and system Needless Postings Needless Postings
scorings processed scorings processed

P
U

B
M

E
D

S
IM

P
L

E

Boolean – 25,090† – –

EBR, Baseline 1,954,153† 2,107,220† – –
EBR, Max-Score only 319,919 462,621 – –
EBR, TIB only 109,096 321,761 – –
EBR, Max-Score + TIB 11,598† 444,109† – –

P
U

B
M

E
D

S
T

R
U

C
T

U
R

E
D Boolean – 89,899† – –

EBR, Baseline 5,544,283† 15,391,506† 5,545,521† 15,391,506†

EBR, Max-Score only 1,078,782 4,660,586 1,102,909 4,707,938
EBR, TIB only 803,041 4,147,582† 1,315,693 7,009,658†

EBR, Max-Score + TIB 387,820† 3,708,108† 762,653† 4,455,036†

A
H

R
Q

C
O

H
E

N

Boolean – 913,963† – –

EBR, Baseline 14,316,891† 105,541,788† 14,335,493† 105,541,788†

EBR, Max-Score only 2,958,833 65,316,498 2,589,252 61,355,097
EBR, TIB only 2,253,448† 64,204,793 5,109,325† 89,370,092†

EBR, Max-Score + TIB 2,057,016† 61,388,434† 2,487,645† 61,178,140†

Table 5.2: Average per-query counts of the number of needless document scorings and of the number
of postings read from the inverted lists, for each of the query sets and two choices of p. Baseline
refers to either Tree Iteration, or CalcScore(). Dagger superscripts indicate significance at the 0.01
alpha level using a paired, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test compared to the “Max-Score only”
results.

achieved with the combination of Max-Score, to screen documents from consideration, and

TIB, to short-circuit the evaluation of remaining candidate documents. In these measures,

it is not surprising that the combination of both methods is as good as Max-Score alone,

but the magnitude of the reductions gives hope that the overhead to compute the bounds

is outweighed by the gains. Reflecting the same issue as with TIB alone, its effectiveness

is reduced for larger p. Except for systems using the TIB scores, higher p-values did not

generally have a large influence on the performance of the methods.

Overall, the number of unnecessarily scored documents is correlated with the number

of postings processed, but, through the relative changes for these two measurements, it

becomes evident that many of the screened candidate documents contain only a small subset

of the query terms.
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A general trend is the increasing complexity of the query sets, apparent in the increas-

ing number of unnecessary scorings and the differing magnitudes of postings that have to

be processed. For AHRQ COHEN, almost all documents in the collection have to be con-

sidered in the baseline method.

The number of postings that are processed by the pure Boolean systems are magni-

tudes lower, but the size of their result sets are of indeterminate size: many queries in the

PUBMED query sets even return no results at all (see Table 3.2). While the actual number

of queries with no results might be smaller when executed on PubMed due to the employed

query expansion mechanisms, users will be likely to submit more Boolean queries, so that

individual query costs can not be assessed alone.

5.3.3 Timings

A second experiment was used to test whether the efficiency improvements seen in the

simulation experiments indeed translate into faster query processing. Moreover, the effect

of varying the number of retrieved documents k is of interest.

All instrumentation was removed from the implementations and the time measured to

process each query until the result set is attained (excluding query pre-processing and docu-

ment lookups). The methodology described in Section 3.3 is followed, resulting in separate

worst-case (Cold-Start) and best-case (Cached) timings. The timings of multiple runs for

each query set were repeatable with small standard deviation; and their mean is presented

in Table 5.3 for each of the systems and the two p-value choices.

Although the CalcScore() scoring method requires partial sorting of tree node identi-

fiers, it is consistently faster than the obvious baseline of recursively processing the whole

query tree.

For the systems, similar trends become apparent, supporting the validity of the surrogate

measures in the simulations. In particular, processing times are always significantly reduced

in the Max-Score system. The pure TIB system shows similar reductions, but they are

always smaller than for the simpler adapted Max-Score method. This is because the (partial)

sorting overhead incurred by the method, because it is even the case when the method has to
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Time [s]

Query set and system p = 1 p = 10

Cold-Start Cached Cold-Start Cached

P
U

B
M

E
D

S
IM

P
L

E

Boolean 0.07† 0.01† – –

EBR, Tree Iteration baseline 0.52† 0.46† – –
EBR, CalcScore() baseline 0.27† 0.20† – –
EBR, Max-Score only 0.17 0.05 – –
EBR, TIB only 0.18† 0.06 – –
EBR, Max-Score + TIB 0.26† 0.11† – –

P
U

B
M

E
D

S
T

R
U

C
T

U
R

E
D

Boolean 0.47† 0.03† – –

EBR, Tree Iteration baseline 5.30† 4.50† 8.80† 7.78†

EBR, CalcScore() baseline 2.77† 2.15† 5.50† 4.60†

EBR, Max-Score only 1.40 0.62 2.12 1.27
EBR, TIB only 1.44† 0.68† 2.67† 1.85†

EBR, Max-Score + TIB 1.23 0.48 1.97 1.14

A
H

R
Q

C
O

H
E

N

Boolean 10.38† 0.38† – –

EBR, Tree Iteration baseline 40.96† 30.03† 65.87† 53.00†

EBR, CalcScore() baseline 33.61† 23.86† 48.98† 37.81†

EBR, Max-Score only 22.25 10.20 25.12 12.18
EBR, TIB only 25.59† 12.78† 31.77† 17.67†

EBR, Max-Score + TIB 20.19† 8.84† 22.10† 10.20†

Table 5.3: Average per-query execution times in seconds for each of the query sets and two choices
of p. Dagger superscripts indicate significance at the 0.01 alpha level using a paired, two-sided
Wilcoxon signed-rank test compared to the “Max-Score only” results.

score less documents. The method might however be more competitive for queries with non-

binary term weights, as presented by Broder et al. [2003] for ranked keyword queries. In

contrast, if the TIB scores are used in addition to Max-Score, the shortest query processing

times are attained for the queries of AHRQ COHEN. The advantage is less significant on

the less complex PUBMED STRUCTURED queries; and for the simple PUBMED SIMPLE,

the bound computations appear to take more time than is saved by the method.

Non-unit p-values lead to non-trivial processing time increases due to exponentiation.

While this is particularly evident in the baselines of the complex AHRQ COHEN queries,

it is less so for the proposed improved methods due to the reductions in the number of

documents that have to be scored.
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The gap between the disk-dominated and cached timings is more or less constant; and

neatly correlates with the number of query terms typical for each query set, reflecting the

number of necessary random disk accesses due to term lookups.

Computation for the Boolean retrieval model is magnitudes faster, but does not incur

any scoring and involves substantially fewer postings. Moreover, its retrieval output is less

useful and does not give any guarantee about the size of the result set. The differences in

the timings become much smaller when disk accesses are involved.

Despite that the absolute values might appear large for a user to wait for a retrieval

result, query processing is a read-only task and can hence easily be parallelized under use

of more hardware. For instance, the collection can be split and queries processed on multiple

machines at the same time; or, multiple processing cores are employed to process complex

queries.

Finally, Figure 5.3 examines the influence of the k parameter. The more documents

are to be retrieved, the less effective the top-k methods are. But even when 10,000 docu-

ments are required, a number well above the capacity of a typical systematic review team,

execution times are significantly below the baselines.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, efficient query processing methods have been proposed for the p-norm ap-

proach to extended Boolean retrieval. The suggested document scoring method reduces the

number of query tree nodes that have to be examined, and the resulting time savings out-

weigh additional costs due to partial sorting overhead. Also, the number of documents and

postings that have to be examined can be reduced if retrieval of a ranking prefix is sufficient.

While the adaption of the Max-Score algorithm is most effective, further gains are possible

using additional score bounds. With the best method, speed ups of a factor of 2 to 9 have

been achieved.

Although the methods have been described in the context of this model, they are appli-

cable to a broader range of retrieval models with structured queries and monotonic retrieval
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Figure 5.3: Average query execution times for retrieval of top-k documents on the two structured
query sets for p = 10 and the adapted Max-Score variant, compared with two baselines.

functions. For search service providers, these results mean that the p-norm EBR model

becomes a more competitive and viable alternative; or, that users have to pay less for the

provided service.

In the next chapter, methods are explored to improve the effectiveness of existing queries

to aid the retrieval process during the update of systematic reviews.
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Chapter 6
p-Norm Query Optimization

Clinical practice guidelines are developed as aides to the decision-making of clinicians and

medical practitioners. Typically, they are informed by systematic reviews, which are in-

tended to aggregate all available evidence in regard to one particular medical question of

interest. Because of new published research results, systematic reviews have to be updated

to accommodate newly discovered effects, insights or treatments. Otherwise, the informa-

tion provided in reviews will become out of date and hence misleading.

Each systematic review is a significant investment, incurring the expenditure of many

months of expert labor [McGowan and Sampson, 2005]. As of 2010, the Cochrane library

of systematic reviews alone contains more than 4,130 reviews that need regular updates. If

these are not undertaken, they run the risk of being withdrawn, rendering the effort that went

into them futile. Other systematic reviews are published in specialized journals, amounting

to an overall arrival rate of around 2,500 new systematic reviews per year [Moher et al.,

2007a].

By definition, a systematic review becomes outdated once a publication appears that is

not included in the review, but would have been if the review was redone. The Cochrane

Collaboration requires that each review is updated every two years, or the authors have to

defend a lack of update [Higgins and Green, 2009]. If the reason for not updating is lack

of time or resources, reviews are withdrawn. Recent research results indicate that 23% of a
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sample of Cochrane reviews became out of date within two years after publication, and that

7% were already out of date by the time the review was published [Shojania et al., 2007].

Another study shows that an update policy based on time intervals might be too simplistic,

because updates of reviews in slow-moving fields might be wasteful whereas there are other

reviews that need an even higher update frequency than bi-yearly [French et al., 2005].

The process that is currently followed for an update is similar to that used for generating

the initial review. The same search process is applied, however, little has to be done if no

further evidence is identified. Otherwise, the costs for an update can become as high as for

the initial review [Shekelle et al., 2001, Eccles et al., 2008]. Better retrieval techniques have

the potential to find additional relevant documents, to provide higher coverage on which to

base decision-making; or to reduce the labor and costs, which could lead to more up-to-date

reviews (better decisions) or reductions in the number of withdrawn reviews.

In this chapter, optimization of weighted EBR queries is proposed as a means for im-

proved information retrieval to facilitate the task of updating systematic reviews. First,

related work is discussed and the merits of different approaches assessed. Then, the use of

weighted EBR queries is motivated and a methodology described by way of which weights

can be learnt that improve retrieval on current, but possibly also future document sets.

The experiments show that for a significant fraction of reviews, the rankings for optimized

queries are better than for unweighted queries on typical IR evaluation measures.

6.1 Related Work

A number of approaches are applicable in order to improve current information retrieval

practice for the update of systematic reviews. This section reviews their merits and refers to

relevant literature.

Boolean Retrieval Baseline

In the domain of interest, Boolean queries are currently not only used for the final docu-

ment retrieval in review creation, but also as a filter when reviews are to be updated. This
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preserves scrutability and repeatability, and also takes advantage of the effort that went into

query generation. However, although designed to be highly sensitive, these queries often

screen out relevant documents or return a large number of documents that would have to

be manually inspected – exactly as was the case at the time of the initial review. These

problems have been described in detail in Chapter 4.

While a reasonable approach to improve the effectiveness of Boolean queries is their

reformulation on the basis of feedback about the relevance of initially retrieved documents,

the inherent problems of strict Boolean query evaluation remain. Salton et al. [1984] com-

pare two automatic methods to generate new query terms and conjunctions on the basis of

statistics derived from judged documents. In contrast, previous work on systematic review

updates focuses on questions related to the mere application of the Boolean retrieval model,

such as when and how to perform an update. Moher et al. [2007b] give a comprehensive

overview of relevant literature.

Filtering & Recommendation

In a general IR setting, the TREC Filtering Track [Robertson and Soboroff, 2002] studied

tasks similar to the one at hand. Here, a stream of incoming documents has to be matched

to a set of long term (standing) information needs, which is in contrast to the once-off task

of ad hoc retrieval. Different modes of operation have been investigated in three subtasks:

adaptive filtering, batch filtering and routing. Adaptive filtering refers to an interactive

process in which a user judges an output document of the system for relevance, allowing

the system to adapt its profile of the information need and present further documents to the

user. In contrast, batch filtering and routing periodically evaluate sets of new documents and

either produce a subset of potentially relevant documents, or a ranking, respectively. While

the approaches differ, the result for all of them is a set or ranked list of the new documents

that are recommended to the user.

Most of the TREC participants chose to employ for the task machine learning algorithms

[Robertson and Soboroff, 2002], such as Support Vector Machines [Vapnik, 1995]. These

classifiers are usually trained on features extracted from relevant and irrelevant documents,
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such as meta-data and the terms used in the text. Classifiers with continuous, relevance-

correlated output scores can directly produce rankings or make binary relevance decisions

based on a threshold. Such a threshold can also be estimated based on training data. Note

that, because information needs in the TREC environment are described by means of natural

language synopses and summary titles instead of queries, many participants did not exploit

information contained in queries or information need descriptions. If queries are generated

by experts, they are likely to contain expert knowledge about the properties and features of

relevant documents, which classifiers otherwise have to estimate based on statistical differ-

ences in the distribution of features over relevant and irrelevant documents.

Some studies have investigated document classification using term and meta-data fea-

tures, for example Cohen et al. [2006], Martinez et al. [2008] and Wallace et al. [2010b].

However, most of these studies considered the result set of the Boolean queries only, trying

to screen out further irrelevant documents without losing too many relevant ones. These

approaches do not address the low recall problem of the Boolean queries used in the first

place. Further, for many systematic reviews only a few documents are considered relevant.

This makes it particularly hard for a classifier to identify features that give comparable per-

formance on training and test documents. Finally, the classification functions are complex

to describe, rendering them inscrutable and inapplicable for systematic reviewing practice.

Relevance Feedback

Relevance feedback is a general IR method that seeks to use the knowledge about the rel-

evance of result documents to improve retrieval results [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto,

1999]. Feedback can be provided by users either explicitly or implicitly, or it can blindly

be assumed that the top ranked documents of an initial query are relevant. In contrast to

classification approaches, the query is adapted, not the similarity function used to generate

retrieval results. Changes to the query can be either in the form of adapting the impor-

tance (weight) of query terms, or adding and removing query terms. In the vector-space

model, where bag-of-words queries are represented as vectors in the same high-dimensional

space as documents, both can be done simultaneously. The well-known Rocchio algorithm
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[Rocchio, 1971] moves the query vector in the direction of relevant documents and away

from irrelevant documents so that query term weights are improved and additional terms

possibly receive non-zero weights.

Several techniques have been proposed to generate, or to improve Boolean and extended

Boolean queries. For instance, Brown and French [1997] generate Boolean queries based

on relevance judgements using a decision tree induction algorithm. Choi et al. [2006] map

extended Boolean queries to neural networks and train them using relevance judgements,

which motivates the chosen approach in this chapter, but differs in its execution: the EBR

scoring functions are discarded and replaced by typical neural net activation functions to

ensure convergence when derivatives are directly used to update weights. By doing so,

scrutability and negation is lost in the described mapping process. Moreover, their evalua-

tion is not conclusive, because improvements are measured on documents that are also used

for training.

Using feedback in order to add terms to a query leads to another form of query expan-

sion, which is discussed next.

Query Expansion

A common theme in IR is the word-mismatch problem, which occurs when a query contains

different terms to the ones used in relevant documents. To counteract this problem, queries

can be expanded with terms that are related to the terms in the original query [Fox, 1988].

Synonyms, morphological alternatives, and spelling variations are examples for expansion

terms [Ruthven, 2003]. Query expansion is primarily used to increase recall, but can be also

beneficial for precision. However, care has to be taken not to apply query expansion blindly

if consistent improvements are required [Billerbeck and Zobel, 2004].

To overcome the word-mismatch problem, expert searchers that know the document

collections and the used nomenclatures are typically consulted in the process of query gen-

eration for systematic reviewing. A key reason for the size of the queries is the manual

expansion of query terms to related concepts. Assuming that these expansions are effective,

adjusting the importance of query terms remains an opportunity to improve queries.
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Learning to Rank

The aim of “Learning to Rank” approaches is to generate better document rankings for

queries and a given document collection on the basis of knowledge about (other) queries and

their relevant documents, and possibly the optimal relative ordering between them. Differ-

ent input features and similarity metric primitives are aggregated into an overall similarity

scoring function that is intended to perform better than the primitives alone. Aggregation

is typically done using a class of parameterized functions, such as a weighted sum, for

which a best assignment of parameters is then searched. Challenges are the complexity of

the resulting similarity function, leading to a lack of interpretability and requiring effective

countermeasures to ensure that its performance generalizes to new queries.

The goal of learning to rank is however different to the task at hand in at least three

regards:

• Retrieval performance is to be increased for queries, for which no information about

the relevance of documents is available. This is not the case for reviews that are to be

updated;

• Because current widely used evaluation measures such as MAP average over the per-

formance of individual queries, a performance loss on some training queries is ac-

ceptable if it leads to an increase in overall performance; and

• Scrutability and repeatability is usually not considered a requirement.

Consequently, similarity functions generated by Learning to Rank approaches might be

applicable if features are carefully chosen and their complexity restricted so that they can

be practically communicated, but are likely to be better applied in the retrieval runs for new,

possibly related reviews, as the work of Cohen et al. [2009] indicates.

Extended Boolean Retrieval

In the setting of a filtering task, extended Boolean retrieval has the same advantages over

pure Boolean retrieval as in a ranked retrieval setting, discussed previously in Chapter 4.
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Whereas pure Boolean retrieval has an unpredictable result set size and possibly screens out

relevant documents, extended Boolean retrieval allows the user to extend the result sets of

a pure Boolean run to retrieve more documents; or to choose a more manageable subset of

documents that still includes most of the high-scoring documents. In addition, the availabil-

ity of non-binary similarity scores allows generation of a ranking and also derivation of a

threshold based on the scores of relevant documents seen so far. By means of this thresh-

old, the arrival rate of relevant documents (Precision) can be traded off with the fraction of

relevant documents returned (Recall).

The use of weights for terms has been the basis for successful ranked retrieval systems

for a long time [Witten et al., 1999]. The weight formulations, however, are the same for

all queries and either general-purpose similarity formulations based on TF·IDF, such as

BM25 [Robertson et al., 1995], or trained on a particular collection and anticipated queries

by means of learning to rank approaches. Independent of this kind of term weighting,

several retrieval models, such as the p-norm EBR model examined in this thesis, support

queries with weights associated with the query terms, allowing the user to specify the rel-

ative importance of terms for the particular information need at hand. Although Salton

et al. [1983a,b] already suggested automatic relevance feedback methods for the extended

Boolean retrieval model, their methods assign term weights irrespective of the used query

and hence appear suboptimal.

6.2 A Weighting Method for p-Norm Queries

Rather than simply re-executing the queries that have been used to seed the set of documents

evaluated for the initial review, updating a review gives rise to the possibility of learning

from the past, and improving the query’s performance based on the properties of relevant

and irrelevant documents discovered during the initial review process. Adapting the impor-

tance of terms and concepts in a complex query is one way in which query performance

might be influenced.
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The methodology proposed in this chapter is distinct to previous work in the following

aspects:

• key properties of Boolean retrieval are retained, but refined rankings produced;

• by refinement of the query, expert knowledge contained in the complex, structured

queries is exploited; and

• an efficient training and evaluation method is proposed that scales to current collec-

tion sizes.

The p-norm retrieval model – such as many other retrieval models – has been extended

to support query weights [Salton et al., 1983c]. Rather than simply assigning weights to

all query terms, the structured nature of extended Boolean queries allows assignment of

weights to high-level concepts, as represented by the subtrees in the query.

In this section, the weighted-query extension proposed by Salton et al. [1983c] is con-

sidered. For each operator node of a query, a weight wi is associated with the score si of

each of its clauses i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. The output o of each particular node depends on its

assigned operator, but can be compactly defined as

o =



fOR(w, s, p) =

[∑m
j=1w

p
j s
p
j∑m

j=1w
p
j

]1/p

fAND(w, s, p) = 1−
[∑m

j=1w
p
j (1− sj)p∑m
j=1w

p
j

]1/p
= 1− fOR(w, 1− s, p)

fNOT(s) = 1− s .
(6.1)

This formulation is a generalization of the standard EBR scoring functions, which can be

recovered by setting all wi to the same value, say for instance 1.0. To ensure that the range

of the output values stays consistent with the input scores, weights are normalized to sum

up to 1. This normalization also makes the weights independent of their absolute value.

Figure 6.1 gives an example of a weighted EBR query. Assuming binary term scores,

the conjunction node 5 returns the same output score for documents that contain either

Muscle or Relaxant. By way of increasing the weight for one term relative to another
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1
AND, p = 2

0 .92
OR, p = 1

1 .15
AND, p = 10

1 .010

Muscle

1 .011

Relaxant

0 .96

Valium

0 .93
OR, p = 2

0 .97

Headache

1 .18
AND, p = 100

1 .0512

Brain

0 .9513
Injury

0 .79

TI:Trauma

1 .54
Humans/

Figure 6.1: Weighted example p-norm EBR query tree. Note that the weights associated with the
clauses of a node do not have to add to one due to the weight normalization performed within the
p-norm retrieval functions, presented in Equation 6.1.

(as, for instance, for node 12), documents containing only the higher weighted term will

receive a higher score than documents containing only the other term, and as a result

these documents will be ranked higher. Further, when more than two clauses are present

(node 3) and the weights are chosen to be close to each other, the presence of multiple terms

(Headache and TI:Trauma) are possibly able to compensate for a low score in node 8, al-

though scoring high in this clause is more important than for any other individual clause.

Note that higher p-values amplify the weights. Hence, although the weight sum for nodes

2 and 3 is larger than the weight of node 4 (1.8 > 1.5), a document that contains the meta-

data tag Humans/ (having a score of at least 0.35) will always be ranked higher than any

document not containing Humans/, even if such a document contains all other terms (having

a score of at most 0.24). Such a weight assignment is advantageous if relevant documents

can be assumed to contain this meta-data tag.

Salton et al. [1983c] suggested that query weights can be set by the user. In practice,

however, users have difficulty coming up with appropriate weights. In this chapter we

investigate methods to automatically learn weights on the basis of the properties of relevant

and irrelevant documents. Note that the weighting of binary term weights is equivalent to the

assignment of non-binary term weights, but does not allow for the weighting of concepts. If

all relevant documents for a query are known, which is unlikely but nevertheless is the goal

of systematic reviews, all other documents in a collection can be classified as irrelevant.
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Then, the document collection can be seen as a training dataset with each document being

a training instance with either the class relevant (1) or irrelevant (0).

Finally, despite the generalization to use non-unit clause weights, the efficient imple-

mentations, presented in Chapter 5, can easily be adapted to be applicable to weighted

p-norm and similar EBR models.

6.2.1 Challenges

Several challenges have to be addressed in order to obtain query weights that are better than

the obvious baseline of executing queries unweighted, that is, with equal weight for each

query clause.

First, data scarcity can be a problem if too little training data is available relative to the

number of parameters that are to be learnt. For instance, with only a few judged-relevant

documents available, it is hard to determine statistically significant differences for the pro-

portions of term occurrences in the two classes. Hence, discriminative terms might not

be identified, or too much weight assigned to uninformative, noisy terms. Cohen et al.

[2009] demonstrate that improved classification performance can be achieved when addi-

tional, even loosely related training documents can be added to small training data sets.

Using a fixed set of terms already present in a query somewhat mitigates this problem be-

cause it is known which terms are supposedly useful for discrimination between relevant

and irrelevant documents.

Second, class imbalance can lead to dominance of the majority class if the classifier

treats errors on both classes as equal. In information retrieval scenarios, the number of

relevant documents is usually much smaller than the collection size, leading to an extreme

imbalance if trained on the whole collection. This challenge can easily be accounted for by

introduction of different costs for errors on the two classes. Another approach is subsam-

pling of the majority class, but this method might overly reduce training set sizes, possibly

leading to the scarcity problem already described.

Third, the task of updating the set of relevant documents for a review means that the op-

timized query will be executed on future, unseen documents. Hence, improved performance
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on documents that the query is trained on is not enough, the query’s performance also has

to generalize. While it is sufficient to keep a hold-out document collection sample for eval-

uation of generalization ability, for updating of systematic reviews it is most interesting to

evaluate performance on future as yet unseen documents.

Fourth, documents might undergo concept drift over time. The performance of weights

might be good on a collection at a given time, but can erode over time, because future

documents might use different terminology or for other similar reasons [Cohen et al., 2004].

Rather than assuming that the terms in documents published in the future are independent

and identically distributed, to some extent, concept drift can be made part of the training

process to address this issue. If documents are grouped into training and validation datasets

based on chronology, query candidates can be derived from the training documents and the

resultant query weight assignment chosen that is best for the validation documents, possibly

including a concept drift. The learnt query weights should hence generalize regardless of

concept drift, as long as the concept drift itself does not change over time by way of some

second-order effect. The latter could be tested on a test collection made up of documents

published after the search for the review has been performed.

6.2.2 Weight Training

An optimal similarity function should assign higher scores to all relevant documents than to

any irrelevant one. This condition is sufficient to describe a perfect ranking for a given doc-

ument collection; however, we are more interested in its performance on unseen documents.

If training and test documents are considered to be drawn randomly from the same popu-

lation (leading to independent document sets with identically distributed term statistics),

maximizing the margin between the scores assigned to relevant and irrelevant documents is

known to lead to better generalization performance and to a unique, optimal score assign-

ment [Hastie et al., 2003]. Intuitively, a larger margin reduces the risk that score variations

between training and test documents of the same relevance class lead to irrelevant docu-

ments being ranked higher than relevant ones, or vice versa. Hence, considering the output
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o of a similarity function in the interval [0, 1], the ideal score assignment for a query would

be to assign 1 to all relevant documents, and 0 otherwise.

Consequentially, a loss function L, measuring the error in the score assignments to

documents for a query, should assign a loss of 0 to an optimal query. A common choice for

such a function is squared error loss:

L(θ) =
1

2

n∑
k=1

αk (sk(θ)− rk)2 , (6.2)

where n is the number of training instances, a parameter αk is associated with every training

instance k to control its influence on the overall error, θ is the set of all weights in the query,

and rk is the binary relevance of training instance k. The constant factor is conveniently

chosen to cancel out in cases where derivatives of the loss function are used. For now,

we do not distinguish between documents and training instances. We also assume all αk

to be equal, in particular to be 1; but α could take any prior distribution over the training

instances.

To account for class imbalance between the number of relevant and irrelevant docu-

ments, it is necessary to increase the impact of errors on relevant documents (typically the

much smaller class) with respect to irrelevant ones (typically the dominant class). Oth-

erwise, the optimization might ignore the minority class and try to reduce the error for

the majority class only. Because our interest focuses on the scores of both classes, this is

clearly an undesirable behavior. We hence recover class balance by adjusting αk of every

relevant training instance k (having rk = 1) with the factor
∑n

i=1{αi : ri = 0}∑n
i=1{αi : ri = 1} . This is, in

effect, equivalent to replication of relevant documents such that there is the same number of

documents for both relevance classes, but without explicit materialization of duplicates as

training instances so that fractional duplication becomes possible.

To minimize the loss L(θ), we have to find a better assignment of query weight param-

eters θ. Because our chosen loss function itself and the EBR scoring functions are both

differentiable, gradient descent can be used to optimize the loss, an efficient technique no-

tably used in neural network training [Bishop, 1996]. In fact, weighted EBR queries can
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of two nodes of a general query tree, presented as a neural
network with query terms on the left and the query root node Z right.

be seen as a restricted form of neural network, forming a tree instead of a fully connected

graph and using different activation functions. With gradient descent, the loss function L(θ)

is differentiated with regard to the query weights θ, which are then updated in the direction

of the negative gradient, −∇L(θ). If the magnitude of this update is not too large and the

loss function is well behaved, this method should lead to a loss decrease in each iteration.

Figure 6.2 describes the basic model by way of which the algorithm is described in

detail. In every node N , i ∈ 1, . . . ,mN input scores si,N and weights wi,N are combined

using Equation 6.1 to produce the node’s output score oN , which is either used as the input

to another node, or leads to the overall similarity score s. Query terms, being leaves in

the query tree, seed the calculation by provision of initial input scores. We concentrate

on binary term scores throughout this thesis, however, arbitrary real-valued input scores in

[0, 1] could be used in the algorithm.

Using the chain rule, the partial derivatives of L with regard to the weights wi,Z of the

query root node Z can be expressed as

∂L

∂wi,Z
=

∂L

∂oZ

∂oZ
∂wi,Z

=
n∑
k=1

αk (oZ,k − rk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
δZ

∂oZ,k
∂wi,Z

, (6.3)
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where δZ refers to the error in the output of node Z for a particular training instance k

(subscript omitted for sake of clarity). The term ∂oZ,k

∂wi,Z
depends on the type of node Z and

can be derived from Equation 6.1 as

∂o

∂wi
=



∂fOR(w, s, p)

∂wi
=

1

p

[∑m
j=1w

p
j s
p
j∑m

j=1w
p
j

] 1
p
−1

pwp−1i spi
∑m

j=1w
p
j −

∑m
j=1w

p
j s
p
jw

p
i(∑m

j=1w
p
j

)2
∂fAND(w, s, p)

∂wi
= −∂f

OR(w, 1− s, p)

∂wi
∂fNOT(s)

∂wi
= 0 .

(6.4)

We are now able to calculate the slopes on the error surface for the weights used in the query

root node and the current assignment of θ. In the following, we generalize this result for all

other weights.

For any node Y and its weights wi,Y , located in the previous level of the query tree, the

chain rule extends to

∂L

∂wi,Y
=

∂L

∂oZ

∂oZ
∂oY

∂oY
∂wi,Y

=
n∑
k=1

αk (oZ,k − rk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
δZ

∂oZ,k
∂oY,k︸ ︷︷ ︸

δY

∂oY,k
∂wi,Y

, (6.5)

where δY refers to the fraction of the overall error for training instance k that is due to

the output of node Y . More generally, for any pair of child (Y ) and parent (Z) nodes we

determine

δY = δZ
∂oZ
∂oY

(6.6)

with respect to some training instance k. Since the output oY of some node Y is one of the

score inputs si of its parent node Z, the partial derivative
∂oZ
∂oY

can be derived by analogy to

Equation 6.4 and is equal to
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∂o

∂si
=



∂fOR(w, s, p)

∂si
=

1

p

[∑m
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j s
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] 1
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∂fAND(w, s, p)

∂si
=

∂fOR(w, 1− s, p)

∂si

∂fNOT(s)

∂si
= −1 .

(6.7)

The overall error for a query on a training instance successively propagates down the query

tree to the output of each intermediate operator node, at which point we are able to calculate

the partial derivative with regard to each of its weights and hence, the overall gradient

∇L(θ).

A range of methods to update weights have been proposed in the literature [Hastie et al.,

2003]. A straightforward approach is to update the weights in the direction of the negative

gradient proportional to its magnitude:

θ ← θ − η∇L(θ) , (6.8)

where η controls the step size for the iteration. Since the gradient of a function L(θ) is

a point-wise estimate for the direction and magnitude of the steepest ascent at position θ,

linear interpolation of Equation 6.8 is likely to be accurate only in the neighborhood of this

point, so that η has to be chosen not too large. Otherwise, the optimization might oscillate

around a minimum. However, if η is too small, it might require many iterations to arrive at

a local minimum, particularly because the step size η decreases with the gradient when a

local minimum is approached. In order to choose an optimal η for each update, a line search

in the direction of the negative gradient can be performed; this, however, requires repeated

loss calculation for each η that is tried.

The Rprop (resilient backpropagation) method is a simpler and often faster heuristic that

ignores the magnitude of the gradient and updates each individual weight based on the sign

of its partial derivative:

∀j : wj ← wj − η sgn(∇Lj) , (6.9)
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so that η becomes a weight-wise, fixed step size. Further, η can successively be decreased

when sign changes in the gradients of consecutive iterations signal oscillation; or increased,

when the direction of the gradients does not change [Riedmiller and Braun, 1993]. The

addition of momentum terms in the update formula can also be helpful in smoothing the

trajectory in which the optimization proceeds. For functions that satisfy specific proper-

ties, Newton’s method and conjugate gradient descent are able to find minima faster than

without a momentum term. However, these methods are more demanding in computational

and memory requirements, and if the properties of the function that is to be optimized are

unknown, it is often best to choose a simple and efficient, yet robust method.

The optimization can be stopped based on any of several criteria. Since ||∇L|| ap-

proaches 0 in the proximity of a (local) minimum, the optimization can be stopped once

||∇L|| falls below a small threshold ε. Convergence is also reached once L does not sig-

nificantly decrease over a number of iterations. Finally, the optimization can be stopped

prematurely, before a minimum on the training dataset is reached, if the performance on the

validation data starts to degrade.

Being an optimization method that is only guaranteed to converge to local minima, it

is generally a good idea to repeat the optimization from different starting points to increase

the chance of finding a global minimum. This can be done by multiple random initial

weight assignments, for instance, normally distributed around a mean of 1 with some small

standard deviation σ. However, in practice, we are not interested in finding the best weights

with regard to some performance measure on the training data, but one that also generalizes

well. A simpler setup is to start the optimization from the baseline weight assignment and

stop it according to its performance on the validation dataset, possibly even before a (local)

minimum on the training dataset is reached. Otherwise, the complexity of the trained model

has to be controlled to guard against over-fitting on the training data. This might be done via

introduction of a regularization term and an associated hyper-parameter into Equation 6.2,

by way of which training error could be traded in versus model complexity, an approach

that is also called weight decay [Hastie et al., 2003]. The best hyper-parameter then has to
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Algorithm 5: Query weight training algorithm
Input : Assignment of query tree nodes to consecutive indices 1, . . . , l via breadth-first search,

arrays of size l:
w, initial weight assignment,

where w[j] is the weight applied to the output of node Nj ,
p, p[j] returns the index of the parent node of node Nj ,
C, C[j] returns the set of child node indices of node Nj ,

training document set T with k documents, and relevance judgements r for T .
Data : Working arrays of size l: ∇L, o, δ.
Output: Optimized query weights w∗.

1 Evaluate query baseline performance
2 repeat
3 for j ← 1 to l do ∇L[j]← 0 . initialization
4 for k ← 1 to n do . determine gradient for training instance k

// Forward step:
5 for j ← l to 1 do . set or calculate output scores for every query node
6 if Nj is term then

7 o[j]←
{

1 if term Nj occurs in document k
0 otherwise . populated from inv. list

8 else
9 Compute o[j] for node Nj on the basis of o[i] and w[i], with i ∈ C[j]

10 . Equation 6.1
11 end
12 end

// Backward step:
13 δ[1]← o[1]− rk . Equation 6.3

14 for j ← 2 to l do δ[j]← δ[p[j]]
∂op[j]
∂oj

. Equations 6.6 & 6.7
15 for j ← 1 to l do . update training set gradient for clauses of every query node
16 foreach i ∈ C[j] do ∇L[i]← ∇L[i] + αkδ[j]

∂oj
∂wi,j

. Equations 6.4 & 6.5
17 end
18 end
19 for j ← 2 to l do w[j]← w[j]− η sgn(∇L[j]) . Equation 6.9
20 Evaluate query performance
21 until stopping criterion is satisfied
22 return w

be found using the validation dataset, but it is not obvious how to regularize the complexity

of a weighted EBR query.

The full learning process is presented as Algorithm 5. The optimization performs mul-

tiple iterations, in each of which all training instances are inspected (the loop beginning

at Line 4). For each training instance, first a forward step is performed, in which the out-

put for each query node and finally, the overall query is calculated (Lines 5–12). In the
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corresponding backward step, the error for the query output is propagated back to query

child nodes (Lines 13–14). Further, given the error for the output of each query node, the

instance-based partial derivative with regard to the weight of each clause is calculated. Once

this is done for all weights, we obtain an instance-based gradient; and after we iterate and

aggregate over all training instances, we obtain the overall gradient (Lines 15–17). Then,

all weights are updated (Line 19) and the performance of the new weighted query evaluated

(Line 20). Finally, an appropriate stopping criterion is employed to determine when to stop

the optimization (Line 21).

6.2.3 Efficiency

For each iteration, Algorithm 5 has a basic time complexity of O(l·n), being linear in

the number of training instances n and the size of the query in terms of the number of

query tree nodes l. The ordering of the loops has purposefully been chosen in such a way

that memory consumption is minimized. All that is required are arrays of size l, with l

being typically much smaller than n. Because documents are iterated sequentially, they can

be stored externally, an approach that allows the algorithm to scale to large disk-resident

document sets.

The number of performed iterations is another (linear) factor that determines overall

optimization time. With appropriate choice of update formula and parameters, however, a

local minimum can be reached with just a few iterations. Moreover, a maximum number of

iterations can be enforced to ensure timely termination of the method, giving the possibility

to repeat the process with adapted parameter settings or to terminate the process and return

the best weight assignment found so far. If the number of iterations is bounded, it effectively

becomes a constant, and hence offers less opportunity for efficiency gains. However, several

optimizations can be applied to improve on the baseline efficiency of each iteration.

The computation of the output scores in the forward step (Lines 5–12) can be performed

using Algorithm 3, proposed in Chapter 5 on page 114. Instead of initializing all weights,

only active query tree nodes (non-zero outputs) need to be iterated. Because many docu-

ments only contain a small number of query terms, speedups in the order of those observed
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in the experiments in Section 5.3.3 are likely. For clarity, we present the calculation of

error deltas (Line 14) separately in Algorithm 5, this can however be done as part of the

loop in Line 15 and only for intermediate query tree nodes. Similarly, the evaluation of

query performance (on the training documents) can be interleaved with the iteration over

the documents.

Note that we only have to consider documents that contain at least one query term be-

cause all other documents would always have a score of 0, no matter the weight assignment.

We cannot learn anything from these documents and therefore exclude them from the train-

ing set. Unfortunately, due to the usage of frequent meta-data terms such as Humans/ in

biomedical queries, even queries with only a few terms are likely to match a large fraction

of the document collection. In contrast to general IR, this optimization is therefore not very

effective for typical biomedical collections.

The use of binary term weights allows for another important consideration: identical

calculations are performed for different documents during each iteration over the training

data if documents contain the same subset of query terms and have the same relevance

class. Such documents can instead be unified into one training instance with a larger prior

αk, giving this training instance more influence. Instead of using a prior of 1, αk can be

initialized to the number of documents with the same subset of query terms and relevance

class. Because every term can either appear or not, because we do not consider the com-

bination where no query term occurs in a document and because we have two relevance

classes, the theoretical maximum for the number of training instances after unification is

min(2(2t − 1), n), where t is the number of terms in the query and n the number of docu-

ments matching at least one term. However, as shown in Figure 6.3 empirically, the actual

number of combinations is typically much smaller in practice. The graph shows the number

of training instances before (baseline) and after unification (unique) for the queries of the

Cochrane query set as a function of the number of query terms t. While the number of

matching documents is relatively independent of the number of query terms and large even

for the smallest queries, the number of unified training instances is effectively bounded for

small t and in practice increases gracefully with query size. For all queries in the Cochrane
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Figure 6.3: The number of training instances before and after unification of identical documents
with regard to each query of the Cochrane query set over the number of query terms. Per systematic
review, the collection has been limited to the set of training documents published more than four
years prior to the search being performed.

query set, this optimization reduces the number of training instances by several orders of

magnitude, and allows query weights to be learned quickly even on large collections such

as Medline, in which often up to 10 million documents can match a typical query.

If more complex, document-dependent term weights are used, a similar effect could

possibly be achieved by discretization of these weights, or by unification of documents that

have very similar term weights. And if the size of the training set can still not be significantly

reduced, many calculations (for query subtrees) will be redundant, meaning that caching of

intermediate results would be a promising alternative.

6.3 Experiments

This section describes experiments that seek to validate the proposed approach empirically.

First, the ability of the described setup is tested to arrive at queries that have better perfor-

mance based on the measure that is optimized and where this performance indeed general-

izes to future, new document sets. Second, the quality of optimized rankings is compared to

baseline rankings on the basis of widely used information retrieval measures. Section 6.3.4
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Figure 6.4: Actual and experimental dataset split. to simulate the update of a systematic review.

gives an interpretation of the learned weights for an example query. Finally, a number of

observations from the experiments are discussed and other approaches proposed.

6.3.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments focus on the Cochrane query set using a snapshot of Medline. The query

set consists of 50 complex structured queries each with dozens of query terms, as typi-

cally used for the retrieval of a seed document set in systematic reviews produced by the

Cochrane Collaboration (see Section 3.1.2). Published studies that have been included in

the review or otherwise found to be relevant are considered relevant, and all other docu-

ments are considered irrelevant. For each query, the document collection is split up on the

basis of document publication dates with regard to the reported review search date.

We simulate an update frequency of ∆t = 4 years, as suggested by French et al. [2005].

This is longer than currently practiced by the Cochrane collaboration, but is advantageous

for evaluation of the proposed methods because over a longer period of time the likelihood

of relevant documents appearing is increased and we are ultimately interested in higher

ranks for relevant documents. With comprehensive relevance judgements only available

up to the time at which the search has been performed for each of the systematic reviews,

we simulate review updates for experimental purposes on documents published before the

search (see Figure 6.4). The test dataset consists of documents, published up to 4 years

before the search for the review has been performed. A further 4 years of documents pub-

lished before that point in time are assigned to the validation dataset. All remaining earlier
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documents are then used as the training set, and the collection documents published after

the review search date are ignored. Two of the 50 queries did not have relevant documents

in their training sets and were thus ignored. This setup simulates the actual review update

situation 4 years after the last search for a review, in which query weights would be trained

and validated on documents before the review search date and then used for retrieval of

newly published documents. One caveat with this experimental setup is that the queries

could possibly be biased by knowledge about the documents in the test set. Hence, absolute

performance on the test set might not be reliable, but this setup still allows for relative com-

parison of the approach because both the optimized queries as well as the baseline would

have this advantage.

Throughout the experiments, each query is executed on each of the three datasets spe-

cific to its update situation, and only documents containing at least one query term are

considered. Documents in the training set are then unified as described in Section 6.2.3 to

generate the final training instances and the αk are updated to reflect this and to account for

class imbalance. During training, Rprop with a constant learning step size of η = 0.025

has been used. Each step was smoothed with a momentum term. Queries have been trained

until their performance degraded on the validation dataset and at most for 200 iterations to

limit training time for a small subset of queries. To ensure that the experimental results do

not depend on the choice of any particular parameter setting, the experiments have been

repeated with a selection of different p-values (1, 1.5, 2, 5, and 10), each time assigned to

all of the operators.

6.3.2 Generalization & Effectiveness

The first experiment investigates the learning process, in particular, the ability of the ap-

proach to learn weights that are performing better with regard to the optimized measure

than the obvious baseline of unweighted queries. Furthermore, it is of interest if the learned

queries do generalize, that is, if similar performance improvements can be achieved on fu-

ture, on as yet unknown documents. Training is performed on the training dataset only,

however, performance is also evaluated and tracked on the other two datasets. A decision
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Figure 6.5: Loss L, normalized by
∑

k αk, on the three different datasets over the iterations for one
typical query. The normalization leads to a similar range of loss values, but the starting points for
the datasets differ because their score distributions are not identically distributed.

about the best query – the one that is supposed to be used by this approach to retrieve a

set of future documents – is based on the performance achieved on the validation dataset.

Actual evaluation of that query is carried out on the test data, which represents “future”

documents that are not used in any way during the training and validation process. This

process is illustrated in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.5 depicts development of query performance in terms of loss over the training

iterations on the different datasets for one query, and is typical of the behaviour observed for

many queries. To make the absolute values of the losses comparable between the datasets

of different size, we normalize by the sum of all alphas in each dataset. This is equivalent to

normalization by the number of documents when all alphas are equal to 1. The loss on the

training dataset quickly approaches 0, meaning that all relevant and irrelevant documents

have scores close to 1 and 0 respectively. To achieve this, query weights are likely to

increase for terms and concepts that happen to match on relevant documents and to decrease

otherwise. An exception to this rule are weights for terms and concepts that are below a

negation operator.

The performance on the validation dataset reveals that the weight changes performed

in the first iterations indeed not only reduce the loss on the training data, but that weights

are learned that reduce the loss on new, future documents (generalization including concept

drift). However, after that point the query weights start to overfit to the particularities of the
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Training Validation Test

p Baseline Optimized Baseline Optimized Baseline Optimized

1 0.115±0.04 0.054±0.04† 0.121±0.08 0.055±0.05† 0.111±0.08 0.056±0.06†

1.5 0.101±0.04 0.038±0.04† 0.108±0.07 0.043±0.05† 0.099±0.07 0.049±0.05†

2 0.091±0.03 0.034±0.03† 0.098±0.06 0.038±0.04† 0.090±0.07 0.043±0.05†

5 0.078±0.05 0.025±0.03† 0.089±0.07 0.031±0.05† 0.078±0.07 0.040±0.05†

10 0.084±0.06 0.027±0.04† 0.097±0.09 0.032±0.05† 0.081±0.09 0.042±0.06†

Table 6.1: Loss L, normalized by
∑

k αk and averaged over the queries, and standard deviation
for selected p-values on the Cochrane dataset. The superscript † refers to a statistical significant
improvement based on a paired Wilcoxon test at the 0.001 alpha level.

training documents. An important observation in this regard is that the performance on the

validation dataset correlates with the one for the test dataset. They both have their minimal

loss using the same or similar weights, assigned at about the same iteration. This is key

to the training and effectively guards against failure in instances, where any optimization

(possibly due to too few relevant training documents) is harmful. In these cases, the opti-

mization simply stopped at the first iteration and used the baseline weight assignment, that

is, the unweighted query.

Many other queries did not overfit and continued to approach a minimum until the limit

of 200 on the number of iterations has been reached. In these instances, the number of

parameters or the distribution of the query terms over relevant and irrelevant documents

seems to inherently constrain overfitting. An indication for this is that these queries often

converge to a loss larger than 0 on the training data. For the query shown in Figure 6.5, the

suggested training setup is functional and effectively guards against overfitting. Next, the

investigation is extended to the whole query set.

Table 6.1 reports aggregated results over all 48 queries that have relevant documents in

the training dataset, for a selection of p-values and for each of the training, validation and

test datasets. The losses have again been normalized to make their magnitudes compara-

ble between the datasets. An interpretation of a normalized mean loss of around 0.1 for the

baseline queries would be that a document has an average difference of
√

0.2 between its as-

sociated score and its class. However, note that we virtually duplicated relevant documents
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by means of αk so that this interpretation might be biased by individual losses on relevant

documents.

Throughout, optimized queries exhibit on average a decreased loss over their unweighted

baseline, statistically strongly significant even when we do not assume normal distribu-

tion of the score differences. However, the standard deviations are high for the optimized

queries, and sometimes higher than the average. This highlights the diversity in the queries.

The absolute values for either the baseline or the optimized query are on a similar level

for the different datasets. This is encouraging because concept drift does not seem to be

as strong as the patterns present in past documents. A confounding factor in this analysis,

however, might be that the used queries might have been reformulated based on knowledge

of the documents present in the validation and test datasets (see Figure 6.4). While this

could lead to better absolute performance of the EBR queries, both the baseline as well as

the optimized queries would have this advantage.

Larger p-values generally lead to a smaller loss, for both the baseline and optimized

queries. This reflects one property of the p-norm model, resulting in document scores close

to the binary values 0 and 1 for high p-values. That this property becomes evident in Ta-

ble 6.1 means that the queries have indeed good baseline performance, assigning document

scores that are close to their true class. Otherwise, higher p-values would lead to a loss

increase if the query would assign a score closer to the wrong class. The best results have

been achieved with p = 5. With p-values larger than this (p = 10), average loss and stan-

dard deviation appear to increase. This is evident on the baseline and the optimized queries.

Higher p-values lead to steeper slopes on the loss function. Hence, assuming constant step

size, the optimization can find a minimum faster, but also becomes more susceptible to an

inappropriate step size. Much larger p-values might also lead to numerical stability prob-

lems in the calculation, but no such issues have been noted for the choice of p-values used

throughout this thesis.

While Table 6.1 presents average performance over a representative sample of queries,

reviewers typically only deal with one particular review and its query. In practice, it is thus

important to get an indication of how likely a method is to fail on any particular query.
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Figure 6.6: Loss L, normalized by
∑

k αk, before (Baseline) and after (Optimized) training for
p = 5 on the Cochrane dataset. Each mark corresponds to one query; points below the diagonal line
show improvements.

Figure 6.6 shows every query’s performance before and after query optimization, for each

of the three datasets, and with p = 5. The paired sign tests already provided evidence that a

majority of queries are improved by the method, but the pairwise examination reveals that

the loss could be decreased significantly in all datasets. Even on the test dataset, all but two

reviews show either significant loss reductions or unchanged performance. It turns out that

for these reviews the performance on the test set behaves conversely to the validation set.

The performance in terms of the optimized loss indicates the feasibility of the approach,

and that it is indeed possible to automatically derive improved query node weightings. How-

ever, improvements in retrieval performance are ultimately of interest, only if they rank

relevant documents higher than without the optimization. The next section examines the

position of relevant documents in the rankings produced by the baseline and trained queries.

6.3.3 Impact on Rankings

Numerous evaluation measures have been proposed to evaluate the effectiveness of ranked

retrieval systems. To compare the positions of all relevant documents in a ranking concisely,

any aggregate of their positions would suffice. An interpretable measure has however the

advantage of quantifying the extent of the change in retrieval effectiveness.

To be meaningful in the context of systematic reviews, a measure should take into

account that users are likely to look at many documents, say 100 or 1000. Rank-biased
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Training Validation Test

Measure p Baseline Optimized Baseline Optimized Baseline Optimized

RBPp=0.99 1 0.0453 0.0481 0.1010 0.1015 0.1457 0.1446
1.5 0.0635 0.0628 0.1058 0.1043 0.1509 0.1497

2 0.0704 0.0681 0.1082 0.1065 0.1529 0.1514
5 0.0669 0.0730 0.1074 0.1066 0.1517 0.1522

10 0.0648 0.0781† 0.1070 0.1085 0.1511 0.1532

RBPp=0.999 1 0.0120 0.0126 0.0871 0.0870 0.1294 0.1293
1.5 0.0147 0.0143 0.0878 0.0874 0.1302 0.1298

2 0.0154 0.0150 0.0880 0.0876 0.1304 0.1302
5 0.0153 0.0160 0.0878 0.0879 0.1303 0.1304

10 0.0150 0.0169† 0.0878 0.0881 0.1303 0.1304

AUC 1 0.962 0.974† 0.960 0.963 0.948 0.956
1.5 0.969 0.976† 0.973 0.968 0.959 0.955

2 0.970 0.978 0.975 0.972 0.961 0.957
5 0.972 0.979† 0.975 0.976 0.959 0.959

10 0.972 0.977† 0.975 0.979† 0.959 0.965

Table 6.2: Effectiveness of the optimization in terms of rank-biased precision (RBP) and the area
under the ROC curve (AUC), averaged over the queries of the Cochrane dataset and for selected p-
and pRBP-values. The superscript † refers to a statistical significant improvement based on a paired
Wilcoxon test at the 0.05 alpha level.

precision [Moffat and Zobel, 2008] is parameterized with a parameter pRBP determining the

persistence of a user to look at more documents. For a given pRBP-value, a population of

users is assumed that look at particular numbers of top-ranked documents following a dis-

tribution over these numbers. For instance, a pRBP-value of 0.99 refers to a distribution of

users with an expected value of 100 documents, and pRBP = 0.999 similarly corresponds to

1,000 documents. It hence reflects the way users are likely to behave. Another widely used

measure in this context is the area under the ROC curve, which was motivated in detail in

Section 2.3.2.

Table 6.2 shows that performance in the loss measure used as the basis of the opti-

mization does not translate into general improvements in information retrieval performance

measures such as RBP or AUC. RBP has been calculated on the basis of the usually large

number of documents that match on at least one query term. Only one query (5) returned
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fewer than 15,000 documents over all datasets, resulting in a noticeable residual of uncer-

tainty about the final RBP evaluation score for this query. Otherwise, residuals were well

below the number of significant digits that are presented. Table 6.2 reports thus only the

RBP base scores. The returned documents are the same for the baseline and optimized

queries so that residuals can be ignored for the purpose of system comparison. Although in

some cases, the optimized queries show average increases in the measures, this is neither a

common trend nor statistically significant.

Average absolute query performance in terms of AUC is relatively high. On average,

more than 95% of irrelevant documents that match the query in at least one term are ranked

below each relevant document. For a query that only matches on a relatively small number

of documents, say a thousand documents, this means that the average position of relevant

documents are around rank 50. But the prospect of reviewing all relevant documents for

queries that match a much larger fraction of today’s collections is less promising. As seen

for loss L, there is a slight trend to increased effectiveness for higher p-values.

Optimizing squared error loss does not improve RBP or AUC for all of the queries,

hence, the correlation between AUC and the loss L is not very high. Cortes and Mohri

[2003] show that different AUC values can map to the same value on a different measure

for which it is known how to directly optimize for it. This result means that it could well

be that, by optimizing mean squared error on all queries, some might have increased and

others decreased performance on other measures of interest, such as RBP. To investigate

this further, a drill-down to the query level is necessary.

Figure 6.7 shows the difference in the RBP values between the baseline and the opti-

mized query for each of the 48 topics. RBP is improved for around a third of the queries,

almost unchanged for another third and worse for the rest of the queries. It is noticeable

that, in contrast to Figure 6.6, not all topics show improvements on the training and val-

idation dataset, demonstrating that optimizing squared loss does not guarantee improved

RBP. Another observation can be made by way of sorting the queries by decreasing RBP on

the validation dataset. Although a different measure is considered, the performance on the

datasets appear to be correlated.
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Figure 6.7: Per-topic improvements on the datasets as per RBP with a persistence parameter of
pRBP= 0.999, sorted by decreasing RBP on the validation dataset. These are results using a p-value
of 5.

Figure 6.8 presents RBP improvements on the validation versus the test dataset by way

of which four cases can be computed based on the (signed) difference between the before

and after RBP scores. Queries for which the optimization on mean squared loss led to

increased RBP on both validation and test dataset (Quadrant I), such for which both show

decreased RBP (Quadrant III) and such for which validation and test datasets do not exhibit

the same behavior (Quadrant II and IV). Since the aim is improved query performance on

the test dataset, cases III and IV are detrimental and should be avoided.

Fortunately, there is a strong correlation between RBP improvements on the validation

and test dataset (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.57). This can be used as a second safe-

guard: the weighted version of a query is only to be used if its performance is improved

with regard to an evaluation measure such as RBP on the validation dataset, otherwise

the unweighted baseline query is to be used. This method effectively brings the reduced

test dataset performance in Quadrant III back to 0, but also reduces the applicability of

query weight optimization to a subset of the queries. This cautious use of weighted queries

also leads to errors (Quadrant II): queries are not employed for which optimized versions
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Figure 6.8: Correlation between RBP improvements on validation and test datasets. Results are for
an assumed persistence of pRBP= 0.999 and a p-value of 5.

Training Validation Test

p Baseline Optimized Baseline Optimized Baseline Optimized

1 0.0120 0.0128† 0.0871 0.0875† 0.1294 0.1298†

1.5 0.0147 0.0150 0.0878 0.0880† 0.1302 0.1304†

2 0.0154 0.0156 0.0880 0.0882† 0.1304 0.1306†

5 0.0153 0.0162† 0.0878 0.0883† 0.1303 0.1305†

10 0.0150 0.0167† 0.0878 0.0884† 0.1303 0.1305†

Table 6.3: Average RBP for pRBP = 0.999 and selected p-values for 48 queries from the Cochrane
dataset when queries that show inconsistent behavior on the validation datasets for loss L and RBP
revert to the baseline query. The superscript † refers to a statistical significant improvement based
on a paired Wilcoxon test at the 0.05 alpha level.

perform better. This method is also not able to guard against case IV, but only one query

in the examined query sample is present in this quadrant and does exhibit only minor effec-

tiveness decrease on the test dataset.

When the optimized queries are used conditionally on the basis of their performance

in terms of RBP on the validation dataset, the results in Table 6.3 are achieved. It is now

notable that the optimized query approach has statistically significant increased RBP for

all p-values and datasets. The absolute improvement is, however, minor and practical sig-

nificance is hence questionable. Nevertheless, the learned weights might be of value as a

measure of importance of individual terms and concepts in the query.
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Figure 6.9: The distribution of learned term weights for p = 5 and Query 48 of the Cochrane dataset.
The clauses of operator nodes are listed in breadth-first order from left to right, individually sorted
within each group by decreasing weight. Each operator denotes its parent’s node index in its header.

6.3.4 Term Importance

One advantage of the proposed approach is that the learned weights can be interpreted and

might inform users about the importance of terms and whole concepts present in the query.

Figure 6.9 gives an example of an optimized query. Note that by means of the normalization

in the weight formulation, the absolute values always average to 1.

Clause 1 (“OR – 1”) received a higher weight than its sibling clause 2 (“OR – 2”). While

the latter contains concepts specific to the systematic review in question, the former con-

tains query parts of general type that constrain retrieved documents to high-quality research

results such as those stemming from trials and having randomized and blind research meth-

ods. These concepts have been investigated before and found to decrease result set size

(that is, increase precision) but still retain most relevant documents useful in systematic re-

views (that is, high recall) [Royle and Waugh, 2005]. It is hence not surprising that they

received higher weights, leading them to be ranked higher than other documents. Even so,

it is immensely reassuring to see that the automatic process reached the same conclusion.

The weight for the MeSH term Humans/ is an important property of relevant document for

this review, but documents missing this term have the chance to compensate for this with

the presence of other terms, such as those found as clauses of node 11. Finally, the appear-
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ance of the term trial$ in the title of a Medline abstract appears to be more indicative for

a relevant document than if it would occur in the abstract (concluded by comparison of the

clauses of node 15 and 16).

By inspection of multiple queries, meta-data terms seem to be weighted higher than

free-text. This is evidence for the quality of the indexing performed in the medical domain,

and reassurance that their use by the expert searchers generating these queries is justified.

6.3.5 Discussion

While the approach generalizes and leads to rankings where relevant documents tend to be

ranked higher, the extent of position changes of relevant documents in the ranking appears

to be small. A number of observations can be made from detailed analysis of the baseline

and trained queries.

First, the learned weights of the trained queries remain close to 1. This is not surprising

and is due to the proposed training method, which starts from 1 and is conservative in

deviating from the starting point by means of the early stopping criterion. Although this

was effective to retain performance at least as good as the baseline queries, it might have

restricted the choice and combination of weight values.

Second, the rankings for most queries only have localized changes in the order of doc-

uments. This is especially pronounced in cases where documents have had the same score

with regard to the unweighted query and hence, an arbitrary order. But, after the train-

ing, an order has been introduced for these documents placing those containing terms and

concepts of relevant documents higher in the ranking. Whereas the nodes of unweighted

queries generate the same output score no matter which of their term clauses are present in

a document as long as the same number of terms are present, weighted clauses emphasize

the importance of specific terms and thus, introduce order between these documents.

Third, typical ranking score distributions have high and distinct scores for top-ranked

documents and a long tail containing many documents with the same score. This obser-

vation is an explanation why the optimization, even if it leads mostly only to localized

changes, does not have the same influence on the top ranked documents and hence, does
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not lead to larger increases in RBP. Furthermore, the normalization of the query scores to

the range [0, 1] further constrains the influence that weights in lower levels of the query tree

can have on the overall query similarity score.

Finally, many query terms are manual expansion terms of concepts and do not (yet)

appear in relevant documents. As a consequence, training assigns smaller weights to these

terms, and the tracking of the performance on the validation set might possibly stop the

optimization prematurely.

By way of the discussed implementation approaches, execution times for the optimiza-

tion of queries were in the order of seconds and minutes which is negligible compared to

the search efforts that are spend on the update of a systematic review.

6.3.6 Other approaches

A number of other approaches can be taken in order to improve query performance without

sacrificing repeatability and scrutability.

It might be possible to directly optimize on a task-relevant evaluation measure instead

of optimizing mean squared error. This has the potential to eliminate the additional safe-

guard employed here to use the method only on queries that show consistent behaviour over

multiple evaluation measures. Applicability of the method could thus possibly be increased.

A first step in this direction is the work of Herschtal and Raskutti [2004] who directly opti-

mized an approximation of AUC using gradient descent.

Instead of optimizing query weights, there are a number of other ways in which queries

can be adapted. First, a diversity of p-values might lead to better retrieval results than

choosing a uniform value for all query node operators. Second, additional terms might

be introduced that separate relevant from irrelevant documents. Third, while the queries’

structure has been normalized in this thesis, different aggregation of the terms and concepts

might lead to superior performance.

The method proposed here employs early stopping to safeguard against overfitting. An-

other approach is to start from multiple initializations instead of the unweighted baseline and

employ some form of regularization that penalizes the extreme query weight assignments
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that are more likely to lead to overfitting. Also, other update strategies could have been

employed, some of which might converge faster. Efficiency considerations however are of

minor importance for the task of updating a systematic review.

Finally, instead of following a time interval based update strategy, relevance feedback

could be employed directly into the review creation process. The work of Wallace et al.

[2010a] investigates active learning for this purpose and proposes ways to overcome biases

that might result from the order and properties of the documents fed back into the system.

6.4 Summary

Weighted queries allow important terms and concepts to be stressed for particular informa-

tion needs. The proposed method optimizes mean squared error and shows improvements

for the majority of queries. However, the results are mixed on typical effectiveness mea-

sures used in information retrieval and for classification. By cautious use of the optimized

version of the queries for only the reviews that show consistent behavior on these more

task-related measures, better rankings could be achieved, validating the feasibility of the

approach. Nevertheless, it appears that for the examined queries and retrieval model the

introduced weights change the rankings only minimally.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

This thesis has presented a new approach to systematic review search. A ranked retrieval

alternative in the form of the p-norm extended Boolean retrieval (EBR) model was shown

to provide advantages over the current Boolean approach, but to also satisfy important task-

specific requirements. Using this retrieval method, a greater number of relevant studies than

with the current Boolean approach can be identified for inclusion in systematic reviews,

reducing the dependence on potentially biased secondary discovery methods to determine

them. The method is close to current practice and hence requires minimal changes to the

current process, which should facilitate its adoption.

In the background chapter, retrieval models, basic IR methodology and systematic re-

viewing practice have been introduced. Besides, requirements for systematic review search

have been collated.

The retrieval models have then been evaluated in Chapter 4 for their appropriateness

in the context of systematic review search, and the family of extended Boolean retrieval

models found to be a particularly promising alternative. Moreover, a method was suggested

for the transformation of Boolean queries into queries suited to the p-norm approach. That

the best retrieval results have been found for high p-values facilitates the property of the

model to generalize the Boolean model at these values.
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To mitigate the drawback of these retrieval methods – namely, their execution cost –

efficient algorithms were proposed in Chapter 5. Consequently, the p-norm and similar

models became a much more viable and competitive alternative in practice.

Finally, a query optimization method was proposed in Chapter 6 that makes use of the

information about relevant documents available after creation of an initial systematic review

to improve retrieval results during the update of systematic reviews. The method has been

found to provide valuable feedback about document properties in the collection, however,

the rankings for optimized queries turned out to be too similar to the unoptimized baselines

for optimized queries to be of practical significance.

Contributions

This thesis describes improved methods for two important information retrieval tasks that

facilitate evidence-based medicine: the initial preparation, and then the update, of system-

atic reviews. Particular contributions of this thesis are:

• Alternative ranked retrieval methods are evaluated in Chapter 4 for their appropriate-

ness in the face of systematic review requirements. The p-norm approach to extended

Boolean retrieval, originally proposed almost 30 years ago, is identified as a partic-

ularly interesting method and its effectiveness (re-)validated for systematic review

search. The ranked EBR method is shown to be as good as the current Boolean

approach, but possesses the additional advantages of ranking: any number of docu-

ments can consciously be chosen for inspection, and the increased density of relevant

documents at the top of the ranking facilitates query reformulation.

• In Chapter 5, it was demonstrated that efficient query processing methods available

for ranked keyword retrieval can be adapted and supplemented to be applicable for

the p-norm and similar EBR models, that use structured queries and monotonic score

aggregation functions. The resulting efficiency gains make these models a viable

alternative.
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• By means of the scoring method, presented in Section 5.2.1, the inverted list iteration

strategy has been decoupled from the query structure, allowing free optimization of

the former. At the same time, the number of query nodes processed is reduced by

means of small additional sorting overhead which does not dominate over the gains

in practical measurements.

• The new scoring method further enables ideas from the Max-Score optimization to

be applicable in the context of the p-norm EBR model. Moreover, new techniques are

described to attain complementary score bounds that can either be used on their own,

or in combination with the adaptation of Max-Score.

• The query optimization method described in Chapter 6 applies a gradient descent

training method to weighted p-norm EBR queries. While the overall gains are not

practically significant in the context of the particular experimental setup, the method

has shown to be feasible and with further refinement, additional gains might be

possible.

• The measurement methodology, proposed in Section 3.3, allows assessment of the

impact of a change to an IR system on disk and computational costs using a sim-

ple setup. The publication of separate measurements is more expressive and hence

informative for readers.

• The experimental query parser and the operator implementations are significant im-

plementations that have been reused in further research outside of the scope of this

thesis, for instance, in a user study performed by Karimi et al. [2011]. For the soft-

ware, it can be referred to the BioTALA project of NICTA.1

• All proposed methods are validated with experiments, using a large, representative

real-world document collection, Medline, which is freely available for scientific use.

Moreover, the results are compared against Ovid, a widely-used state-of-the-art bio-

medical search engine implementation.
1http://www.nicta.com.au/research/projects/BioTALA/
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APPLICATIONS

• Three query sets have been generated as part of this thesis, most significantly the

COCHRANE query set, which contains 50 complex queries and relevance judgements.

It has been made publicly available to facilitate further research by other researchers.

Applications

The contributions of this thesis are applicable in at least the following contexts.

Other IR tasks and application domains, in which Boolean retrieval is still the primary

retrieval mechanism, might also be amenable to ranked retrieval methods and the methods

suggested in this thesis. Legal retrieval tasks are particular examples that are very similar to

those in systematic review search and are worth exploring. It is hoped that this thesis mo-

tivates researchers to question current approaches to other important retrieval tasks beyond

systematic review search.

The proposed efficient retrieval methods are not limited to the p-norm model. Several

retrieval systems use structured queries, but differ in the applied retrieval functions. Many

of them could benefit from the suggested methods. The practicability of the proposed time-

limited method showcases a particular type of optimization which is worthwhile to explore

for other long-running computations.

The suggested gradient descent optimization method can be used in context of any

differentiable retrieval function, most significantly those of structured queries. Using the

original query as starting point in conjunction with early stopping is effective in situations

where it is important to retain the effectiveness level of the original query.

The measurement methodology presented in Chapter 3 is generally applicable to effi-

ciency experiments that involve disk accesses and can easily be adopted for any other de-

composable measurements.

Finally, the curated query set might be a valuable resource in other research contexts

despite that it was derived from systematic reviews for the purpose of studying the perfor-

mance of information retrieval methods.
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Future Directions

As typical for most scientific endeavours, the research results of this thesis raise new ques-

tions that provide ample opportunity for future work.

First, the investigation into the p-norm EBR model can be extended. In the experi-

ments in Section 4.4, the same p-value was assigned to all query operators. While this is a

common approach, better retrieval results might be attained if different p-values can deter-

ministically be assigned. This is particularly interesting in the context of systematic review

updates, for which previous relevance judgements can be used to evaluate the p-value as-

signments. Moreover, while the two term-weight choices for the p-norm model, suggested

in the literature, have been examined, there might be better weighting schemes, in partic-

ular those that perform well on citation databases. Richer document representations might

also offer opportunities to use weighting schemes that are not as beneficial for retrieval on

basis of citation entries. For systematic review search, the only requirement is that these

weights are independent of collection statistics. Furthermore, all operators are currently

mapped to one of the three basic (extended) Boolean operators in the query preprocessing

step. Instead of relaxing the constraints imposed by, for instance, proximity operators, it

is worth exploring how to extend the p-norm EBR model with additional operators. Also,

the presence of too many term-level negations might have an adverse effect on the efficient

query processing methods suggested in Chapter 5. This did not become a problem within

the scope of this thesis, but for general queries a theory is desirable by way of which the

gains of using the optimization can be estimated which could then be used to determine

which implementation alternative to use. Then, the idea of conditional score bounds could

be taken further and methods investigated that determine a particular term to condition the

score bounds on. Finally, the query optimization method in Chapter 6 effectively mini-

mized a surrogate loss, but the effect on evaluation measures of interest were inconsistent.

The optimization of different losses, or possibly even directly of the evaluation measures,

might lead to more consistent and significant improvements.
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Second, other ranked retrieval models could be adapted to make them applicable for

systematic review search and then evaluated. A promising candidate is the inference net-

work model [Turtle, 1991], but effective collection-independent weighting schemes would

have to be devised.
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